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In this thesis, the potential of barley anther culture as 
a method for the rapid and efficient production of 
homozygous lines has been investigated. 
The substitution of sucrose by maltose in the anther 
culture medium led to a substantial improvement in the 
frequency of green plant regeneration. High 
concentrations (6-12%) of maltose gave greater numbers of 
green plants than low (1-3%) concentrations. In addition, 
plant regeneration was predominantly via an embryogenic 
route rather than an intermediate callus phase. Three 
commercially important spring barley cultivars, Tweed, 
Tyne and Natasha were considered. All three responded on 
a maltose-based medium, although to differing extents. 
The genetic stability of anther culture-derived lines 
produced by this method was assessed by karyotype 
analysis, and by using a range of biochemical and 
molecular markers. Low levels of variation were detected 
and the relative stability of the system may be 
attributed to the embryogenic mode of regeneration 
attained on a medium containing maltose. 
Despite the improvements obtained using the maltose 
protocol, response to anther culture was shown to be 
largely dependent on genotype. An investigation of the 
transmission of anther culture responsiveness into Fl 
hybrids produced from H.vulqare x H.spontaneurn crosses 
showed that responsiveness was dominant to non- 
-13.- 
responsiveness. A high degree of heterosis for anther 
culture response was also observed in Fl progenies. 
An investigation of anther culture response in the 
wheat/barley disomic chromosome addition lines showed 
that addition of a single pair of barley chromosomes 
could not positively modify anther culture response in an 
unresponsive wheat background. 
The implications of these results are discussed in 
relation to the application of anther culture technology 
to barley breeding and genetics. 
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The present study was initiated in 1987, and the contents 
of this chapter represent a review of relevant literature 
up to this time. 
1.1 THE GENETIC IMPROVEMENT OF BARLEY 
Barley (Flordeum vulgare L. is one of the most widely 
cultivated cereal crops, grown over a range of 
environments and soil types. It ranks fourth in 
cultivation area in the world, after wheat, rice and 
maize, and occupies nearly 2 million hectares in the 
United Kingdom. Barley is used mainly for brewing, 
malting, and as an animal feed. 
Barley is a diploid inbreeder (2n=2x=14), and its genetic 
improvement is traditionally through the development of 
homozygous lines after hybridisation of two or more 
parental genotypes, and repeated selling and selection 
cycles (Bingham, 1975). Pedigree selection, like several 
other routine methods of plant breeding, is a long 
process from hybridisation to the release of a new 
variety (at least 10-15 years is needed to develop a new 
spring barley variety). It is, therefore, less responsive 
to refinements in objectives demanded by changes in 
agricultural technology. An alternative procedure is 
single seed descent (SSD) in which a single seed from 
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each plant is taken forward in each generation (Brimm, 
1966). Plants are raised under glasshouse conditions and 
the generation time is substantially reduced. However, 
despite the time-saving possible with spring cultivars, 
homozygosity is not achieved as rapidly for winter 
varieties which have a vernalisation requirement. Other 
disadvantages include non-random loss in the procedure 
(Riggs and Hayter, 1975) and the possibility of 
disrupting desirable linkage relationships in the 
segregating populations. To overcome these limitations, 
doubled haploids have been used in barley breeding 
programmes (Snape at al., 1986). 
Haploidisation and subsequent chromosome doubling to 
produce doubled haploids (DH) allows the development of 
completely homozygous lines from heterozygous parents in 
a single generation. An efficient haploid producing 
system in barley can, therefore, decrease the time needed 
to produce new varieties. Also, the genotypes of DH lines 
are fixed, and thus, by contrast with conventional 
breeding where selections are made on a segregating 
population, plants will breed true, making more efficient 
selection possible. A haploid producing system may also 
have potential in quantitative genetic studies to detect 
linkage and gene interaction and estimate genetic 
variances and the number of genes affecting quantitative 
characters (Choo et al., 1985). In the absence of 
dominance, the effects of recessive genes can be studied. 
Haploids have also been used in mutant isolation studies 
in some species including tobacco and rice (Chaleff and 
Ray, 1984; Schaeffer et al, 1986) although generally with 
limited success. They have also been used in cell 
selection studies in barley e.g. for salt tolerance (Ye 
et al., 1987). In many cereal species, including barley, 
the microspore is the only single cell capable of 
reliable regeneration in vitro (Dunwell, 1985a), although 
there has been some recent success in establishing a 
system for the efficient regeneration of rice plants from 
protoplasts (Cocking and Davey, 1987). Microspores, 
therefore, have considerable potential in the study of 
plant cell development (Maheshwari et al., 1982). The 
process by which an immature gametophyte is diverted from 
its normal developmental pathway and induced into a 
sporophytic mode of development also provides a means of 
investigating the alternation of generations, and 
differential gene expression and regulation during the 
two phases of the life-cycle (Dunwell, 1985b). 
1.2 METHODS OF PRODUCING DOUBLED HAPLOIDS IN BARLEY 
There are a number of methods for producing DH in barley. 
Egg cells can be stimulated to divide in culture without 
fertilisation (parthenogenesis), although the frequency 
of haploid plants obtained is very low (0.2-1.4% of 
ovules cultured) (San Noeum, 1979; Huang et al., 1982). 
Using the haploid initiator (hap) gene which stimulates 
unfertilised egg cells to form embryos, haploids can also 
be produced parthenogenetically without the need for a 
tissue culture phase (Hagberg and Hagberg, 1981). Usually 
30-40% of the viable seeds from plants homozygous for the 
partially dominant hap gene grow into haploid plants. 
The Hordewn bulbosum system was first reported by Kasha 
and Kao in 1970. It exploits the phenomenon of selective 
genome elimination after a cross between H.bulbosum ( as 
the pollen parent) and H.vulg'are. Fertilisation occurs 
normally but the H.bulbosum chromosomes are gradually and 
preferentially eliminated from the zygote. Embryos are 
rescued by embryo culture and chromosome doubling is used 
to produce the DR. Substantial progress has been made in 
barley breeding using H.bulbosum-derived haploids. The 
cultivar Mingo was produced by this technique and 
licensed five years after the first parental cross was 
made (Kasha and Reinbergs, 1980). The highest reported 
frequency of haploids produced by the H.bulbosum method 
is 23 doubled haploids per 100 florets, while the average 
frequency is in the region of 5-10 (Kasha and Reinbergs, 
1981). 
Plants can also be regenerated from immature pollen 
grains without the need for fertilisation (androgenesis) 
using tissue culture techniques (Foroughi-Wehr and 
Friedt, 1984). This can either be achieved by the culture 
of whole anthers (anther culture), or isolated 
microspores (microspore culture). 
Techniques involving the production of haploids from 
pollen cells have an intrinsic potential advantage over 
techniques involving egg cells as there is an immense 
number of pollen cells (roughly 9000 per floret for 
barley), compared to the 1 egg cell available per floret, 
giving an opportunity to regenerate plants more 
efficiently. The culture of pollen is also more 
universally applicable than techniques such as ovule 
culture, which has been applied successfully to very few 
crops, such as barley, rice and maize (Wenzel and 
Foroughi-Wehr, 1984). Despite the success to date using 
the H.bulbosum system, it has the disadvantage that it is 
more labour intensive, and therefore less cost effective 
than anther culture (Snape et al., 1986). 
1.3 THE IN VIVO AND IN VITRO DEVELOPMENT OF POLLEN 
In normal gametophytic development, barley pollen grains 
are formed within the four locules of the anther by a 
meiotic division of the pollen mother cell (PMC) to form 
a tetrad of thin-walled, non-vacuolated cells, from which 
four immature pollen grains (microspores) develop 
(Sunderland and Dunwell, 1977). A vacuole develops as the 
microspore increases rapidly in volume and a pore becomes 
apparent in the exine wall. Further expansion of the 
vacuole occurs as the nucleus assumes a position 
diametrically opposite the pore. The nucleus then 
undergoes the first, asymmetric, pollen grain mitosis 
(PGM) which cuts off a small generative cell from the 
remainder of the grain, which comprises the vegetative 
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cell. The vegetative nucleus then migrates to a position 
adjacent to the pore, the vacuole is resorbed and 
cytoplasmic constituents are synthesised. Large amounts 
of starch are synthesised and accumulated in the 
plastids. During this phase, in tricellular species, 
including the Gramineae, the generative cell moves away 
from the inner surface of the pollen wall and undergoes 
the second PGM, resulting in a mature grain with two 
sperm cells suspended in the vegetative cell cytoplasm 
(Dunwell, 1985a). In bicellular species such as the 
Solanaceae, the second PGM occurs after the generative 
nucleus has migrated into the pollen tube after 
germination. 
Nicrospores can be induced on an appropriate culture 
medium, to divert from this gametophytic pathway of 
development. They develop either by a series of organised 
divisions to form embryoids after extrusion from the 
exine wall, or by the formation of disorganised, 
multicellular callus masses. Further differentiation of 
root and shoot meristems is followed by development into 
plants with the gametophytic number of chromosomes. These 
are then doubled, either spontaneously or through the use 
of chemical doubling agents, to give DH lines (Foroughi-
Wehr and Friedt, 1984). 
The potential to divert the programme of differentiation 
of microspores from a gametophytic to a sporophytic 
pathway was first discovered accidentally by Guha and 
Mahesht..'ai- i in 1964, in the Solanaceous species, Datura 
jnnoxia, while they were studying meiosis in vitro. Since 
then, microspore culture has been recognised world-wide 
as a potentially useful tool in the rapid production of 
DH for barley breeding programmes, and there have been 
intensive efforts to apply the technique to crops of 
economic importance on a large scale (Foroughi-Wehr et 
al., 1976). Following the success with Datura innoxia, 
response of microspores to culture was soon demonstrated 
in tobacco (Mitsch and Nitsch, 1969) and rice (Niizeki 
and Oono, 1968). Barley was first shown to be responsive 
by Clapham, (1971), and developments in technique and 
methodology have resulted in plants being produced in 
more than 237 species, representing 83 genera in 37 
families (Dunwell, lgSSa). 
Whole anthers are usually cultured on a solid medium, 
although liquid medium has been used (Kao, 1981). There 
has been some success with species such as Nicotiana 
tabacum using systems involving the culture of isolated 
microspores, (Sunderland, 1978), by the dehiscence of 
anthers to release microspores into the medium (shed 
pollen technique; Sunderland and Xu, 1982), or by 
homogenisation of anthers and centrifugation to remove 
the somatic tissue. However, the use of these systems has 
been limited with barley, as the viability of the 
isolated microspores is drastically reduced (Dunwell, 
1985b). Another technique is to culture whole 
inflorescences (Wilson, 1977), but although this system 
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reduces the time needed to process material, the culture 
yields do not compare with other methods (Wenzel and 
Foroughi-Wehr, 1984). 
1.4 MECHANISMS FOR THE INDUCTION OF ANDROGENESIS 
A considerable amount of effort has been put into trying 
to understand the underlying mechanisms of induction of 
morphogenic potential in microspores. It has been found 
that in normal in vivo development, pollen grains from 
the binucleate stage onwards are present in two forms in 
many plant species, including barley (Dale, 1975; 
Sunderland and Evans, 1980). When stained with 
acetocarmine, the majority of grains have deeply staining 
cytoplasms but there is also a small proportion of 
smaller non-staining (NS) grains present, in which the 
normal sequence of development appears to have been 
disrupted (Dunwell, 1985b). For barley and tobacco the 
number of these NS grains in an anther was found to be 
similar to the number of calli subsequently formed from 
that anther, and this led to the suggestion that the two 
may have a common origin (Dale, 1975). 
The phenomenon of NS (or E) grains is considered to be a 
form of partial male sterility in normal pollen 
development (Sunderland, 1982). The numbers of these 
abnormal grains can vary considerably between species and 
between cultivars of the same species, and in general, 
genotypes that produce Thqe numbers of E-grains in vivo 
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are easy to culture and amongst the most productive 
(Sunderland, 1982). It has been suggested that the 
control of induction resides in the switching on and off 
of gametophytic genes at specific control points, so that 
the variants reresent cells in which the gametophytic 
genes have not been activated. However, this theory has 
been questioned (Dunwell, 1985a). There is no direct 
evidence that regeneration occurs only from these 
abnormal pollen grains, which are not seen in certain 
species, including Datura innoxia. Also, there are 
sometimes too few F-grains detected in viva to account 
for the numbers of pollen cells responding in culture. 
When anthers are cultured directly from the plant without 
an intervening pretreatment, induction frequencies and 
subsequent callus production are usually low. Pollen that 
has not been diverted from the gametophytic pathway, and 
diverted pollen that has not begun to divide, die rapidly 
(Sunderland, 1982). Following the suggestion that the 
best way to improve culture yields would be to induce a 
higher number of diverted pollen grains, attention was 
focused on the growth conditions of the donor plants. 
Although manipulation of the growth conditions was 
thought to have an effect on the induction of the 
hypothesised E-grains (Sunderland, 1978), possibly by 
influencing hormone levels in the anther wall, more 
success has been achieved with the advent of temperature-
stress pretreatments (Huang and Sunderland, 1982). 
Excision of tillers, followed by a relatively long period 
of cold stress, acts to increase te number of induced, 
dividing pollen grains. This may be caused by the 
initiation of changes leading to the suppression of 
gametophytic transcription and changes in endogenous 
hormone levels in the anther (Sunderland, 1982), or, if 
E-grains are implicated, by maintaining the viability of 
those already induced (Heberle-Bors, 1985), although the 
actual mechanism for the effect of pretreatment is 
unknown. It is also possible that it retards the ageing 
of the anther wall. Pelletier and Illami, (1972) found a 
correlation between anther response and the rate of wall 
senescence, where delayed senescence led to an increase 
in response. Alternatively, cold treatment provides an 
unspecific shock, resulting in the establishment of 
endogenous cellular conditions which favour the desired 
development (Wen2el and Foroughi-Wehr, 1984). During cold 
treatment, the microspores are blocked in the Gi phase of 
mitosis, corresponding to the mid-uninucleate phase 
(Sunderland, 1982). Starch synthesis, the onset of which 
indicates that it is no longer possible to induce 
androgenesis, is also prevented. Four different pathways 
of androgenetic spore development have been shown to 
occur in barley, as in several other species, involving 
divisions of either the vegetative cell, the generative 
cell, or both, and all appear to be capable of producing 
multicellular structures (Sunderland and Evans, 1980). 
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1.5 LIMITATIONS IN THE USE OF ANTHER CULTURE 
Despite the progress made in anther culture research over 
the last two decades in establishing culture protocols 
and an increased awareness of the factors influencing 
androgenetic response in culture, the utilisation of 
anther culture technology in barley breeding programmes 
has so far been restricted because of three major 
limitations. Firstly, the overall yield of green plants 
has been very low, with large numbers of albinos being 
regenerated. The productivity of published methods has 
been in the order of 1-10 green plants regenerated per 
100 anthers cultured for barley, which is not cost 
effective to the breeder (Hunter, 1987). There are also 
large genotypic differences in anther culture response, 
as has also been found with the H.bulbosUm method, and 
results cannot be generalised (Wenzel and Foroughi-Wehr, 
1984). Thirdly, there are problems of genetic instability 
associated with the fact that plant regeneration in 
barley anther culture has been achieved predominantly via 
an intermediate callus phase. Regenerated plants show 
chromosomal disturbances (Powell et al., 1986a) and 
phenotypic variation at the whole plant level (Powell et 
al., 1984). 
1.6 APPROACHES TO THE IMPROVEMENT OF ANTHER CULTURE 
RESPONSE 
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Research into the improvement of anther culture response 
in barley has focused on two main areas. Since the first 
report of barley anther culture by Clapham in 1971, 
barley has been the subject of numerous studies in an 
attempt to clarify the influence of physiological and 
environmental factors affecting response, and to find 
ways of optimising anther culture protocols so that they 
can be applied to any cultivar of interest (Sorvari and 
Schieder, 1987). The alternative approach has been to 
identify responsive genotypes and try to incorporate the 
genes responsible into varieties of interest by 
combination breeding (Foroughi-Wehr and Friedt, 1984). 
1.6.1 PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS AFFECTING ANTHER CULTURE 
RESPONSE 
1.6.1.1 Growth Conditions Of Donor Plants 
It has been found that the growth conditions, 
particularly light and temperature conditions, of donor 
plants can have a profound effect on anther culture 
response. The physiological status of the plants at the 
time of anther excision also strongly influences the 
sporophytic potential of microspores within the anther 
(Foroughi-Wehr and Mix, 1979). It has been suggested that 
environment acts to affect the endogenous state of the 
donor plant (Wenzel and Foroughi-Wehr, 1984). The 
suggestion that donor plants should be grown at 12 0C for 
the best results has been substantiated by several 
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workers (Foroughi-Wehr and Mix, 1979; Hunter, 1987), and 
this has actually been correlated with a decrease in E-
grains at higher temperatures (Sunderland, 1978). 
Differences in photoperiod and light intensity lead to a 
high degree of variation in anther productivity. Light 
intensities as high as 20 000 lux have been recommended 
for barley (Lyne et al., 1986), and optimal results are 
obtained when plants are grown in the spring and summer, 
presumably also due to daylength and temperature 
fluctuations. Variation can be seen, however, even 
between different batches of glasshouse-grown plants 
(Sunderland, 1974). Studies have shown that field-grown 
material can respond better than glasshouse-grown plants 
(Clapham, 1973). Growth of plants in controlled-
environment cabinets has been recommended to provide more 
uniform material for culture (Lyne et al. 1986), and to 
avoid problems of plant pathogens, since it is thought 
that chemical disease control measures severely impair 
the viability of the pollen (Sunderland et al., 1981; 
Wenzel and Foroughi-Wehr, 1984). It is customary to 
supply plants with additional nutrients (Lyne at al., 
1986), although it has been shown in Nicotiana species 
that nitrogen starvation can induce a higher level of 
response (Sunderland, 1978). The age of the donor plant 
also affects anther culture response, with the first-
formed spikes being the most productive (Powell, 1988). 
It has been suggested that the conditions under which 
donor plants are grown affects the induction of 
androgenesis in barley by affecting the proportion of 
dimorphic E-type pollen grains found (see section 1.4). 
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1.6.1.2 stage of Pollen Development 
The importance of sampling anthers at a precisely defined 
stage of development has been stressed (Dunwell, 1985a). 
Sunderland (1974) has published a standard method for 
identifying the ideal stage of development for culture of 
microspores but the stage can vary between different crop 
species. In barley, culture of the microspores at the 
mid-late uninucleate stage of development is the most 
successful (see table 2.2; figure 2.2), although the 
precise stage can vary between genotypes and different 
methods of cultivation of donor plants (Sunderland, 
1974) 
1.6.1.3 Anther Pretreatment 
The use of temperature-stress pretreatments has become 
routine in anther culture protocols. In barley, 
pretreatment at 4 0C for a period of 21-28 days is 
recommended (Huang and Sunderland, 1982) although this 
optimum contrasts sharply with those used for some other 
species. The method of pretreatment can also be important 
(Huang and Sunderland, 1982), with the treatment of de-
awned whole spikes in petri dishes being more successful 
than the treatment of intact tillers in polythene bags, 
possibly due to the additional effect of stress placed 
upon excised tillers. Cold pretreatment is known to 
affect the number of pollen grains diverted from the 
gametophytic pathway of development (see section 1.4), 
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but whether it acts in their induction, or simply to 
maintain their viability is unclear. 
1.6.1.4 Culture Medium 
The culture medium has been considered to be one of the 
most important factors affecting anther culture. However, 
evidence suggests that the prior variables of donor plant 
growth, pollen stage and cold pretreatments act to 
influence the induction of androgenesis, while the medium 
affects the division of the microspores and their 
subsequent development into multicellular structures and 
then plants (Sunderland, 1982). It is important to adjust 
the cultural conditions so that the pollen divides but 
not the somatic anther tissues. However, although 
divisions in the somatic tissue can occur with some 
species, it has never been observed in barley anther 
cultures (Wenzel and Foroughi-Wehr, 1984). 
Culture media for barley anther culture, as with other 
tissue culture systems, are usually developed 
empirically, often without a great deal of evidence for 
the actual effects of many of the constituents. Early 
protocols were based on undefined compounds such as 
coconut water (Steward and Caplin, 1952). Potato extract 
media were developed relatively successfully for cereal 
anther culture (Anonymous, 1976; Chuang et al., 1978), as 
was the N6 medium of Chu (1978), but it has now been 
suggested that it is better to work with defined media, 
which allow a much higher degree of reproducibility of 
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results (Duriwell, 1985b). For example, the cultivar 
source and age of tubers used for potato medium can 
markedly affect its efficiency (Wenzel and Foroughi-Wehr, 
1984). In addition, there is evidence in barley that 
although these media can allow large numbers of 
microspores to respond, continued development is better 
on salt mixtures of higher concentration (Lyne et al., 
1986). The anther culture medium now generally 
recommended (Lyne et al., 1986) is based on that 
developed by Foroughi-Wehr et al., (1976), which is 
essentially a modification of the Linsmaier and Skoog 
medium (1965). The advantages of the use of defined media 
has also been stressed when methods of media preparation 
are considered. Sterilisation of the medium by 
autoclaving can affect its composition, not only by 
affecting the stability of hormones, but also by causing 
breakdown of the carbohydrate to other sugars (Ball, 
1953). For this reason filter-sterilisation of the medium 
has been recommended (Lyne et al., 1986). Various 
components of the anther culture medium are considered in 
the following sections. 
1.6.1.4.1 solidifying Agents 
It has been known for many years that most types of agar 
used to solidify culture media contain compounds that are 
deleterious to microspore survival (Kohlenbach and 
Wernicke, 1978). Agarose has been suggested as an 
alternative to agar and, despite its greater cost, it is 
now used routinely for several cereal species including 
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barley (Lyne et al., 1986). In barley, the use of 
alternative, and cheaper, gelling agents has been 
investigated by Sorvari (1986a; 1986b), who has shown 
that plant starches, particularly barley starch, are 
superior to agar as solidifying agents, and can promote 
the response of microspores in culture (this is discussed 
further in section 3.4). The use of liquid media has also 
been proposed as an aternative to agar-solidified media 
(Sunderland, 1978; Kao, 1981). One of the problems with 
this system has been that although high yields of calli 
or embryoids may be obtained, plant regeneration is 
hindered, probably due to the anaerobic conditions 
imposed on the calli, which sink below the surface of the 
liquid (Dunwell, 1985b). The addition of Ficoll to 
increase the buoyancy of the cultures has been 
recommended for barley (Kao, 1981) and may give 
significant improvements in plant yield. 
One advantage of using solidified media is that the 
orientation of the anther can be controlled (Dunwell, 
1985a). This has been considered in a number of species 
including barley (Hunter, 1985; Shannon et al., 1985; 
Powell et al., 1988), and anther orientation has been 
shown to have a considerable effect on response, where 
anthers cultured on edge with only one locule in contact 
with the medium show much higher levels of response than 
those cultured flat with both locules in contact, 
suggesting that some component of the medium is 
inhibitory to continued development of the microspores 
(t-his is discussed further in section 3.4). 
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1.6.1.4.11 Mineral Salts And Organic Supplements 
There is little information on the effects of major salts 
on the different stages of microspore development in 
culture (Dunwell, 1985a), apart from the general 
observation that they are important in post-induction 
development (Sunderland, 1974). However, it is known that 
iron, a minor mineral component in the medium, is 
involved in the development of pollen embryos from the 
globular to the heart stage (Heberle-Bors, 1985). There 
is also little information about the specific effects of 
the organic supplements used. In some species, such as 
wheat, maize and Triticale, glutamine has been found to 
partially replace the beneficial effects of potato 
extract medium (De Buyser and Henry, 1986). Glutainine has 
also been shown to be more successful than ammonium 
nitrate as the nitrogen source in barley anther culture 
medium (Olsen, 1987). The addition of inositol is 
recommended in barley for the growth of multicellular 
microspores (Wenzel and Foroughi-Wehr, 1984). 
Species have been separated into those (Gramineae, 
Cruciferae) which require the addition of hormones to 
anther culture media, and those considered to be hormone 
independent (Solanaceae) (Dunwell, 1985b). However, there 
is some suggestion that cereals may not require exogenous 
hormones, at least in the early stages of culture 
(Dunwell, 1985b). This may be due to the type of 
structures produced from dividing microspores. Until 
recently it was thought that whilst certain species 
favour regeneration of plants via a direct, embryogenic 
route, cereals always form a disorganised callus, from 
which shoots and roots can be induced to form (Dunwell, 
1985a). Auxin is required for callus induction, but it 
may not be necessary for embryo induction. Embryo 
formation has now been demonstrated in barley (Dunwell, 
1985a; Lyne et al., 1986) and the addition of auxin may 
be disadvantageous if it diverts pollen into callus 
production instead of embryos, as was shown by anther 
cultures of henbane on medium containing 2,4-
dichiorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) (Raghavan, 1978) and 
also with rice (Lin et al., 1984). These effects may be 
less pronounced with indole acetic acid (IAA), which is 
considered to be a less active auxin than 2,4-D (Dunwell, 
1985a). Where hormones are required, improvements have 
been obtained in barley using a variety of combinations 
including kinetin + 2,4-D (Huang and Sunderland, 1982) 
and IAA + 6-benzylaminopurine (BAP) (Wenzel and Foroughi-
Wehr, 1984), and it is not possible to make any 
categorical recommendations about hormone requirements 
(Dunwell, 1985b). 
1.6.1.4.111 carbohydrate Composition 
Traditionally sucrose has been almost exclusively 
employed as the sole carbohydrate source in anther 
culture media, although other sugars have occasionally 
been used (Dunwell, 1985a). However, it has been shown 
that sucrose may not always represent the optimum 
carbohydrate source (Wei et al., 1986), but this 
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important consideration has received little attention and 
will be considered further in chapter 3. 
There is little standardised information about the 
optimum concentration at which the carbohydrate should be 
employed, and little information about the extent to 
which it has an osmotic role (Dunwell, 1985a). Various 
investigations have separated species into those 
requiring low sucrose concentrations (2-4% w/v) and those 
requiring higher concentrations (8-12% w/v). This 
separation seems to be related to the known distinction 
between those with bicellular mature pollen (Solanaceae, 
Liliaceae) and those with tricellular pollen (Gramineae, 
Cruciferae), with the former group requiring low osmotic 
conditions, and the latter group high osmotic conditions 
for germination (Dunwell, 1985b). It has been shown in 
experiments with oil seed rape that media containing high 
levels of sucrose (16% w/v) support higher levels of 
microspore viability and embryogenic division than the 
normal concentration of 8% (Dunwell and Thurling, 1985). 
In barley, low concentrations (2% w/v) of sucrose can 
inhibit androgenesis (sorvari and Schieder, 1987), while 
high (6-12% w/v) concentrations seem to favour direct 
embryogenesis. These workers have also observed that 
while high osmotic pressure (achieved using the inert 
osmoticum, melibiose) gives a better response in culture, 
under conditions of low osmotic pressure embryoids are 
often triggered into callusing. High levels of sucrose 
are not, however, conducive to plantlet regeneration, and 
it is usual to transfer callus or embryoids to a medium 
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containing lower sucrose (and hormone) concentrations to 
allow plant formation. 
1.6.1.4.IV Culture Atmosphere 
The constitution of the culture atmosphere is often 
overlooked, but it is known that varying the volumes of 
the culture atmosphere affects the yield of microspore 
embryos in tobacco (Dunwell, 1979), and that tobacco 
anthers produce ethylene during culture (Homer et al., 
1977). Carbon dioxide applications increase embryo yields 
from anther cultures of Clematis, Papaver and Anemone 
(Johansson and Eriksson, 1984), and treatment of tobacco 
anthers with nitrogen containing 2.5 or 5% oxygen 
stimulates embryogenesis (Imamura and Harada, 1981). It 
is possible, therefore, that reduced oxygen tensions may 
encourage embryogenesis, by providing an anaerobic 
atmosphere similar to the interior of an anther (Dunwell, 
1985a). Activated charcoal has been recommended as an 
addition to the culture medium for some species, 
including potato, as it absorbs phenolic compounds often 
released by senescing tissues in culture, which may be 
detrimental (Dunwell, 1985b). However it can also absorb 
hormones, vitamins and iron. 
The type of culture vessel used can be important. Plastic 
dishes require better temperature controlled culture 
rooms than glass dishes in order to avoid problems with 
condensation water (Wenzel and Foroughi-Wehr, 1984). The 
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size of vessel can also affect the volume of the culture 
atmosphere. 
1.6.1.4.V Incubation Conditions 
Temperature is the most critical, and most investigated, 
of the incubation variables (Dunwell, 1985b). Anthers of 
most species, including barley and the Solanaceous crops, 
respond well if cultured at 250C but some, particularly 
Brassicas, require short periods at 350C or even higher 
(Dunwell, 1985b). 
Little is known about the effect of light quality and 
quantity on microspore development, but the usual 
recommendation is for incubation in darkness until the 
time of emergence of the microspore-derived embryos or 
calluses (Dunwell, 1985b; Bunter, 1987), followed by 
incubation in continuous light. 
In barley there is evidence that the density of anthers 
in culture is important (Sunderland et al., 1981). It is 
known that cell constituents essential to the development 
of multicellular structures leach out of the anthers, and 
so high densities are recommended (Sunderland et al., 
1981). Alternatively, the culture medium can be 
preconditioned by the addition of stage 5-6 anthers, or, 
even more successfully, with barley ovaries, for 7 days 
at 250C, after which they are removed from the medium (Xu 
et al., 1981). 
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The pH of the medium can also be important. Huang (1982) 
showed that anthers easily turned brown and senesced when 
cultured on media of p116 and above. 
1.6.2 THE GENETIC APPROACH TO ANTHER CULTURE IMPROVEMENT 
The effect of genotype is one of the most important 
factors that affect the efficiency of anther culture 
(Dunwell et al., 1987). while environmental manipulations 
have been shown to change the developmental responses of 
some genotypes in vitro, it has not so far been possible 
to produce a uniformly high response among all genotypes. 
It has been proposed that culture conditions could be 
optimised for each genotype of interest (Dunwell, 1981). 
It is therefore of practical importance to identify the 
means by which genetic control of differentiation 
responses in vitro operate (Lazar et al., 1987). Results 
obtained from a number of studies have shown that anther 
culture responsiveness is heritable (Foroughi-Wehr et 
al., 1982). It also appears to be under the genetic 
control of at least two separate and independently 
inherited mechanisms which affect firstly the ability of 
microspores to develop into callus, and secondly the 
ability of these calli to differentiate into plants. 
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1.7 OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
The overall objective of the present study is to 
investigate the potential of anther culture as a useful 
tool in the breeding of barley which can be successfully 
applied to commercially important cultivars. 
The study has been approached in two ways: 
Firstly, the physiological approach to anther culture 
improvement, by manipulation of the culture procedure, 
will be considered. 
Following reports that the substitution of sucrose by 
maltose in the anther culture medium may lead to 
improvements in green plant yield, an experiment has been 
designed to establish whether this effect can be 
substantiated and whether or not there is an optimal 
concentration at which the carbohydrate should be 
employed in anther culture medium. The experiment will 
also consider three barley cultivars of current 
commercial importance. This has previously been a 
neglected aspect of research. 
This part of the study will also try to establish whether 
or not the green plants regenerated using this procedure 
are genetically stable or whether changes are induced 
during the culture process. This is important if anther 
culture is to be used on a mass scale to produce 
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completely homozygous lines. The stability of lines will 
be assessed at the karyotype, protein and DNA levels, to 
yield information at different levels of complexity. 
Recognising that improvements in green plant yield by 
manipulating the culture protocol are inevitably limited, 
the second part of the study will consider the 
improvement of anther culture responsiveness by genetic 
manipulation. This will be investigated at the genome 
level and in a more detailed study at the chromosome 
level. 
Firstly, at the genome level an experiment has been 
designed to investigate the potential to transfer 
factor(s) controlling anther culture responsiveness into 
the Fl following crosses between H.vulgare cv. Prisma and 
six Hordeum spontaneum lines. H.spontaneum is an 
important source of genes for resistance to a number of 
environmental stresses including pathogens, salt stress 
and drought. This experiment also incorporates an 
investigation of the ability of H.spontaneurn to respond 
to anther culture. 
Secondly, at the chromosome level, a set of aneuploid 
chromosome stocks, the wheat/barley disomic chromosome 
addition lines, have been used in an experiment designed 
to investigate whether or not any single barley 




MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 SOURCE OF PLANT MATERIAL 
The sources of plant material used in the present study 
are outlined in table 2.1. 
In the first experiment, designed to investigate the 
effect on anther responsiveness of varying the 
carbohydrate composition of the culture medium, anthers 
were cultured from the two-rowed, commercially important 
spring barley varieties Tweed, Tyne and Natasha. Doubled 
haploid plants were regenerated from all three. These 
were grown to maturity and seed harvested. 
For the second experiment, which considered the stability 
of anther culture-derived doubled haploids at the 
chromosome, protein and DNA levels, seed from the Tweed, 
Tyne and Natasha regenerants from experiment 1 was used. 
Seed harvested from Tweed anther culture regenerants 
obtained from a previous experiment at the Scottish Crop 
Research Institute (SCRI), again investigating the effect 
of different carbohydrates on anther culture response, 
was also used. 
For experiment 3, a study of the inheritance of anther 
culture responsiveness, six lines of the wild progenitor 
of cultivated barley, Hordeurn spontaneum (HS12, HS24, 
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Table 2.1 Sources of Plant Material used in the Present Study and Conditions for Growth 




1. Effect of carbohydrate 
composition on anther 
culture response 




C. DNA stability 
3. Response of wild barley 
to anther culture and 
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4. Effect of individual 
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experiment 1 (cvs. 
Tweed, Tyne, and 
Natasha) and SCRI 
stocks (cv.Tweed) 
H. spontaneum (lines 
12,24,26,28,32,36) 
Spring barley cv. 
Prisma, and the Fl 
hybrids between them 
Wheat cv. Chinese 




Key: VERN. = vernalisation 	J12 = John Innes 2 compost 	LIP = Levington/Perlite soil mix 
(See text for further details) 
spring barley variety, Prisma, and a corresponding set of 
Fl hybrids obtained from crosses between Prisma and the 
six H.spontaneum lines, were used as anther donor 
material. Anther culture regenerants obtained from this 
study were grown to maturity, and the seed harvested was 
used for a further analysis of proteins. 
In the fourth experiment, designed to investigate the 
chromosomal location of genes having major effects on the 
ability of anthers to respond to culture, the two-rowed, 
spring barley cultivar Betzes, the spring wheat cultivar, 
Chinese Spring, and the wheat/barley disomic chromosome 
addition and substitution lines (containing Betzes 
chromosomes in a Chinese Spring background), were used as 
donor plant material for anther culture. 
2.2. ANTHER CULTURE PROCEDURE 
Figure 2.1 summarises the different stages in the anther 
culture protocol used, and the timescale involved. 
2.2.1. DONOR PLANT GROWTH 
2.2.1.1. Vernalisation 
Plants with a vernalisation requirement (table 2.1) were 
germinated in petri dishes containing moist filter paper 
at 24 0C for 5-7 days. Seedlings were transferred to Jiffy 
Figure 2.1 - Time-Scale for the Anther Culture System 










B. Plantlet Establishment 
Ploidy Assessment 
Colchicine Treatment 
Growth of Regenerants to Maturity 
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7 pots [Jiffy Products] and placed in a controlled 
environment room at 4 0C for 4-6 weeks. 
2.2.1.2. Growth of Plants in a Glasshouse 
Plants were grown in 5 inch pots containing either John 
Innes 2 compost (sterilised loam, sphagnum peat, sand, 
base fertilisers, chalk and trace elements), or a 8.5:1 
mixture of Levington's peat and perlite. Plants were 
maintained at 18 0C, with a minimum daylength of 16 hours. 
Light was supplemented where necessary with 400 watt 
sodium tube lamps [Son-T, with Campiex fittings, supplied 
by Philips], giving an average light intensity of 250J1Em 
2i at the plant surface. Plants were fed daily with 
Sangral soluble fertiliser, supplied by Sinclair 
Horticulture and Leisure Ltd. [SHL] at a concentration of 
lOg/l (N, P205 and K20 in a 2:1:1 ratio with 1.2mg/i Mg, 
0.16mg/l Cu, 0.14mg/1 Zn, 0.22mg/i B, 0.7mg/i Fe, 
0.42mg/i Mn and 0.14mg/i Mo). 
2.2.1.3. 	Growth of Plants in a Controlled Environment 
Room. 
Plants were grown in 5 inch pots containing a 8.5:1 
mixture of Levington's peat and perlite, and fed daily 
with Sangral soluble fertiliser. Plants were maintained 
at 12 0C, with a day length of 16 hours. Light was 
provided by sodium tube lamps as described previously. 
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2.2.1.4. Disease Control Procedures 
During donor plant growth, problems were encountered with 
powdery mildew of barley (Erysiphe graminis) and aphid 
infection. The powdery mildew was controlled by spraying 
plants with Calixin, a systemic, morpholine-based 
fungicide, supplied by BASF [U.K. Ltd]. The recommended 
dose of 3m1' /1 was reduced to lml/l to avoid scalding of 
the foliage experienced at the higher concentrations. 
Plants were also sprayed with 5g/l Pirimor (ICI 
Chemicals), a contact carbamate insecticide for aphid 
control. 
2.2.2 SAMPLING OF SPIKES AND STAGING 
The three primary tillers were harvested sequentially 
from each plant when the distance of emergence of the 
flag leaf (interligule length) was between 35 and 60mm, 
at which stage plants were usually 6-8 weeks old. An 
interligule length of 35-60mm has been correlated with 
the developmental stage of anthers within the spike at 
which microspores are at the early-mid uninucleate phase. 
Tillers were trimmed of sheath leaves and swabbed with 
70% ethanol. Spikes were removed aseptically from the 
tillers and a test anther dissected from one of the most 
developmentally advanced central spikelets of each. The 
test anthers were then cut in half and tapped out in 
acetocarmine (Darlington and LaCour, 1942) on a glass 
slide, to release and stain the microspores. A coverslip 
was pressed firmly over the preparation and the 
microspores viewed under a light microscope (Zeiss 
photomicroscope). Spikes were retained for culture if 
microspores were at stages 2-3, according to the standard 
nomenclature which Huang (1982) adopted for barley from 
Sunderland (1974) (table 2.2). Pollen at this 
developmental stage is observed to have a fully developed 
pore, thick exine and enlarged vacuole. The nucleus is 
normally positioned at the opposite side of the cell to 
the pore (figure 2.2). 
The same procedure was used to screen for the presence of 
early divisions in the microspores (see figure 6.3). 
2.2.3 COLD PRETREATMENT OF SPIKES 
Each spike that was suitable for culture was placed in 
one half of a split compartment petri dish with a drop of 
sterile water in the other half to maintain humidity. 
Dishes were sealed with Nescofilm and stored in the dark 
at 4 0C for 21-28 days (Huang and Sunderland, 1982). 
2.2.4 MEDIA PREPARATION 
The barley anther culture medium used was based on that 
developed, by Foroughi-Wehr et al., (1976). Table 2.3 
shows the composition of the induction and regeneration 
media. The major inorganic nutrients (A) were made up as 
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TABLE 2.2 	standard nomenclature for anther staging. 
STAGE 	 POLLEN CHARACTERISTICS 
1 	Anthers containing tetrads or young 
microspores just released from the callose 
wall. A central vacuole absent. Nucleus in 
pre-DNA replication phase (Gl) of cell 
cycle. 
2 	Anthers containing mid-uninucleate 
microspores. Exine well developed. Vacuole 
present, but nucleus small and still in Gl 
of cell cycle. 
3 	Anthers containing late-uninucleate 
microspores. Nucleus enlarged and in either 
DNA relication phase (S) or post-DNA 
replication phase (G2). 
4 	Anthers containing microspores undergoing 
the first pollen division (PGM). 
5 	Anthers containing bicellular pollen grains 
with a generative and a vegetative cell. 
Generative nucleus cut off by a wall. 
Microspore vacuole still present. 
6 	Mature anthers containing starch-filled 
pollen grains with two gametes formed after 
the second PGM. No vacuole. 
After Sunderland (1974), with modifications for barley 
(Huang, 1982). 
muc 
Figure 2.2 	Mid-late uninucleate stage of pollen 






Legend: The early-mid uninucleate stage is specified as 
the most successful for anther culture response. 
At this stage there is a thick exine wall (E), 
the vacuole (V) is enlarged and the nucleus 
(N)is usually at the opposite side of the cell 
to the pore (P). 
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TABLE 2.3 COMPOSITION OF BARLEY ANTHER CULTURE 
INDUCTION AND REGENERATION MEDIUM 
COMPONENT INDUCTION REGENERATION 
 Major Inorganic Salts mg/1 
KNO3 1900 1900 
NH4NO3 165 165 
CaC12.2H20 400 440 





 Trace Elements mg/i 
H3B03 6.2 6.2 
MnSO4 .7H20 22.3 22.3 
ZnSO4.7H20 8.6 8.6 
Na 2M0O 4 .2H20 0.25 0.25 
KI 0.83 0.83 
• CuSO4.5H20 0.025 0.025 
• CoC12.6H20 0.025 0.025 
 Organic Supplements mg/i 
Myo-inositol 100 100 
Thiamine HC1 0.4 0.4 
Alanine 400 400 
• IAA 1 0.4 
• BAP 0.4 
x maltose 63 000 31 500 
agarose 8 000 8 000 
+ Made up as x400 stock solutions 
* IAA dissolved in a few drops of ethanol; BAP in a 
few drops of NaOH 
x Maltose was the sole carbon source unless stated 
otherwise in the text 
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a x20 stock solution. Each ingredient was dissolved 
separately in a small volume of distilled H 20 1  the 
solutions mixed and made up to volume. This avoided 
problems encountered when trying to dissolve all of the 
ingredients together. The trace elements (B) were made up 
as a x200 stock solution, with all the constituents 
dissolved together. Stock solutions A and B were then 
added to the organic supplements and carbohydrate (the 
carbohydrate was supplied as 6% w/v maltose unless stated 
otherwise), and made up to volume to give a double 
strength solution. This was sterilised by filtration 
through a 500m1 Nalgene disposable filter with a 0.2pm 
cellulose acetate membrane. The agarose [Sigma type VII] 
was also made up to double strength in distilled 11 20 
(pH5.8), and sterilised by autoclaving at 121 0C for 15 
minutes. The agarose was cooled to approximately 50 1C and 
mixed with the filtered medium under sterile conditions 
(in a Bassaire Laminar Flow Cabinet), before pouring 
immediately into 30mm petri dishes (Sterilin). 
The plantlet regeneration medium was the same as the 
induction medium except for a reduction in IAA and RAP 
concentrations to 0.4mg/l, and a reduction in the 
concentation of carbohydrate to 3% w/v. Sterilised medium 
was poured into 50mm deep form petri dishes (Sterilin). 
Modified Murashige and Skoog (M&S) medium, used for the 
development of plantlets prior to transfer into soil, was 
prepared with 4.71% w/v basal M&S (without sucrose, lISA 
and Kinetin) [Flow laboratories] and 3% w/v sucrose, made 
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up to volume and adjusted to pH5.6. After the addition of 
8% w/v agar, the solution was heated to near boiling 
point to dissolve the agar. The medium was then cooled, 
decanted into 60ml powder bottles and autoclaved at 121 0C 
for 15 minutes. 
2.2.5 CULTURE METHODS 
Anthers were dissected from the 5-7 central florets of 
each pretreated spike, avoiding the smaller, often 
sterile, florets at either end of each spike, and plated 
onto 30mm petri dishes containing anther culture 
induction medium. Two 30mm dishes were placed inside a 
90mm petri dish containing a drop of sterile water to 
maintain humidity, and sealed with Nescofilm. Dishes were 
then incubated in darkness at 20-24 0C. After 28 days the 
number of anthers producing callus and/or enibryoids was 
recorded. These anthers were then transferred to culture 
regeneration medium and incubated in continuously 
illuminated conditions with warm white fluorescent lights 
[Osram, 40W; Experiment 1] or cool white fluorescent 
lights [Sylvania GTE Standard F40R / 13S-RS; Experiments 
3 and 4] (301AEm 2s - ), again at 20-24 0C. Regenerating 
plantlets were removed as formed and grown further in 
modified M&S medium. The numbers of regenerated green and 
albino plants were recorded. 
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2.2.6 PLOIDY EVALUATION OF REGENERATED MATERIAL 
Green plantlets were transferred into 3inch pots 
containing Levington's peat after developing an adequate 
root system, and grown for 20-25 days under glasshouse 
conditions, as described previously. For the first week 
plants were kept in a plant propagator, with a high 
humidity, to allow acclimatisation to normal growth 
conditions. 
Ploidy assessments were made by measuring stomatal guard 
cell lengths (Borrino and Powell, 1988). The youngest of 
the fully unrolled leaves was selected from each plant 
and a 2cm segment removed from the tip. From this the 
inner 1cm was retained. Leaf segments were placed into 
boiling tubes containing 70% v/v ethanol, and incubated 
at 90-95 0C for 5-10 mins. The leaf segments were then 
transferred into small tubes containing 3:1 fixative (3 
parts ethanol: 1 part glacial acetic acid), and stored at 
4°C. 
For microscopic examination, leaf segments were mounted 
on a glass slide in distilled water and a coverslip 
placed on top of the preparation. The lengths of ten 
stomata were measured microscopically using an eyepiece 
graticule (1mm in units of 0.1mm, with each division 
equivalent to 1.7pm), working across the centre of each 
leaf segment. A relationship exists between the length of 
stomata and ploidy level (Borrino and Powell, 1988) so 
that a stomatal length below 41jnn indicates a haploid 
genome, 41-56pm indicates a diploid genome and above 56pm 
indicates .a triploid/tetraploid genome (figure 2.3). 
2.2.7 CHROMOSOME DOUBLING 
When regenerated green plants were at the 3-4 leaf stage, 
those found to be haploid were treated chemically to 
induce chromosome doubling and generate homozygous, 
diploid plants with restored fertility. Chromosome 
doubling was carried out according to the methods of 
Jensen (1974), using a solution of 0.05% w/v colchicine 
[Sigma] and 2% v/v dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) in tap 
water. Haploid regenerants were removed from pots, and 
roots washed to remove excess soil. The roots were cut to 
a length of 5cm and the stem bases slit with a scalpel 
(to allow the uptake of the colchicine solution). Plants 
were placed in test tubes containing colchicine solution 
so that the roots and stem bases were covered. After 5 
hours the roots were washed to remove residual colchicine 
and plants repotted into 3inch pots containing 
Levington's peat. Pots were covered with polythene bags 
(slit in one corner) to maintain humidity, for one week. 
After a further week, plants were transplanted into 5 
inch pots containing John Innes 2 compost, grown to 
maturity and seed harvested. 
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Figure 2.3 Length of barley stomatal guard cells. 
From top to bottom : haploid (x), diploid 
(2x) and tetraploid (4x). After Borrino 
and Powell (1988). 
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2.3 CYTOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES 
Seeds were germinated by placing them in petri dishes 
containing two layers of moist filter paper, and leaving 
to imbibe at 24 0C in the dark for 24 hours. Dishes were 
then transferred to a 4 0C cold room (cold treatment 
allows a more synchronised growth of the roots). After 2 
days dishes were returned to 24 0C conditions until root 
tips had grown to a length of 1-1.5cm. 
Two root tips were excised from each seedling and 
pretreated by placing in small specimen tubes containing 
a saturated solution of l-bromonaphthalene. This was 
prepared freshly by mixing 5mls bromonaphthalene in lOOml 
tap water, stirring and allowing to settle. The tubes 
were left uncorked for 4.5 hours after which the 
bromonaphthalene was poured off and replaced with 100% 
glacial acetic acid. Tubes were corked and left overnight 
at 4 0C to fix the root tips. 
Root tips were stained by replacing the glacial acetic 
acid with 1N HC1 (previously heated to 60 0C) and 
incubating in uncorked tubes at 60 0C for exactly 12 mins. 
The HC1 was then replaced with Leuco-basic fuchsin 
(Feulgen method; Darlington and LaCour, 1942), tubes 
recorked and left for 10-30 mins to allow the root tips 
to stain. 
The stained, meristematic tip of each root was excised 
and placed in a drop of 45% acetic acid on a glass slide. 
A coverslip was placed over the prcparation and a brass 
=Ic 
tapper used to gently break up and spread the material. 
The slide was then placed between layers of filter paper 
and pressed firmly, avoiding any lateral movement of the 
coverslip. Chromosome preparations were examined under a 
Zeiss photo-microscope. 
When identifying chromosomes, the Triticeae homologous 
groupings were adopted (Miller and Reader, 1987). 
- - This system numbers the barley 
chromosomes on the basis of their homology with 
chromosomes in the A,B and D genomes of wheat (Triticum 
aestivum L.). Table 2.4 indicates the relationship 
between the alternative chromosome numbering systems that 
can be adopted for barley. 
2.4 ELECTROPHORETIC TECHNIQUES 
2.4.1 POLYACRYLA14IDE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS IN THE PRESENCE 
OF DODECYL SULPHATE (SDS-PAGE) 
2.4.1.1 Extraction of Barley Storage Proteins (Hordeins) 
storage proteins (Hordeins) were extracted from barley 
endosperm samples as described by Smith and Payne (1984). 
4-8mg of endosperm were removed from each seed and 
crushed between pieces of filter paper, using a hammer. 
The endosperm was transferred to an Eppendorf tube and 
ground to a fine flour using a micropestle. The flour was 
mixed with 200p1 Hordein Extraction buff e.- (10% v/v 
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TABLE 2.4 Chromosome symbols in barley 
Tritice&e 	 Barley 	 Barley genome 
homoeologous 	chromosome 	 symbols 
group 	 number 
1 5 1H 11 
2 2 2H 21 
3 3 3H 31 
4 4 4H 41 
5* 7* 514 51 
6* 6* 6H 61 
7 1 7H 71 
Legend: The Triticeae homologous groupings were 
adopted when identifying chromosomes (Miller 
and Reader, 1987). There is controversy over 
the correct gene symbol to use for barley. 
Both "I" and "H" genome symbols have been used. 
In this study the "H" symbol has been adopted 
as it is more universally used (Dewey, 1984). 
* NOR (nucleolar) chromosomes 
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glycerol, 62mM Tris-HCl (p1-18.6), 2% w/v Sodium dodecyl 
sulphate (SDS), 0.01% w/v Pyronin G dye [BDH Chemicals] 
and 5% v/v 2-Mercaptoethanol), and samples were incubated 
at room temperature for one hour with occasional shaking, 
and then for 2 minutes at 100 0C in a water bath to 
dissociate the proteins. 
2.4.1.2 Gel Preparation and Running 
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was performed using 
the system of Laemmli (1970). This method involves the 
separation of proteins on the basis of molecular weight, 
using a vertical gel apparatus (20xl5cm gels). 
Separating gels consisting of 10% w/v acrylamide, 0.13% 
w/v NN'-methylenebisacrylamide, 38mM Tris-HC1 (pH8.8) and 
0.1% w/v SDS, were polymerised chemically with 0.08% v/v 
tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) and 0.025% w/v 
ammonium persulphate (APS) to give a final volume of 
49.3mls. This was poured between gel plates and overlaid 
with a stacking gel of 4.4% acrylamide, 0.06% bis-
acrylamide, 12mM Tris-HC1 (p116.8), and 0.1% SDS, 
polymerised in the same way as the separating gel (final 
volume 21.6mls). The electrode buffer (p118.3) contained 
25mM Tris-HCl, 0.188M Glycine and 0.1% SDS. 40p1 protein 
extract from each sample was loaded onto the gel and run 
at a constant current of 20mA until the Pyronin G dye 
front had run to the end of the gel. 
CEM 
Following electrophoresis, the gels were stained by 
immersion for 2 days in a solution of 0.02% w/v Coumassie 
brilliant blue R (in 4.75% v/v ethanol and 6% w/v 
trichloroacetic acid [TCAfl. Gels were destained by 
immersion in H20 for 1-2 days. 
2.4.2 ISOELECTRIC FOCUSING (IEF) 
2.4.2.1 Extraction of Barley Endosperm Proteins 
Esterase, Glucophosphate Isomerase (GPI), 8-Amylase 
From each seed, 20mg endosperm were removed and 
crushed to a fine flour as described previously. 
Samples were mixed with 60p1 distilled H 20 in an 
Eppendorf tube and incubated for 1 hour at room 
temperature, before spinning for 6 minutes in a 
microcentrifuge. 
a-Amylase 
20mg endosperm, still attached to the embryo of 
each seed, was incubated in a petri dish 
containing moist filter paper at 24 0C for 7 days, 
until the embryos had germinated (a-amylase 
activity is induced by gibberellic acid upon 
germination). The endosperm was transferred into 
eppendorf tubes containing 60u1 a-amylase 
extraction buffer (10mM Sodium acetate, 5mM CaC1 2 
pH4.8) and extracted for 1 hour at room 
temperature. Samples were then incubated at 70 0C 
MESM 
for 20 Thins to denature fi-amylase activity, and 
microcentrifuged for 6 mins. 
3. Water Soluble Protein (WSP) 
20mg endosperm were removed from each seed, 
crushed as described previously and mixed with 
60p.i1 10mM Dithiothreitol (DTT). Samples were 
incubated at room temperature for one hour and 
spun for 6 minutes in a microcentrifuge. 
2.4.2.2 Gel Preparation and Running 
Isoelectric focusing (IEF) was performed on a Pharmacia 
horizontal flat-bed apparatus for the analysis of the 
isozymes of specific proteins separated on the basis of 
charge differences (Ainsworth et al., 1984). 
Ultrathin, 0.1mm thick polyacrylamide gels, containing 
4.85% acrylamide, 0.15% bis-acrylamide, 13.2% glycerol, 
5.3% ampholytes [Sigma], and chemically polymerised by 
the addition of 0.35% TEMED and 0.7% APS (final volume 
8.5mls), were poured onto a glass plate coated with bind 
silane (0.2% v/v silane in chloroform). At the same time 
a second plate whose edges were raised by 0.1mm using 
dymo-tape, coated with repel silane (2% v/v dimethyl-
chlorosilane in 1,1,1-trichloroethane), was slowly pushed 
across on top of the first plate. Silane was developed by 
Pharmacia and acts by adding reactive methylacrylate 
groups onto the surface of one of the glass plates so 
rc 
that the acrylamide becomes chemically bound to it during 
polymerisation. Ampholytes are a group of amphoteric 
carrier protein molecules with varying isoelectric points 
(p1) used to establish a continuous pH gradient 
throughout the gel, along which the isozymes of protein 
markers under study can be separated. The pH gradient 
most suitable for the clear separation of the isozymes of 
each marker under investigation was worked out 
empirically, using a combination of ampholyte solutions 
of different pH ranges (see table 2.5). 
IEF was performed at a constant power of 1 watt/cm of gel 
length and maximum voltage (3000V), after filter paper 
electrode strips had been saturated in electrode 
solutions and laid along the length of the gel at the 
cathode and anode (see table 2.5). The gels were prerun 
for 500 Volthours (Vh) to align the ampholytes at their 
isoelectric points. The extracted endosperm samples were 
applied to the gel on lxO.Scm filter paper wicks and run 
for a further 500Vh, after which the wicks were removed 
and the gel run for 250OVh. Volthours are measured using 
a Pharmacia Volthour Integrator, which integrates volts 
with respect to time, in order to standardise differences 
between experiments due to varying gel resistances. 
Table 2.6 gives details of the staining procedures used 
to visualise the isozyme banding patterns of the 
different protein markers considered. 
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TABLE 2.5 CHROMOSOME LOCATION OF BIOCHEMICAL MARKERS, 
pH GRADIENTS AND ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS USED 
FOR ISOELECTRIC FOCUSING 
PROTEIN CHROM. GENE pH *ELECTRODE 
(ENZYME LOCATION GRADIENT SOLUTION 
CODE) 




7H Est-10 p114.5-5.4 
2:1 
6-AMYLASE 4H B-Amy-1 1+2 
E.C.3.2.1.2 p114.5-5.4 
pH4.0-6.5 
6H a-amy-1 2:1 
a-AMYLASE 3+4 
E.C.3.2.1.1 pH4.5-5.4 
711 cx-amy-2 p114.0-6.5 
in Gpi-i 1:1 
GLUCO- 3+4 
PHOSPHATE pH5 .0-7.0 
ISOMERASE 3H Gpi-2 p114.0-6.5 
411 Wsp-2 1:1:1 
WATER 
SOLUBLE pH4.0-6.5 1+2 
PROTEIN pH4.2-4.9 
5H? Wsp-3 p114.5-5.4 
* Electrode solutions: 1. 	0.04M DL Glutanic acid; 	2. 
0.2M Histidine; 3. 0.514 Acetic acid; 4. 1M sodium 
hydroxide 
czm 
TABLE 2.6 STAINING PROCEDURES USED FOR THE ANALYSIS 
OF ISOZYME BANDING PATTERNS 
	
Stain: 	0.02%w/v fa fl blue RR salt, 
0. 0l%w/v nathylacetate 
in 0.05M Na 2HPO4 (pH7.4). 
ESTERASE 	 Incubate in dark for lhr 
at 37°C. 
Destain: 	7%v/v acetic acid overnight. 
Stain: 3%w/v starch solution. 
Incubate for 10 Thins, pour 
cX-AMYLASE off starch. Wait 1 Thin, 
B-AMYLASE immerse in 3%w/v iodine, 
2%v/v glacial acetic acid 
for 10 Thins. 
Destain: 7%v/v acetic acid overnight. 
Stain: 93n1M Tris HC]. 	(pH8.0), 	97mM 
MgC12, 0.02%w/v fructose-6- 
phosphate, 0.0065%w/v NADP, 
GLUCOPHOSPHATE 0. 0065%w/v meldolablan, 	1.3% 
ISOMERASE (GPI) w/v nitroblue tetrazolium 
salt and 0.065%v/v glucose-6 
-phosphate dehydrogenase. 
Incubate gel for lhr at 37 0C 
Destain: 7%v/v acetic acid overnight. 
Fixation: 2.64%w/v suphoxycyclic acid, 
11. 5%w/v trichioroacetic 
acid. Incubate for 30 mins. 
Destain: 	25%v/v ethanol and 8%v/v 
WATER glacial acetic acid for 15- 
SOLUBLE 30 mins. 
PROTEIN 
(WPS) Stain: 	0.115%w/v coumassie blue 
R250 in 25%v/v ethanol and 
8%v/v acetic acid (heated 
to 600C) for 10 mins. 
Destain: 	As previously 
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2.5 MOLECULAR (RESTRICTION FRAGMENT LENGTH POLYMORPHISM) 
TECHNIQUES 
2.5.1 GROWTH OF PLANTS AND PREPARATION OF LEAF MATERIAL 
Plants were grown in 5 inch pots containing John Innes 2 
compost under glasshouse conditions (section 2.2.1.2) for 
2-3 weeks. The young leaves were harvested and frozen 
immediately in plastic containers. The frozen leaf 
material was then dried in a freeze-drier [Birchover 
Instruments Ltd.] for 5-7 days or until the material was 
completely, dry. 
2.5.2 TOTAL PLANT DNA ISOLATION 
DNA was isolated as described by Saghai-Maroof et al., 
(1984). Total DNA was prepared from 400mg freeze-dried 
leaf material which was ground in a coffee grinder. 9ml.') 
1xCTAB buffer (100mM Tris-HC1, pH7.5, 1% w/v 
hexadecyltrimethyl-ammonium bromide (CTAB), 0.7M NaCl, 
10mM EDTA and 1% 2-mercaptoethanol) was then added to the 
leaf material in a 16ml Sarsted screw top tube, and then 
incubated at 60 0C for 60 minutes with occasional mixing. 
Following extraction, the crude DNA solution was purified 
by sequentially extracting with 24:1 v/v chloroform: 
isoamylalcohol (IAA), 1:1 v/v phenol:chloroform, and 
twice more in 24:1 chloroform:IAA. For each extraction, 
tubes were inverted several times to nix, centrifuged at 
3500rpm for 10 minutes and the aqueous phses recovered. 
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The chloroform acts to remove the lipid, phenolic and 
aromatic compounds, and the phenol to denature and 
deproteinise the aqueous phase. DNA was precipitated from 
the aqueous phase by the addition of 0.6 volumes of 
propan-2-ol (isopropanol) and recovered by centrifugation 
at 2000rpm for 2 minutes. The DNA was briefly vacuum 
dried and resuspended in 4m11 TE buffer (10mM Tris-HC1, 
p1-17.5, 1mM EDTA). RNA was removed from the preparation by 
the addition of log/ml RNase A (previously boiled in 
25mM Tris-HC1, p1-17.5 for 15 minutes to remove 
contaminating DNase activity), and incubation at 650C for 
15 minutes. The DNA was precipitated with 2 volumes of 
95% v/v ethanol, 150mM sodium acetate, and recovered by 
centrifugation at 2000rpm for 2 minutes. The DNA pellet 
obtained was washed with 70% ethanol, vacuum dried for 5 
minutes, resuspended in lml TE buffer and stored at 4 0C. 
2.5.3 PLASMID DNA ISOLATION 
A procedure modified from that described by Naniatis et 
al., (1982) was used for the small scale isolation of 
plasmid DNA. Bacterial colonies were grown up by 
incubation on agar-solidified LB plates containing the 
antibiotic, ampicillin. lomls liquid LB medium with 
ampicillin was inoculated with a single bacterial colony 
and incubated at 37 0C overnight in an orbital shaker. LB 
medium consisted of 1% w/v bacto-tryptone, 0.5% w/v yeast 
extract and 1% w/v NaCl, with the addition of 1.5% w/v 
agar [Difco laboratories] in the solid medium. Ampicillin 
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was added at 2p1/ml from a stock solution of 25mg/mi 142 0 . 
Cells were decanted into 2ml eppendorf tubes, microfuged 
for 10 minutes at 14,000rpm, the supernatant replaced 
with 0.2nd lysozyme solution (50mM glucose, 10mM EDTA, 
25mM Tris-HC1, p148.0 and Smg/ml lysozyme [Sigma]), and 
the pellet resuspended by vortexing. The tubes were 
incubated on ice for 5 minutes before the addition of 
0.4m] of 0.2M NaOH, 1% SDS, and mixing by vortexing. The 
tubes were incubated for a further 5 minutes on ice, and 
0.3m1 potassium acetate added. Tubes were then incubated 
for 15 minutes at -70 0C and microfuged for 15 minutes at 
14,000rpm to remove the resulting precipitate of cell 
debris. 0.75m1 of the supernatant was added to 0.45ml. 
isopropanol, tubes mixed by inversion and incubated again 
at -700C for 15 minutes. The precipitated plasmid DNA was 
recovered by microfuging as previously. The pellet was 
washed in 70% ethanol, vacuum dried for 5 minutes and 
resuspended in 50/A1 TE buffer. RNase was added at 10/Ag/mi 
and the sample incubated at 65 0C to remove any 
contaminating RNA. The DNA was reprecipitated with 95% 
ethanol, 150mM sodium acetate, and the pellet recovered 
by microfuging. After vacuum drying for 5 minutes the DNA 
was resuspended in 50p1 TE buffer and stored at 4 0C. 
2.5.4 RESTRICTION ENDONUCLEASE DIGESTION 
Total genomic DNA was digested with the restriction 
enzyme BamH1 [Pharmacia] in Spermidine Digestion Buffer 
(3DB) (33mM Tris-FIC1, p117.8, 65mM potassium acetate, 10mM 
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magnesium acetate, 4mM spermidine and 5mM DTT). 100141 
aliquots of genomic DNA (lOpg DNA) in TE buffer were made 
up to a final volume of 300pl with 30xSDB buffer and 
distilled H 20, and incubated overnight at 370C with a SX 
excess of enzyme to ensure complete digestion. Digests 
were precipitated in 2 volumes (600pl) 95% ethanol, 150mM 
sodium acetate and stored at -20 0C until use. 
Purified plasmids were digested with 1 unit of enzyme per 
Mg DNA at 370C for several hours. 
2.5.5 NEUTRAL AGAROSE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS 
Agarose gels were prepared by dissolving 1% w/v agarose 
(Pharmacia), in 1xTBE buffer (89mM Tris-OH, p118.3, 89mM 
boric acid and 2.5mM EDTA) in a microwave, to give a 
final volume of 300ml. This was cooled to 50 0C and 
poured into Perspex gel plates (20x24cm gels). The gels 
were set up in tanks with 1xTBE used as the running 
buffer. Digested DNA samples were spun at top speed in a 
microcentrifuge for 10 minutes and the ethanol/sodium 
acetate supernatant removed. The DNA pellets were vacuum 
dried for 5 minutes and resuspended in 251il TE buffer, 
after which Spl loading buffer (40%v/v glycerol, 
0.025%w/v Xylene Cyanol FF and 0.025%v/v Bromophenol 
Blue) was added. Samples were loaded and the gel run at 
40V overnight until the bromophenol blue marker had run 
to the end of the gel. Lambda DNA, digested with HindlIl 
was used to provide size markers. 
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Following electrophoresis, the gels were stained with 
O.Sug/ml ethidium bromide in 1xTBE buffer for 15 minutes, 
briefly destained in H 20 and examined on the 
transil luminator. 
2.5.6 SOUTHERN TRANSFER 
Gels were transferred by 'Southern blotting' (Southern, 
1975) onto nylon membranes (Hybond N+, Amersham) using 
the alkaline transfer method of Reed and Mann, (1985). 
The blotting apparatus was set up in a tray containing a 
glass plate balanced on upturned petri dishes. The tray 
was filled with 0.4M NaOH and a double layer of Whatman 
3MM paper was placed over the glass plate to form wicks. 
The gel was then placed DNA side up on the 3MM paper and 
covered with an identical sized piece of Hybond N+ 
(previously prehydrated for 15 minutes in distilled H 2 O, 
and soaked in 0.4M NaOH), ensuring that there were no air 
bubbles between the sheet and the gel. Two layers of 3MM 
paper, soaked in 0.4M NaOH were placed on the top and 
covered by a glass plate and heavy weight over a layer of 
paper towels to absorb the alkali as it is drawn up 
through the gel and membrane. This was left to blot 
overnight. The treatment with alkali allows the 
denaturation of the DNA in situ on the gel to make it 
single-stranded (and thus suitable for subsequent 
hybridisation with probe DNA). 
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2.5.7 ISOLATION OF DNA PROBE SEQUENCES 
Plasmid inserts of 2kb or less were first separated from 
the plasmid vector by restriction enzyme digest (section 
2.4.3) and by agarose gel electrophoresis (section 
2.4.4). Probe sequences were recovered from the gel by 
electroelution as described by Maniatis et al., (1982). 
Fragments were cut out of the gel, and placed in a 
dialysis bag, containing a small amount of ThE buffer. 
The bag was immersed in 0.05XTBE buffer in an 
electrophoresis tank, and a current passed through the 
bag (500V for 30-40 minutes). DNA electroeluted out of 
the gel onto the inner wall of the dialysis bag and was 
released from the wall by reversing the polarity of the 
current for 1 minute. The buffer containing the probe was 
recovered from the dialysis bag and precipitated with 2.5 
volumes of 95% ethanol, 150mM sodium acetate, and stored 
at -200C. Prior to hybridisation, samples were microfuged 
at 14 000rpm for 10 minutes and the resulting pellet of 
DNA resuspended in TE buffer. Inserts above 2kb were not 
isolated from the plasmids. Details of the probes used in 
this study are given in table 2.7. 
2.5.8 RADIOLABELLING 
The probe DNA (Song DNA in 9il distilled 11 20 ) was 
denatured by boiling for 10 minutes, and labelled with 
32PdcTp [ICN Biomedicals Ltd.] as described by Feinberg 
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Table 2.7 	DNA probe sequences used for the analysis of DNA stability 
CLONE HOST VECTOR FUNCTION SOURCE REFERENCE 
pEll E.coli pUC8 hordein Bl barley Forde et al., (1985) 
(DH5(x) 




pBG35 E.coli pAT rDNA flax Ellis et al., (1983) 
(DH5a) 
pHvcP3 E.coli pAT cpstDNA barley Ellis et al., (1983) 
(DH5a) 
Key: rDNA = ribosomal DNA 	 cpst DNA = chloroplast DNA 
and Vogeistein (1984) using a Boehringer Mannheim Random 
primed DNA labelling kit. A solution was prepared 
containing 3Ml dNTP's (A,T and G), 2bl hexanucleotide 
reaction mixture, lbLl Klenow enzyme (1 unit in 50% w/v 
glycerol) and 3tl 32PdCTP. This was added to the 
denatured probe DNA and incubated at 37 0C for 40 minutes, 
and then at room temperature overnight. The labelled 
probe was separated from unincorporated nucleotides by 
spin chromatography on Sepharose CL-6B [Sigma] (Maniatis 
et al., 1982), and boiled for ten minutes. 
2.5.9 DNA:DNA HYBRIDISATION 
Hybridisation involves the incubation of a single-
stranded radiolabelled 'probe' DNA in solution with the 
single-stranded DNA immobilised on the nylon membrane. 
The probe will only bind to DNA bands which have a high 
degree of homology. 
Membranes were incubated in Prehybridisation solution 
(50mls of 1.5xSSPE (from a 20xSSPE stock solution of 3.6M 
NaCl, 0.2M NaPO 4 and 0.02M EDTA, p117.7), 0.5% dried milk 
powder, 1% SDS, 6% polyethylene glycol (PEG 6000) and 
3g/ml denatured salmon sperm DNA). This allows 
macromolecules to bind to any sites on the membrane not 
occupied by DNA, blocking the non-specific attachment of 
radiolabelled probe DNA during hybridisation. Incubations 
were carried out in a hybridisation oven (Hybaid, 
Middlesex, U.K.) at 65 0C for 4 hours to overnight. The 
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prehybridisation solution was replaced with hybridisation 
solution, consisting of prehybridisation solution with 
the addition of the denatured labelled probe DNA, and the 
membrane incubated overnight as before. 
Following hybridisation the membranes were washed twice 
for 15 minutes in 2xSSC (from a 20xSSC stock solution of 
3M NaCl and 3M sodium citrate), 0.5% SDS, and twice for 
15 minutes in 2xSSC, 0.1% SDS, and finally in O.1xSSC, 
0.1% SDS for 15 minutes. All washes were carried out at 
room temperature. 
2.5.10 AUTORADIOGRAPHY 
Autoradiography was carried out at -80 0C for 1-7 days 
using Fuji RX X-ray film and Kodak X-omatic intensifying 
screens. Films were developed for 4 minutes (Photosol 
CD18), washed for 30 seconds, fixed for 4 minutes in 1M 
acetic acid and washed again for 1-2 minutes. Following 
autoradiography, blots were stripped by washing twice, 
for 15 minutes, with 400ml 0.1xSSC, 0.2% SDS, preheated 




EXPERIMENT 1: A COMPARISON OF THE EFFECT OF SUCROSE AND 
MALTOSE AT VARYING CONCENTRATIONS AS CARBON SOURCE, ON 
THE ANTHER CULTURE RESPONSE OF COMMERCIAL BARLEY 
VARIETIES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Culture medium composition is a critical factor in the 
successful induction of microspore division. A common 
requirement for all media is a carbon supply, but the 
carbohydrate component used has been a relatively 
neglected area of cell and tissue culture research. In 
most anther culture protocols, as in the majority of cell 
and tissue culture systems, sucrose, the major 
translocated carbohydrate in plant tissues, is 
traditionally recommended as the sole carbon source 
(Wenzel and Foroughi-Wehr, 1984). However the yields of 
green plants obtained using such protocols have been low, 
with regenerant yields in the order of 2-8 green plants 
per 100 anthers cultured (Foroughi-Wehr et al., 1976 
Huang and Sunderland, 1982). Research has suggested that 
sucrose may not be the optimal carbohydrate for all 
tissue culture systems (Kochba and Spiegel-Roy, 1973; 
Kochba et al., 1982; Hunter, 1987). Babbar and Gupta 
(1986) have shown that different carbohydrates can affect 
different aspects of pollen embryogenesis. Barrow (1986) 
found that glucose was the best carbon source for long- 
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term culture of cotton microspores, substantiating 
earlier work by Davis et al. (1974) and Price et al. 
(1977). In barley (Wei et al, 1986) and Nicotiana species 
(Aruga et al., 1985; Kyo and Harada, 1985) isolated 
microspores have been deprived of sucrose for several 
days to induce embryogenesis or callus formation. 
Recently it has been demonstrated (Sorvari and Schieder, 
1987) that low concentrations of sucrose (2% w/v) can 
inhibit barley androgenesis. Raquin (1983) examined the 
use of a range of sugars as carbohydrate source for 
anther culture of Petunia, and found that maltose, an a-
1,4-linked glucose disaccharide, was superior to both 
sucrose and glucose in its ability to improve embryo 
induction and development. Maltose has also been found 
to be more beneficial than over thirty other carbon 
sources tested for somatic embryogenesis of Medicago 
sativa (Strickland et al., 1987). The effectiveness of 
maltose in stimulating androgenesis has also been 
demonstrated in barley (Hunter, 1987; Powell, per. 
comm.), with considerable increases in the yields of 
green regenerants obtained. As well as promoting the 
development of green plants, maltose appears to encourage 
direct regeneration from embryoids, which may reduce the 
problems associated with an intermediate callus phase 
(Powell et al., 1984; Sunderland and Huang, 1985). 
The successful utilisation of anther culture in crop 
improvement is dependent upon the ability to produce 
consistently large numbers of green regenerants from any 
ac 
cultivar of interest. Consequently, the objectives of 
this study were; 
To confirm the results from previous investigations on 
the effects of maltose in stimulating androgenetic 
response in barley. 
To extend observations to determine the optimal 
concentration of maltose in the culture medium. 
To include commercially important barley cultivars 
not previously considered. 
To provide anther culture-derived lines for further 
study. 
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Details of the plant materials and methods used in this 
study are given in section 2. 
The experiment was designed to test the response of three 
spring barley cultivars, Tweed, Tyne and Natasha, on 
anther culture media which had been modified by supplying 
the carbohydrate as either sucrose or maltose (normally 
at a standard concentration of 6% w/v) at a concentration 
of 1, 3, 6, 9 or 12% w/v. Thus for each genotype there 
were ten different carbohydrate/concentration 
combinations (Table 3.1). Twenty plants of each genotype 
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TABLE 3.1 Numbers of anthers cultured in Experiment 1: 
The response of three barley cultivars 
to culture on media containing either 
sucrose or maltose, supplied at varying 
concentrations. The design was repeated 
five times to give five replicates. 
number of anthers cultured 
carbohydrate concn(%) TWEED TYNE NATASHA 
1 30 30 30 
3 30 30 30 
MALTOSE 6 30 30 30 
9 30 30 30 
12 30 30 30 
total 150 150 150 
1 30 30 30 
3 30 30 30 
SUCROSE 6 30 30 30 
9 30 30 30 
12 30 30 30 
total 150 150 150 
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were used as anther culture donors. Thirty anthers were 
Cultured for each genotype/carbohydrate/concentration 
combination and the experiment was replicated five times 
to give a total of 4500 anthers. Florets were removed 
from tillers and mixed before plating into 30mm dishes 
(15 anthers per dish), so that each dish received five 
florets at random, but the three anthers within each 
floret were plated together in rows. Cultures were scored 
after 28 days for the numbers of anthers responding in 
culture to form callus and/or embryoids, and subsequently 
for the number of green and albino plants regenerated. In 
addition, cultures were assessed visually for indications 
of regeneration having proceeded via callus or via an 
embryogenetic route. Green plants were scored for those 
with a haploid chromosome complement and those which had 
undergone spontaneous doubling in culture. 
3.3 RESULTS 
The numbers of anthers responding to culture to form 
callus/embryoids and the numbers of green and albino 
plants obtained for each of the 30 treatments are 
summarised in Table 3.2. The results clearly indicate 
that anther culture medium containing maltose is superior 
to sucrose-based medium, in terms of both initial anther 
response and subsequent plantlet regeneration, over the 
range of carbohydrate concentrations tested. Figure 3.1 
illustrates the extent of the differential response of 
anthers to maltose and sucrose. A total of 1092 green 
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Table 3.2 The effect of sucrose and maltose concentration (% w/v) on percentage responding 
anthers, and green and albino plant production for the barley cultivars Tweed, Tyne 
and Natasha (150 anthers per treatment) 
MALTOSE % (w/v) 
	
SUCROSE % (w/v) 
1 	3 	6 	9 	12 
	
1 	3 	6 	9 	12 
% Response 
TWEED 	Green Plants 
Albino Plants 
% Response 
NATASHA Green Plants 
Albino Plants 
44.7 52.5 65.3 58.3 56.7 
	
69 	134 	285 	103 	286 
86 	162 	227 	145 	243 
22.7 38.7 48.0 42.0 57.3 
1 	8 	15 	37 	60 
10 	57 	83 	203 	342 
6.0 6.7 7.3 10.0 21.3 
8 1 2 6 1 
7 3 11 19 11 
4.7 1.3 6.0 13.3 20.0 
1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 14 19 14 
% Response 
TYNE 	Green Plants 
Albino Plants 
4.7 5.9 16.7 34.7 32.7 
0 1 18 40 36 
4 5 67 122 148 
2.7 3.3 3.3 5.2 4.0 
1 0 0 5 2 





Figure 3.1 	The effects of maltose (1,2) and sucrose 
(3,4) supplied at 6% w/v on the anther 
culture response of barley cv. Tweed, 
after 28 days culture. 
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plants were regenerated on the maltose-based medium 
compared with a total of 28 on the sucrose-based medium. 
Figure 3.2 shows that there are also genotypic 
differences in the ability to respond to culture, 
particularly on the maltose-based medium. Both Tweed and 
Natasha respond well to culture, but Tyne shows much 
lower levels of callus/embryoid induction. When plantlet 
regeneration is considered, the genotypic differences 
become even more apparent. In Figure 3.3, the numbers of 
green and albino plants regenerated have been averaged 
over the five carbohydrate concentrations, for each of 
the three genotypes. Eight times more green plants were 
obtained from Tweed than from Natasha, while Tyne yielded 
considerably fewer plants than either. However, maltose 
raises the performance of all three cultivars in 
comparison with sucrose. 
Due to the non-normality of the data, a generalised 
linear model was used to statistically analyse the data 
and the results are presented in the form of an analysis 
of deviance table (McCullagh and Nelder, 1983). The 
analysis of deviance for the maltose-based experiment is 
presented in Table 3.3 and indicates that the differences 
between genotype are highly significant but the effect of 
carbohydrate concentration is non-significant. The effect 
of carbohydrate concentration was considered a fixed 
effect and therefore a mixed model was used as the basis 
for the variance ratio tests. However, it is evident that 
the high concentrations of maltose (6-12%) produce a 
CrIMM 
Figure 3.2 Differences in the percentage response of anthers to culture for 
the three barley cultivars Tweed, Tyne and Natasha, cultured on 
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Figure 3.3 Numbers of green and albino plants produced 
from anthers of cvs. Tweed, Tyne and Natasha, 
cultured on medium containing maltose or 













Tweed 	Natasha 	Tyne 
green / maltose 	 albino /maltose 
green / sucrose 	 albino / sucrose 
IMM 
Table 3.3 Analysis of deviance for the characters: percentage responding anthers, and green 
and albino plant production 
% RESPONDING ANTHER 	GREEN PLANTLET 	ALBINO PLANTLET 
PRODUCTION 	 PRODUCTION PRODUCTION 
ITEM d.f. MEAN CHANGE MEAN CHANGE MEAN CHANGE 
Replicate 4 23.24 53.5 63.46 
0' 	 Genotypes 2 115.72 *** 549.41 116.55*** 
I 	Maltose 4 23.73 52.88 134.82 
Genotypes x 
Maltose -, 	8 6.30 
** 27.55 
** 40.64 
Residual 56 4.56 9.63 14.10 
P<0.001 
** 	P<0.0l 
higher frequency of plants than the low concentrations 
(1-3%). With the exception of percentage responding 
anthers, the interaction of genotypes with maltose was 
significant (P<O.Ol) and indicates that genotypes do not 
respond similarly over the varying carbohydrate 
concentrations. There were no significant differences 
between replicates. 
The ratio of green:albino plants obtained is also of 
interest. In the case of Tweed, approximately equal 
numbers of each were produced. With Tyne a ratio of green 
to albino regenerants of 1:3 was obtained, whereas for 
Natasha the number of albinos far exceeded the number of 
green plants, giving a ratio of 1:7. A linear regression 
analysis was performed on the green and albino plantlet 
regeneration data for the maltose-based experiment (see 
Table 3.4). For each of the three genotypes there is a 
significant linear relationship between green and albino 
plant production over the range of carbohydrate 
concentrations (see Figure 3.4), so that as the numbers 
of green plants increase, the numbers of albino plants 
also increase. There are also significant differences 
between genotypes in the rates at which the numbers of 
green and albino plants increase relative to each other 
(i.e. the ratio of green to albino plants)(Figure 3.4). 
It can be seen from Table 3.2 that the response of 
anthers to produce callus or embryoids TIsC not 
necessarily a reliable indicator of the number of green 
plants that will subsequently be recovered. Whilst Tweed 
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TABLE 3.4.a Regression analysis for green (y) and 
albino (x) plant production for Tweed, 
Tyne and Natasha. 
STATISTIC 
	
TWEED 	TYNE 	NATASHA 
n 5 5 5 
169 69.2 139 	7 
y 175.4 19 24.2 
 19 666 17 374 71 406 
 42 522 1 416 2 331 
SP(xy) 27 315 4 845 12 923 
b 1.389 0.279 0.179 
Regression 39 606 1 351 2 325 
Remainder 2 915 64.96 5 
TABLE 3.4.b Joint regression analysis (Tweed, Tyne and 
Natasha) for green and albino plant 
production. 
ITEM df 55 MS 	VR 
Joint regression 1 30 224 30 244 
Heterogeneity of 2 11 312 5 696 	.13.46*** 
Regression 
Joint Remainder 11 4 653 423 
*** P <0.001 
The significant heterogeneity item indicates that the 
slopes of the regression lines are significantly 
different between dvs. Tweed, Tyne and Natasha. 
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Figure 3.4 The relationship between green and albino - 
plant production for the barley cultivars 
Tweed, Tyne and Natasha, cultured on medium 
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yielded 	large 	amounts 	of 	callus/embryoids 	and 
subsequently large numbers of green plants, Natasha 
produced a lot of callus/embryoids and relatively few 
green plants. Tyne was intermediate in response, giving 
more green plants relative to initial response than 
Natasha, but fewer than Tweed. 
Observations of growing cultures showed in general that, 
although both callus and embryo-like structures were 
seen, on maltose a high proportion of embryogenetic 
structures developed from microspores, whilst on sucrose 
more callus was visible. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 illustrate 
the development of embryoids from Tweed microspores 
cultured on medium containing maltose. In addition to 
this effect, high concentrations of both sucrose and 
maltose appeared to favour embryogenesis, whereas at 
lower sugar levels, callusing was more pronounced. 
It can be seen from table 3.5.1 that for Tweed there is a 
significant excess of haploid regenerants (X 2 (1) = 
7•97**) There is not a significant excess of diploids 
for Natasha (X2(1) = 1•26NS), but there is for Tyne 
(X2(l) = 11.31***). In order to examine the relationship 
between ploidy level and carbohydrate concentration 
within each genotype, a contingency X 2 analysis was 
performed (Table 3.5.2). For all three cultivars the 
contingency X 2 were non-significant, indicating that the 
proportion of haploid and diploid regenerants did not 
vary significantly over the carbohydrate concentrations 
tested. A relatively large number of diploid regenerants 
were produced from the 9 and 12% w/v carbohydrate 
CWAIM 
11mm 
Figure 3.5 	Development of well defined macroscopic 
structures from barley cv. Tweed anthers 
cultured on 6% w/v maltose. 
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11mm 
Figure 3.6 	The direct development of embryoids from 
microspores of barley cv. Tweed anthers 
cultured on 6% w/v maltose. 
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TABLE 3.5.1 The numbers of haploid (x) and spontaneously 
doubled (2x) lines obtained from Experiment 
1 (cultured on 1,3,6,9 or 12%w/v maltose and 
chi-square (X 2 ( 1 )) values for the ratios of 
x: 2x. 
CARBOHYDRATE CONCENTRATION (%w/v) 
GENOTYPE 
1 3 6 9 12 TOTAL X2 (1) 
x 10 35 40 21 56 162 
TWEED 
797** 
2x 11 25 25 8 46 115 
0 1 2 5 5 13 
NATASHA 126NS 
2x 1 3 5 4 7 20 
x 1 0 1 2 5 9 
TYNE 11.31 *** 
2x 0 0 3 17 10 30 
TOTAL 23 64 76 57 129 349 
*** p<0.001 ** 	P<0.01 
NS non-significant 
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TABLE 3.5.2 	Contingency chi-square test for the numbers 
of haploids and diploids obtained. 
Character 	 Chi-square (X 2 ) value 
1. Ploidy x Carbohydrate concentration interaction 







2. Ploidy x Genotype interaction 
(averaged over the carbohydrate X 2 (2) 	= - 19.78 *** 
 
concentrations) 
3. Ploidy x Carbohydrate = concentration interaction X2(4) 
(averaged over the genotypes) 
P C 0.001 
NS non-significant 
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concentrations. Further analysis of the data revealed 
that the contingency X 2 for ploidy x carbohydrate 
(averaged over genotype) was non-significant. However, 
the ploidy x genotype (averaged over carbohydrate 
concentration), contingency x2 was highly significant, 
confirming the earlier analysis that the proportion of 
haploids to diploids is not consistent over genotypes. 
The sampling procedure was not designed to investigate 
the effects of time in culture on ploidy level. However, 
there were no indications from these results that time in 
culture influenced the ploidy level of regenerants. 
3.4 DISCUSSION 
3.4.1 The Effect of Maltose as Carbohydrate Source. 
The results presented in this study demonstrate clearly 
the superiority of maltose as the carbohydrate source in 
barley anther culture media, even allowing for the strong 
differences between genotypes. 
In a previous experiment at SCRI, to investigate the 
effect of several different carbohydrates on barley 
anther culture performance (Finnie et al., 1989), maltose 
was shown to give considerable improvements in response, 
with yields reported of up to 50 green plants per 100 
anthers cultured (on 6% w/v maltose) for the cultivar 
Tweed. In this study, yields from Tweed anthers cultured 
in the same way have been as high as 190 green plants per 
100 anthers. Such a significant improvement is believed 
to be due to the more careful staging of material prior 
to culture (see section 2.2.2). Although an indirect 
morphological index (interligule length) can be used to 
identify spikes at the appropriate stage for culture, as 
was the case in the earlier work, this technique is not 
particularly reliable and appears to be strongly affected 
by the conditions under which donor plants are grown, an 
observation that has been substantiated by Wheatley et 
al., (1986). The importance of finding the optimal 
developmental stage for culture has been stressed 
(Sunderland, 1974; Dunwell, 1985a) and this is more 
reliably achieved by a microscopic analysis of test 
anthers from spikes to be cultured (figure 2.2). Staging 
of material is, however, time consuming, and it was found 
that large numbers of florets still did not respond to 
culture, suggesting that still further increases in yield 
are possible. It is likely that this will be most readily 
achieved by optimising the growth conditions of donor 
plants (Olsen, 1987). There is variation in the stage of 
development of microspores along the length of a spike, 
with the most central florets being at a more advanced 
stage than those at the ends, and this may account for 
the non-response of at least some of the florets. The 
availability of controlled growth chambers allowing 
plants to be maintained at 12 0C provides more uniform 
material for anther culture studies (Lyne et al.., 1986). 
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The effect of maltose in stimulating anther culture 
response was also reported by Hunter (1988). Hunter and 
Lyne (per. comm.) also confirmed the suggestion by Wei et 
al., (1986) that sucrose may inhibit the embryogenetic 
development of cultured barley microspores, and showed 
that glucose and fructose, added to the medium in 
conjunction with maltose, can be inhibitory at low 
concentrations. Raquin (1983) also showed that glucose 
and fructose are inhibitory to pollen embryogenesis in 
Petunia. Based on research into the underlying mechanisms 
of maltose superiority, using an isolated microspore 
culture system, Hunter and his coworkers have put forward 
an hypothesis to explain the results they obtained. 
Microspores require a supply of carbon which is converted 
to hexose phosphates for respiration and biosynthesis. It 
is hypothesised that above a threshhold concentration of 
intracellular hexose, cell metabolism is inhibited or 
cells die. Since sucrose is degraded rapidly to its 
breakdown products, glucose and fructose, by the highly 
abundant enzyme, invertase, which is present in anthers 
at fairly high activity, there are subsequently very high 
levels of glucose produced in the vicinity of the 
microspores, causing inhibition. Maltose, on the other 
hand, is degraded by the much less abundant glucosidases, 
releasing glucose much more slowly, and thereby avoiding 
the inhibitory glucose threshhold concentration. After 
the first few critical days of culture, the inhibitory 
effect of glucose is lost. If this hypothesis is correct, 
then the improvements obtained in anther culture response 
=3c 
are due to the removal of an inhibitor (sucrose) rather 
than to an intrinsic stimulatory effect of maltose. 
These results are consistent with the findings of several 
other workers. Shannon et al., (1985) reported an effect 
of anther orientation on anther culture response. It was 
found that when anthers were cultured on sucrose-based 
media, the degree of response was dependent on the way 
the anthers were placed on the culture medium. When 
anthers were cultured flat, with both lobes in contact 
with the medium, there was little or no response. When 
anthers were cultured on edge, embryoids developed, but 
only in the upper lobe which was not in contact with the 
medium. From Hunter's hypothesis, embryoids are only able 
to develop in those parts of the anther not in direct 
contact with the medium, since those parts that are in 
direct contact would be subject to the inhibitory effects 
of the glucose being broken down from the sucrose. In 
contrast, when anthers are cultured on maltose-based 
media, embryogenesis can proceed irrespective of anther 
orientation. An alternative explanation of the 
orientation effect is that it is due to an inhibitory 
effect of the auxin in the medium. Powell et al., (1988) 
found that, even on sucrose-containing medium, the effect 
of anther orientation was non-significant if, 2,4-D (used 
by Shannon et al., 1985), was replaced by the less active 
auxin, IAA. 
Experiments to investigate the potential of various plant 
starches as alternatives to agarose as solidify.rig agents 
showed a stimulation of embryoid and callus formation, 
even in the absence of any other carbon source, 
especially with barley starch (Sorvari, 1986a,b; Sorvari 
and Schieder, 1987). Starch is hydrolysed by amylases 
produced by the anther wall or by the microspores 
themselves (Roberts-Oehlschlager, 1988) to release 
maltose, glucose, maltotriose, maltatetraose and other 
oligosaccharides (Briggs, 1978), and presumably, 
therefore, acts as a slow release source of glucose, and 
provides conditions more conducive to culture. 
Roberts-Oehlschlager et al., (1990) have shown that 
barley anther extracts catalyse rapid rates of sucrose 
hydrolysis, but very low rates of maltose hydrolysis, and 
that glucose is probably liberated from maltose at a rate 
similar to that at which it can be utilised by developing 
microspores. They have, however, suggested that high 
levels of glucose are initially advantageous, but become 
inhibitory unless rapidly metabolised. These workers also 
believe that the poor response of inicrospores to culture 
on a sucrose-based medium might alternatively be due to 
the inhibitory effects of fructose (a by-product of 
sucrose hydrolysis). 
Recent work has shown that wheat anther culture response 
can also be increased by substituting sucrose by maltose 
as the carbohydrate source used in the medium (Last and 
Brettell, 1990). These workers also found that maltose 
was hydrolysed by anther-derived enzymes at a slower rate 
than sucrose, and they suggest that the glucose 
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concentration does not affect the level of response, but 
sensitivity to fructose is important. 
3.4.2 The Effect of Carbohydrate Concentration. 
There has been no general agreement on the optimal 
concentration of carbohydrate for use in barley anther 
culture media. For sucrose-based systems, anything 
ranging from 2-12% w/v and even higher has been 
recommended. In the earlier study at SCRI into the 
effects of alternative carbohydrates, a concentration of 
6% w/v was utilised, as recommended by Foroughi-Wehr et 
al. (1976) for sucrose. The present study has shown that 
high carbohydrate concentrations are beneficial, but 
whilst 6% w/v gives very good results with Tweed, 9%-12% 
w/v generally gave optimal yields in the case of Natasha 
and Tyne, for both sucrose and maltose (Table 3.1). This 
ties in with earlier observations that members of the 
Gramineae, in contrast with Solanaceous species, favour 
high osmotic conditions (Dunwell, 1985a). There have been 
a number of studies involving the use of osmotica. 
Sorvari and Schieder, (1987) demonstrated that the use of 
the inert osmoticum melibiose in a solid barley anther 
culture medium stimulated levels of green plant 
production and at the same time decreased the numbers of 
albinos formed in culture. However, this effect has not 
been seen in liquid culture systems (Kuhlmann and 
Foroughi-Wehr, 1989). Xu (1990) reported that sucrose is 
better than a sucrose / mannitol combination in barley 
anther culture medium and concluded that sucrose has a 
purely nutritional effect. Mannitol has been used in 
preincubation systems, to replace cold pretreatments 
(Roberts-Oehlschlager and Dunwell, 1990; Ziauddin et al., 
1990). It is thought that mannitol provides an osmotic 
balance for microspores during this preculture system, 
and also provides a brief period of carbon starvation 
prior to culture during which time it is postulated that 
beneficial factors are leached from senescing anther 
walls (Ziauddin et al., 1990). However, it appears that 
mannitol is not inert, but seems to actually have the 
effect of enriching anther culture medium with glucose, 
either by being converted itself to glucose, or by 
bringing about the release of glucose from endogenous 
starch, reserves within the anther (Roberts -Oehlschlager 
et al., 1990). Therefore, the combination of sucrose + 
mannitol used by Xu (1990) may give a poor response by 
leading to inhibitory levels of glucose in the medium. 
3.4.3 The Formation of Embryoids or Callus. 
In the study by Sorvari and Schieder (1987) it was shown 
that there was less callus formation at high sucrose 
concentrations, with direct embryoid formation favoured. 
At low sucrose concentrations mainly callus was observed. 
It had previously been thought that whilst members of the 
Solanaceae favoured the development of DH plants via an 
embryogenetic pathway, callus production was a 
characterisic of Graminaceous species. Visual assessments 
of cultures in this study substantiate the effect of 
maltose, (and high concentrations of sucrose to some 
extent), in promoting direct embryogenesis. This has 
further implications for the successful application of 
anther culture as it may affect the stability of 
regenerated lines. The formation of disorganised callus 
tissue has been associated with the phenomenon of 
somaclonal variation (Larkin and Scowcroft, 1981), and 
regenerants are thought to be less likely to undergo 
genetic change in culture if they are derived from 
organised embryo structures (Sunderland and Huang, 1985). 
However, secondary callusing was often observed in 
cultures, and it was not possible to pinpoint the origin 
of all regenerated plants. This callusing is probably 
under the influence of the auxin present in the medium 
(Wenzel and Foroughi-Wehr, 1984). Auxin is necessary for 
the induction of callus, and has been employed in the 
anther culture media of cereals, which have traditionally 
been thought to be hormone-requiring species. However the 
species that are considered to be hormone- independant 
(Dunwell, 1985a) are also those that are known to undergo 
an embryogenetic pathway of regeneration. If maltose 
promotes embryogenesis in barley, then it is possible 
that auxin will no longer be necessary for induction. It 
may even be disadvantageous if it promotes callusing at 
the expense of embryo formation. Another explanation 
(Sorvari and Scheider, 1987) is that callusing is 
promoted by conditions of low osmotic pressure. 
3.4.4 The Production of Albino Regenerants. 
One of the major limitations associated with anther 
culture has been the large numbers of albino plants 
regenerated. Studies have shown that there are 
proplastids present in such albinos, although they do not 
contain ribosomes (Wenzel and Foroughi-Wehr, 1984), and 
an analysis of the chloroplast genome of albino 
regenerants in barley and wheat has revealed that large 
regions of the chloroplast DNA have been deleted; in 
contrast, no alterations have been detected in 
chloroplast DNA from green pollen plants of barley (Day 
and Ellis, 1984). It has been suggested that the high 
rates of albinism are due to the expression of recessive 
genes (Clapham, 1977). The considerable differences in 
albino production between genotypes shown in this study 
clearly indicate that albinism is at least partly under 
genetic control (Figure 3.4). Rates of albino production 
are much higher in androgenetic haploids than in those 
formed parthenogenetically, and this could be because 
there are not enough proplastids present in the 
microspores (Wenzel and Foroughi-Wehr, 1984). Day and 
Ellis (1984) have suggested that the deletions observed 
form a natural part of plant development, and act to 
preclude paternal inheritance of chioroplasts by 
rendering those present in the gametes non-functional. 
Organelle alteration in the generative cell has been 
proposed as a possible mechanism for maternal inheritance 
elsewhere (Vaughn et al., 1980). Alternatively, the 
alterations could be a consequence of the culture process 
(Day and Ellis, 1984). Studies have shown that culturing 
microspores at earlier stages of development can give 
higher yields of green plants, suggesting that pollen 
differentiation may involve some irreversible alteration 
of the plastid genome (Dunwell, 1985c). If this is the 
case, then genotypic differences in the relative 
proportions of green and albino plants could be due to 
genotypic differences in the stage of microspore 
development at which such an alteration might occur. 
Perhaps, then, the proportions of green regenerants might 
be increased by varying the stage of development at which 
microspores are cultured, depending on genotype. However, 
if the DNA deletions occur at a very early stage of 
microspore development, problems are encountered with 
nicrospores not responding to culture, and it may be 
necessary, possibly through varying the donor plant 
growth conditions, to alter the relative rates of 
chloroplast and microspore development, in order to 
achieve the desired increase. So far, however, any 
connection between the occurrence of albino regenerants 
and a mechanism to preclude paternal inheritance remains 
speculative. Another answer to the problem of albinism is 
to develop techniques that are so efficient that large 
numbers of albinos can be tolerated, and simply 
discarded. There is also some evidence with barley that 
variations in culture media and conditions influence the 
relative proportions of green and albino plants, and that 
the proportion of albinos may decline as efficiency 
improves (Lyne, 1985). 
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3.4.5 The Ploidy of Anther Culture Regenerants. 
The products of anther culture are not always haploid in 
constitution (Dunwell, 1985b), and regenerants can be 
diploid, tetraploid, or of even higher ploidies in some 
species. The majority of these non-haploids are derived 
from single, haploid microspores, which have undergone 
spontaneous chromosome doubling during the first division 
cycles in culture (Huang and Sunderland, 1982). such 
regenerants are homozygous in nature and will breed true. 
As long as the complete spectrum of variation of interest 
to the breeder is represented, spontaneous doubling could 
be advantageous since it avoids the need for time-
consuming treatments involving chemicals such as 
colchicine to induce chromosome doubling. Colchicine, in 
some studies, has been implicated in the production of 
point mutations (Francis and Jones, 1989). In many 
species, plantlets of higher ploidy are produced from 
pollen at more advanced stages of development than that 
recommended for anther culture (Sunderland and Dunwell, 
1977). In some species, however, non-reduced pollen 
occurs at a low frequency in anthers as a part of in vivo 
development, and if it is induced to divide in culture 
and produce plants, these plants can be heterozygous, and 
of no interest to the barley breeders, for whom 
homozygosity is an absolute requirement (Dunwell, 1985b). 
In a number of investigations (Huang and Sunderland, 
1982; Lyne et al., 1986; Olsen, 1987), up to 90% of the 
anther culture regenerants obtained have been diploid. It 
has been suggested that the proportion of haploid to 
diploid regenerants might be influenced by culture 
techniques, including the length of the culture phase, as 
callus cells can undergo spontaneous doubling in culture 
(Siebel and Pauls, 1989). It has also been suggested that 
spontaneously doubled regenerants may have a competitive 
advantage over haploids and the higher numbers of 
diploids therefore represent a higher survival rate 
(Jorgensen and Andersen, 1989). However, these 
investigations were all carried out using the winter 
barley variety, Igri. There have been no indications of 
such effects in this study. The differences between 
Tweed, Tyne and Natasha in terms of the predominance of 
either haploid or diploid regenerants (Table 3.5.1) 
suggest that there might also be a genotypic component to 
ploidy status. 
3.5 CONCLUSIONS 
The substitution of sucrose by maltose in the anther 
culture medium results in a dramatic improvement in the 
number of green plants regenerated, and also influences 
the mode of regeneration. These results have profound 
implications for the use of doubled-haploid technology in 
barley breeding. The efficiency of green plant production 
will facilitate the production of improved cultivars, but 
the embryoid origin of microspore-derived plants may be 
of even greater significance. The use of anther culture 
technology in a plant breeding context requires that the 
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homozygous lines generated are genetically stable and 
will breed true in subsequent generations (Powell et al., 
1984). A culture process involving a callus phase may not 
be desirable, as was shown by observations of variation 
in callus-derived anther culture regenerants (Powell et 
al. 1984). The formation of embryoids directly from 
microspores reduces the length of the culture process and 
may reduce the dangers of genetic change as there is a 
strong selection in favour of normal cells during the 
process of embryogenesis (Day and Ellis, 1985; Datta and 
Wenzel, 1987). 
It will be important to quantify whether or not the 
effect of maltose in promoting direct embryogenesis is 
achieved without decreasing the genetic stability of 
anther culture-derived lines. This can be achieved by an 
assessment of anther culture-derived lines at various 
levels of complexity e.g. at the karyotype, protein and 
DNA levels, in conjunction with field assessments of 
regenerants for agronomic performance (see section 4). 
In addition, the results obtained in this study indicate 
that, for the three cultivars, Tweed, Tyne and Natasha, 
the induction of microspores to form embryoids or callus 
is not necessarily correlated with the response in terms 
of plant production. The results also show that the ratio 
of green to albino plants can vary, depending on 
genotype. The genotypic control of anther culture 
responsiveness is considered further in sections 5 and 6. 
CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENT 2: AN ANALYSIS OF THE GENETIC UNIFORNITY1OF 
BARLEY ANTHER CULTURE-DERIVED LINES AT THE KARYOTYPE, 
PROTEIN AND DNA LEVELS. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The results obtained in the previous experiment (section 
3) have established the potential value of barley anther 
culture as a tool in the production of homozygous lines, 
particularly in view of the large yields of green plants 
now achievable. 
There have, however, been indications that anther 
culture-derived doubled haploids may not always be 
genetically stable (Powell et al., 1984). Anther culture 
involves the regeneration of plants through a tissue 
culture phase. Tissue culture methods have long been 
associated with the phenomenon of somaclonal variation 
(called gametoclonal variation when it arises from 
gametic cells such as pollen rather than from somatic 
cells, [Evans et al.,, 1984]), when the replacement of an 
organised tissue structure by unorganised, proliferative 
callus cells leads to genetic change (Larkin and 
Scowcroft, 1981). The potential of somaclonal variation 
as a source of useful mutants for genetic studies and for 
crop improvement has been reviewed extensively (Evans and 
Sharp, 1986; Larkin, 1987). However, in barley there is 
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considerable variability available in the gene pool, and 
the creation of additional variation may not be required. 
The priority for breeding purposes is to produce 
completely homozygous regenerants that will breed true in 
subsequent generations. 
Observations that the culture of barley anthers on a 
maltose-based medium encourages plant regeneration via 
direct embryo formation, rather than a callus phase, 
could have implications for the stability of the anther 
culture system. The retention of a relatively organised 
state by the formation of embryos, thus avoiding a callus 
stage, may help to circumvent problems of genetic change 
in culture. However, there has been little published work 
to date on the stability of anther culture-derived lines 
in barley. 
There are a number of ways in which an assessment of the 
stability of anther culture regenerants can be made. 
Plants can be assessed at the whole plant level for 
evidence of variation in morphological, agronomic and 
quantitative traits (Powell et al.,, 1984). The karyotypes 
of regenerants can also be checked for cytological 
variability, in particular for easily detected changes 
such as an aneuploid chromosome number, polyploidy and 
gross changes in karyotype morphology. Another approach 
is to use a system of biochemical markers to screen for 
variation at the protein level (Ryan and Scowcroft, 
1987). Regenerants can also be analysed further for 
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variation at the DNA level, using molecular techniques 
(Riven et al., 1983). 
The objective of this study is to assess variation 
generated in a population of anther culture-derived 
regenerant lines using three complementary approaches: 
Karyotype checking to reveal changes in chromosome 
number and gross changes in chromosome morphology. 
Analysis of protein variation for a number of 
endosperm-derived biochemical markers. 
Analysis of DNA stability using fragments of genomic 
and chloroplast DNA of known origin to probe for 
variation present in the genomic and organellar DNA. 
Gross abnormalities in karyotype can often be detected by 
a visual examination of mitotic chromosomes. For example 
an aneuploid chromosome complement, polyploid cells and 
large structural rearrangements to chromosomes such as 
deletions and translocations can all be detected. 
Variation at the protein level can be caused by mutations 
within coding regions of the DNA which lead to 
alterations in amino acids. Many enzymes in plant and 
animal tissues are present in multiple molecular forms, 
known as isozymes, two or more of which can occur within 
a single individual, or in different members of the sane 
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species (Brown, 1976). Isozymes can be generated by 
multiple gene loci coding for structurally distinct 
polypeptide chains of the enzyme (e.g. a-amylase genes in 
the Triticeae; Ainsworth et al., 1987) or by post-
translational modifications of the enzyme structure (e.g. 
8-amylase genes in the Triticeae; Sharp et al., 1988). 
These isozymes may have similar, but not necessarily 
identical, properties, and may differ in their enzyme 
kinetics, or in the stage of development at which they 
are active. The number of isozymes of a particular enzyme 
in an individual may also reflect the number of 
subcellular compartments in which the same catalytic 
reaction is required (Gottlieb, 1982). Isozymes are 
normally separated by one of two ways using gel 
electrophoresis. Continuous polyacrylamide or starch gel 
electrophoresis is used to separate proteins on the basis 
of charge and molecular weight in a constant pH buffer. 
Alternatively, proteins can be separated on the basis of 
the charge differences using isoelectric focusing 
(Svenssen, 1961). In this technique, protein separation 
is carried out in a pH gradient established between two 
electrodes, and stabilised by carrier ampholytes. Due to 
their amphoteric properties, proteins migrate to their 
isoelectric points, the pH at which they possess no net 
charge. Proteins focus at this point, allowing those 
present at low concentrations to be detected. 
Barley was among the first plants to be studied using 
isozyme techniques (Nilson and 1-lermelin, 1966), and the 
development of staining methods for the detection of 
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different proteins has allowed the techniques to become 
available for virtually all classes of enzyme (Brown, 
1976) 
Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis 
is based on the principle that point mutations, and DNA 
alterations such as deletions and rearrangements 
involving larger parts of the genome, can sometimes 
result in a gain, loss or displacement of recognition 
sites of one or several restriction endonucleases 
(Beckmann and Soller, 1986). If the DNA of individuals in 
which such alterations have occurred is digested by these 
restriction endonucleases, the sizes of the DNA 
restriction fragments generated will be different from 
those of unaffected individuals. RFLP analysis is 
currently the most commonly used method for constructing 
detailed genetic linkage maps (Beckmann and Soller, 1986; 
Landry and Mitchelmore, 1987). RFLPs can also be used in 
the study of somaclonal (or gametoclonal) variation and 
have some advantages over the other methods. Barley is 
diploid, and therefore less likely than polyploids to 
tolerate gross changes in chromosome morphology (Powell 
et al., 1984; Karp et al., 1987). Isozyme studies will 
only detect genetic events that affect the coding regions 
of proteins. The use of RFLP analysis may provide a more 
sensitive assay for the level of variation generated 
during a tissue culture phase (Beckmann and Soller, 
1986), particularly in conjunction with probes that have 
the potential to cover a wider part of the barley genome, 
including the organellar genomes and non-coding regions. 
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Details of the methods used for this study are outlined 
in section 2. 
For the assessment of karyotype and DNA stability a 
population of anther culture-derived lines regenerated 
from experiment 1 was assessed. For the analysis of 
protein stability, a population of anther culture 
regenerants from experiment 1 and a population from SCRI 
stocks were used. Appendix 1 lists the regenerants 
considered and indicates those which were common to the 
three assessments. Both populations of regenerants were 
chosen to cover the widest possible range of parental 
genotype and carbohydrate concentrations in the induction 
media. In all three studies the parental lines cvs. 
Tweed, Tyne and Natasha were used as controls. 
4.2.1 Karyotype analysis 
Table 4.1 shows the number and origin of anther culture-
derived lines used for the karyotype analysis. Chromosome 
preparations were made from the root tip squashes of 
regenerant seed as described in section 2.3. samples were 
scored for a normal diploid chromosome count (2n=2x=14 
for doubled haploid and spontaneously doubled lines), 
tetraploidy (2n=4x=28), altered morphology as a result of 
chromosome breakages and possible reunions, presence of 
TABLE 4.1 The number of anther culture regenerants used 
in the analysis of karyotype stability 
(maltose-derived + sucrose-derived). 
maltose/sucrose concentration (%w/v) 
Genotype Ploidy 1 	3 6 	9 12 
x 3 	4 7+1 	4 6 
Tweed 2x 3+5 5 4+1 5+1 4 
4x 2 	1 0 	1+1 1 
x 0 	0 1 	1 3 
Tyne 2x 0 0 1 2 3 
4x 0 	0 0 	0 0 
x 0 	0 1 	1 2 
Natasha 2x 0 1 2 0 3 
4x 1 	1 0 	0 1 
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telocentric chromosomes, and the number and position of 
nucleolar organiser regions on the satellited 
chromosomes 5H and 6H. Figure 4.1.1 shows a diagrammatic 
representation of the barley karyotype. 
4.2.2 Protein analysis 
Tables 4.2.1-4.2.5 show the number and origin of the 
anther culture-derived lines used for the protein 
analysis. Five biochemical markers were considered, all 
of which are present in mature barley endosperm (Table 
2.5). The hordeins (barley storage proteins) constitute 
approximately 40% of the protein in the barley grain, and 
are deposited in protein bodies. The hordeins contain two 
major groups of polypeptides which are coded for by 2 
loci on chromosome 1HL of barley (Shewry et al., 1983). 
Carboxylic ester hydrolases (esterases) present in barley 
seed are the most widely studied isozyme system, although 
their role is poorly understood. They comprise different 
enzymes of which many are present in isomeric forms, and 
are coded for by loci on chromosomes 31-IL, 6HL and 7HL 
(}Cahler and Allard, 1970; Nielsen and Frydenberg, 1971; 
Ainsworth et al., 1984). The stain used to detect 
esterase activity is probably a general stain which 
detects more than one class of enzyme. fi-amylase 
catalyses starch degradation by cleaving a-1,4 glucan 
linkages to give maltose units. Grain fi-amylase is coded 
for by a gene on chromosome 4HL (Powling et al., 1981). 
Each locus has only one or two coding sequences and the 
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Figure 4.1.1 C-banded karyotype of barley cv. Sundance 
(adapted from Ramsey, 1984). 
1 	2 3 4 	5 6 7 
Legend: 	The chromosome numbering system used in this 
study corresponds to the Triticeae homologous 
groupings (see Table 2.4). 
TABLE 4.2.1 THE NUMBER OF ANTHER CULTURE REGENERANTS 
USED FOR THE ANALYSIS OF HORDEINS. 
Regenerants used from experiment 1 (maltose-derived 
+ sucrose-derived). 
Maltose/Sucrose Concentration (%w/v) 
Genotype Ploidy 	1 	3 	6 	9 	12 
	
x 	7+1 	15 	14+1 	14 	12 
Tweed 	2x 7+5 7 9+1 5+2 7 
4x 	1 	1 	- 	1+1 	1 
x 	1 	0 	1 	2 	5 
Tyne 	2x 0 0 2 8 8+1 
4x 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
x 	0 	1 	2 	1 	5 
Natasha 	2x 0 2 4 3 5 
4x 	1 	0 	0 	0 	0 
Anther culture lines used from SCRI stocks of barley 
cv. Tweed, regenerated on a variety of carbohydrates, 
all supplied at 6% w/v. 
Ploidy 	Malt. 	Suc. 	Gluc. 	Fruc. 	M.Ext. 
x 	 29 	29 	1 	7 	16 
2x 19 9 1 5 8 
4x 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	 0 
Key: Malt=Maltose; Suc=Sucrose; Gluc=Glucose; 
Fruc=Fructose; N. Ext. =Malt Extract. 
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TABLE 4.2.2 THE NUMBER OF ANTHER CULTURE REGENERANTS 
USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF GRAIN ESTERASES 
Regenerants used from Experiment 1 (maltose-derived 
-f sucrose-derived). 
maltose/sucrose concentration (%w/v) 
Genotype 	Ploidy 	1 	3 	6 	9 	12 
	
x 	 7+1 	16 	15+1 	14 	13 
Tweed 	2x 7+5 7 9+1 6* +2 7 
4x 	 1 	1 	0 	0+1 	1 
x 	 1 	0 	1 	2 	5 
Tyne 	2x 0 0 2 7 8+1 
4x 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
x 	 0 	1 	2 	1 	5 
Natasha 	2x 0 2 4 3 5 
4x 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	2 
* Variant found. 
Anther culture lines used from SCRI stocks of barley 
cv. Tweed, regenerated on a variety of carbohydrates, 
all supplied at 6% w/v. 
Ploidy 	Malt. 	Suc. 	Gluc. 	Fruc. 	M.Ext. 
x 	 27 	21 	1 	7 	16 
2x 15 8 1 4 8 
4x 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	 1 
Key: Malt = Maltose; Suc = Sucrose; Gluc = Glucose; 
Fruc = Fructose; M.Ext.= Malt Extract. 
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TABLE 4.2.3 THE NUMBER OF ANTHER CULTURE REGENERANTS 
USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF B-AMYLASE 
Regenerants used from experiment 1 (maltose-derived 
+ sucrose-derived). 
Maltose/Sucrose Concentration (%w/v) 
Genotype Ploidy 	1 	3 	6 	9 	12 
	
x 	7+1 	16 	14+1 	13 	14 
Tweed 	2x 7+5 7 9+1 7+2 7 
4x 	1 	1 	0 	1+1 	1 
x 	1 	0 	2 	2 	5 
Tyne 	2x 0 0 2 8 8* +1 
4x 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
x 	0 	1 	1 	2 	4 
Natasha 	2x 0 3* 4 3 5 
4x 	1 	0 	0 	0 	2 
* Variant found. 
Anther culture lines used from SCRI stocks of barley 
cv. Tweed, regenerated on a variety of carbohydates, 
all supplied at 6% w/v. 
Ploidy 	Malt. 	Suc. 	Gluc. 	Fruc. 	M.Ext. 
x 	 27* 	21* 	1 	7 	18 
2x 15 9 1 5 7 
4x 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	 1 
Key: Malt = Maltose; Suc = Sucrose; Gluc = Glucose; 
Fruc = Fructose; M.Ext = Malt Extract. 
* Variant found. 
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TABLE 4.2.4 THE NUMBER OF ANTHER CULTURE REGENERANTS 
USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF GLUCOPHOSPHATE 
ISOMERASE. 
A. Regeflerants used from experiment 1 (maltose-derived 
+ sucrose-derived). 
Maltose/Sucrose Concentration (%w/v) 
Genotype Ploidy 1 	3 6 9 12 
x 4+1 	7 7+1 10 7 
Tweed 2x 7+1 5 5+1 1 6 
4x 0 	0 0 1+1 	0 
x 1 	0 1 1 2 
Tyne 2x 0 0 2 5 3 
4x 0 	0 0 0 0 
x 0 	0 0 1 2 
Natasha 2x 0 0 3 0 3 
4x 0 	0 0 0 1 
B. Anther culture lines used from 5011 stocks of barley 
cv. Tweed, regenerated on a variety of carbohydrates, 
all supplied at 6% w/v. 
Ploidy 	Malt. 	Suc. 	Gluc. 	Fruc. 	M.Ext. 
x 17 12 1 1 13 
2x 7 5 0 1 6 
4x 1 0 0 0 1 
Key: Malt = Maltose; Suc = Sucrose; Gluc = Glucose; 
Fruc = Fructose; M.Ext. = Malt Extract. 
tsc 
TABLE 4.2.5 THE NUMBER OF ANTHER CULTURE REGENERANTS 
USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF &-AMYLASES. 
Regenerants used from experiment 1 (maltose-derived + 
sucrose-derived). 
maltose/sucrose concentration (%w/v) 
Genotype Ploidy 1 	3 6 	9 12 
x 4 	5 6+1 	10 7 
Tweed 2x 7+5 7 7+1 6+2 6 
4x 1 	1 0 	0 1 
x 0 	0 0 	0 3 
Tyne 2x 0 0 1 3 2+1 
4x 0 	0 0 	0 0 
x 0 	0 1 	0 2 
Natasha 2x 0 1 3 2 0 
4x 1 	0 0 	0 1 
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different isozymes produced are thought to be a result of 
post-translational modifications of the enzyme structure 
(sharp et al., 1988). Glucophosphate isomerase (GPI) 
catalyses the equilibrium reaction between glucose-6-
phosphate and fructose-6-phosphate, which forms part of 
the glycolysis cycle. It is coded for by two loci on 
chromosome 31-IL and chromosome 1HS in barley. 
Glucophos4late isomerase is a dimeric molecule (made up of 
two protein units) and enzyme activity only occurs when 
the two molecules are joined together. Another widely 
studied isozyme system is a-axnylase, which catalyses 
starch degradation by cleavage of a-1,4 linkages to give 
a mixture of dextrins and other reducing sugars. One form 
of a-amylase is secreted by isolated aleurone layers in 
barley endosperm in response to gibberellic acid produced 
upon germination (Brown, 1983), and is coded for by a 
single locus on barley chromosome 7HL. A second form of 
a-amylase is present in early developing grain from 0-20 
days after fertilisation (coded for by a locus on 
chromosome 6HL). Each locus has multiple alleles coding 
for a number of structurally distinct isozyines (Ainsworth 
et al., 1987). 
The biochemical markers used in this study were chosen to 
represent as large a part of the barley genome as 
possible and their loci cover 6 of the 7 barley 
chromosomes. In addition to this, for esterase, two loci, 
EST-3 and EST-10 can be considered. 
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Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) was used for 
the analysis of hordeins (section 2.4.1). This is a 
standard technique for the separation of storage 
proteins. The enzymes were separated in isoelectric 
focusing (IEF) gels (section 2.4.2). IEF results in 
greater resolution than continuous electrophoretic 
techniques and was the preferred technique in this study. 
After staining and destaining, gels were assessed 
qualitatively to compare the banding patterns of the 
various detected isozymes for indications of variation. 
Isozymes of a-amylase and 8-amylase are detected using 
the same staining procedure (Table 2.6). In some cases 
the origin of bands was confusing since a-amylase samples 
not heat-treated properly can also have residual B-
amylase activity. Samples extracted for both a- and 13-
amylase were therefore run together on a gel to determine 
the position of the loci for each along the pH gradient 
(Figure 4.2.5.a). a-amy-2 is produced upon germination; 
a-amy-1 is present in immature grains. 
4.2.3 DNA analysis 
Table 4.3 shows the number and origin of anther culture-
derived lines used in the study of DNA stability. Four 
DNA probe sequences were considered (see Table 2.7): pBll 
and pCp387, which code for Bl-hordein and C-hordein 
respectively, pHvcP3, a barley chloroplast DNA probe, and 
pBG35, a flax ribosomal DNA gene. Five seeds were 
germinated from each of the anther culture lines being 
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TABLE 4.3 THE NUMBER OF ANTHER CULTURE REGENERANTS 
USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF DNA STABILITY 
(maltose-derived + sucrose-derived). 
maltose/sucrose concentration (%w/v) 
Genotype Ploidy 1 	3 6 	9 12 
x 3+1 	4 2 	4 4 
Tweed 2x 4+1 4 4+1 4 4 
4x 0 	0 0 	0 0 
x 1 	0 1 	1 1 
Tyne 2x 0 0 2 1 1 
4x 0 	0 0 	0 0 
x 0 	1 0 	0 2 
Natasha 2x 0 1 1 1 0 
4x 0 	0 0 	0 0 
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considered, and grown under glasshouse conditions. Leaf 
material was harvested after 2-3 weeks, freeze-dried, and 
total DNA extracted from samples and digested with the 
restriction endonuclease Barnill as described in section 
2.5. The digested DNA was then separated in agarose gels, 
transferred to nylon membranes and hybridised to the 
probe, which had been isolated from bacterial plasmids 
(see section 2.5). Following autoradiography, films were 
developed and assessed qualitatively for variation in the 
banding patterns obtained. 
4.3 RESULTS 
4.3.1 Karyotype Analysis 
No karyotype abnormalities were visible in 85 regenerant 
and 15 parental samples. All samples had either 14 
(diploid) or 28 (tetraploid) apparently intact 
chromosomes (9 samples were found to be tetraploid). The 
nucleolar organiser regions on chromosomes 5H and GH were 
visible (see Figure 4.1.2). In three preparations diploid 
plants had occasional tetraploid cells. There was no 
evidence of major chromosome alterations such as 
deletions or translocations. 
Figure 4.1.2 	Root tip chromosome squashes of a) haploid 
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4.3.2 Protein Analysis 
4.3.2.1 Hordeins 
The results obtained for the analysis of barley hordeins 
are illustrated in Figure 4.2.1. For anther culture-
derived lines obtained from experiment 1, where 
regenerants from Tweed, Tyne and Natasha were assessed, 
differences between the parental genotypes were detected 
in the patterns produced for major bands (Figure 
4.2.1.a), but there was no variation among the lines 
within each genotype. For the SCRI lines derived from 
Tweed anthers cultured on a variety of carbohydrates, no 
variation in banding patterns was seen (Figure 4.2.1.b). 
4.3.2.2 Esterases 
Results from the analysis of barley grain esterases are 
illustrated in Figure 4.2.2. Esterase patterns produced 
from samples from experiment 1 again showed differences 
between Tweed, Tyne and Natasha and their respective 
regenerants in the the banding patterns produced (Figure 
4.2.2.a). In one gel, variation was detected in a single 
track, from a spontaneously doubled regenerant produced 
from Tweed cultured on maltose (Table 4.2.2; Figure 
4.2.2.b). There appears to be one band in an altered 
position and one extra band not seen in other Tweed 
samples. Endosperm samples from seed derived from the 
same spike as the one from which this sample originated 
were run on another gel but in this case no variant bands 
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Figure 4.2.1 Hordein separation showing: a) parental 
differences in banding pattern obtained 
for cvs. Tweed, Tyne and Natasha. b) 
uniformity in banding pattern for 
Tweed-derived lines. 
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Figure 4.2.2 	Esterase separation showing: a) parental 
differences in banding pattern for Tweed, 
Tyne and Natasha. b) Tweed variant. c) 
re-run of Tweed variant. d) uniformity in 
banding pattern for Tweed-derived lines. 
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were observed (Figure 4.2.2.c). For the SCRI Tweed-
derived regenerants, the major banding patterns, produced 
were uniform (Figure 4.2.2.d). There may have been some 
variation in the minor bands, but it is more likely that 
differences in sample concentration have caused 
quantitative differences in the level of enzyme present. 
4.3.2.3 B-Amylase 
Figure 4.2.3 illustates the results obtained from the 
analysis of endosperm-derived 6-amylases in barley. From 
the experiment 1-derived regenerants it was observed that 
the banding pattern of Natasha differed from Tweed and 
Tyne (Figure 4.2.3.a), but otherwise in general, banding 
patterns were uniform. However, differences were observed 
in two samples (Table 4.2.3; Figure 4.2.3.b). In the 
first sample, a spontaneously doubled regenerant produced 
from Tyne cultured on maltose (bl), an extra set of bands 
was present. These bands resemble a-azny-2 activity 
(Figure 4.2.5.a). In the second sample, a spontaneously 
doubled regenerant produced from Natasha cultured on 
maltose (b2), a band was observed which is either missing 
or present in very low concentrations in other Natasha 
samples. Endosperm samples from the seed of the original 
spikes producing variants were re-analysed, but no 
variation was detected (Fig 4.2.3.c). For the Tweed-
derived lines, gels showed uniformity in banding patterns 
in general (Figure 4.2.3.d) but variation was detected in 
two samples, both colchicine-treated haploids, one of 
which was derived from maltose and one from sucrose-based 
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Figure 4.2.3 6-amylase separation showing: a) parental 
differences in banding pattern for cvs. 
Tweed, Tyne and Natasha. bi) Tyne variant. 
b2) Natasha variant. c) rerun of variant 
b2. d) uniformity in banding pattern for 
Tweed derived lines. e) Tweed variant. 
Band missing 
Extra band present 
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media (Figure 4.2.3.e). These variant bands also appear 
to be due to cx-amy-2 activity (Figure 4.2.5.a). Endosperm 
samples from seed derived from the same spikes as the 
ones from which these two samples originated were run on 
another gel, but, as for the esterases, no variant bands 
were observed. The embryos of the two variants were 
germinated in order to grow the plants up for further 
analysis, but the seedlings did not survive, possibly due 
to the lack of endosperm in the grains, which had been 
previously removed for extraction. However, if the 
variant bands are due to a-amy-2 activity then the grain 
from which they were derived must have been immature (0-
20 days old) and this could also account for the failure 
of the seedlings to survive. None of the variant 8- 
amylase bands observed were from the same anther culture-
derived line as the one in which esterase variation was 
seen. 
4.3.2.4 Glucophosphate isomerase 
The results for the analysis of glucophosphate isomerase 
are illustated in Figure 4.2.4. For samples derived from 
both experiments, no differences were seen in the major 
bands present, although in several of the gels, because 
of the small amount of endosperm available, the bands had 
stained too poorly to be assessed with complete 
reliability. There are no differences between the three 
cultivars, Tweed, Tyne and Natasha in the pattern of 
isozyme bands produced. 
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I 
Figure 4.2.4 Glucophosphate isomerase separation showing 
uniformity in banding pattern for Tweed, 
Tyne and Natasha-derived lines. 
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4.3.2.5 cr-Amylase 
Figure 4.2.5.b illustrates the results obtained from the 
analysis of o-amylases. For Tweed-derived lines the 
staining system did not work, probably because there was 
very little endosperm available for extraction, and no 
assessment could be made. In the case of lines derived 
from experiment 1, for the same reason some gels were 
again difficult to assess, but as far as it was possible 
to see, banding patterns appeared to be uniform. 
4.3.3 DNA Analysis 
The analysis using p811 (B-hordein) demonstrated genetic 
homogeneity for all of the parental cultivars and the 
anther culture-derived lines (Figure 4.3.1). There were 
no parental differences in the banding patterns obtained. 
The results for the analysis of DNA stability using 
pCp387 (C-hordein) also showed no variation in the 
patterns obtained for the major bands, but there were 
differences in the banding patterns between all three 
parental cultivars, Tweed, Tyne and Natasha (Figure 
4.3.2). 
For the ribosomal DNA probe, pBG35, no variation was seen 
in RFLP profile for any of the 60 regenerant lines 
considered, but there were differences between the 
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Figure 4.2.5 a-amylase separation showing: a) positions 
of c- and fi-amylase loci on a pH 4-6.5 
gel. b) uniformity in banding pattern for 
Tweed, Tyne and Natasha-derived lines. 
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Figure 4.3.1 	Total DNA separation probed with pBll 
(Bi-hordein probe) showing uniformity 
in banding pattern for Tweed, Tyne and 
Natasha-derived lines. 
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Figure 4.3.2 Total DNA separation probed with pCp387 
(C-hordein probe) showing parental 
differences in banding pattern for cvs. 
Tweed, Tyne and Lasha. 
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parental genotypes, with Tyne showing a profile different 
from Tweed and Natasha (Figure 4.3.41). 
The results for the barley chioroplast probe, pHvcP3, 
indicated that there were no differences in the RFLP 
profiles of the parental cultivars, and no variation was 
seen between the regenerant lines in the pattern of major 
bands (Figure 4.3.1.). 
4.4 DISCUSSION 
4.4.1 The Stability of Regenerant Lines 
The results presented in this study show that karyotype, 
protein and DNA analyses reveal little or no variation 
between anther culture-derived lines, regardless of the 
genotype and ploidy of the regenerants. 
Somaclonal (and gametoclonal) variation has been reported 
to be a widespread phenomenon associated with tissue 
culture regeneration via callus (Larkin and Scowcroft, 
1981), although it has been suggested that at least part 
of the variation observed is due to pre-existing genetic 
differences in cells of the original tissue (Evans, 
1989). The variation ultimately generated can either be 
genetic and stably transmitted into subsequent 
generations, 	epigenetic 	(attributed 	to 	cultural 
conditions and not transmitted into sexual progenies), or 
unstable variation due to the activation of transposable 
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Figure 4.3.3 Total DNA separation probed with PHVCP3 
(chioroplast DNA probe) showing uniformity 
in banding pattern for Tweed, Tyne and 
Natasha-derived lines. 
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Figure 4.3.4 Total DNA separation probed with pBG35 
(ribosomal DNA probe) showing parental 
differences in banding pattern for cvs. 
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elements (Karp, 1989). The type of variation seen can 
cover the whole spectrum of genetic changes, from point 
mutations, amplifications, deletions and rearrangements, 
to gross changes in chromosome number and structure. The 
nuclear, mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes can all be 
affected (Karp, 1989). 
The karyotype analysis of anther culture-derived lines 
regenerated from experiment 1 showed that the mitotic 
chromosomes had a normal appearance. It is possible that 
alterations to the chromosome structure have not occurred 
or are too small to detect. It is also possible that such 
changes are not tolerated in diploid species because 
their deleterious effects are not buffered by unaltered 
homoeologues present in polyploids (Karp et al., 1987). 
It has been found that in general, polyploid species such 
as wheat (Karp and Maddock, 1984), Triticale (Brettell et 
al., 1986), oats (McCoy et al., 1982), and potatoes 
(Sree-Ranulu et al., 1984) exhibit greater levels of 
somaclonal variation than diploids and may be more 
tolerant to chromosome aberrations than diploids (Karp 
and Bright, 1985; Karp, 1989). In barley, polyploidy, 
aneuploidy and chromosome breakages have been seen in 
callus derived from immature embryos, but the plants 
subsequently regenerated from the callus have shown 
little or no variation, suggesting that variants have 
been selected against during the culture process (Karp et 
al., 1987; Breiman et al., 1987; Vasil, 1986). Maize and 
rice are other examples of diploid species that show low 
levels of chromosome abnormalities (McCoy and Phillips, 
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1982; Sun et at., 1983). A study into the levels of 
gametoclonal variation induced by the H.bulbosum method 
of doubled haploid production showed differences in wheat 
doubled haploids for a number of morphological characters 
(even though this system does not normally involve a 
callus phase), but not in barley, again possibly 
reflecting differences in ploidy level (Snape et al., 
1988). The observation in this study of an occasional 
cell with an altered ploidy could be a consequence of 
failed division or nuclear fusion in the root cells as a 
result of the culture process (Ziauddin and Kasha, 1990). 
They could also be a result of endoreduplication (where 
DNA replications occur in the absence of cell and nuclear 
division) during normal plant differentiation (D'Amato, 
1978). Another aspect of an in vitro selection process is 
that although it may "weed out" deleterious effects, this 
may be limiting the proportion of the genetic spectrum 
being sampled in the anther culture regenerants. 
The amount of information that a mitotic karyotype 
analysis can yield is, however, limited, particularly in 
a diploid species in which there may be strong selection 
against chromosome alterations (Karp et at., 1987). It 
is, however, important to establish that there are no 
gross abnormalities apparent before considering a more 
detailed analysis of protein and DNA stability. A meiotic 
analysis has not been considered in this study, but this, 
together with Giemsa banding techniques could provide a 
more powerful means of observing chromosome 
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rearrangements that may have taken place (Ziauddin and 
Kasha, 1990). 
Enzyme electrophoresis of hordein, esterase, fi-amylase, 
a-amylase and glucophosphate isomerase in barley 
endosperm reveals isozyme bands which are largely uniform 
for samples derived from anther culture regenerants 
obtained from previous experiments. Similarly, DNA 
analysis of anther culture-derived lines using RFLP 
techniques shows a high degree of uniformity in the 
banding patterns produced. These results are consistent 
with an earlier study by Karp et al., (1987) who found 
that plants regenerated from cultured barley embryos 
showed very high levels of uniformity when analysed 
cytologically, and with biochemical markers (hordeins, 
esterase and glutamate oxaloacetate transaminase (GOT)), 
and DNA probes (ribosomal DNA spacer length and B-
hordein). The analysis of protein stability was limited 
to a study of five enzyme systems because all of the 
extractions were carried out on a single seed for each 
sample. Only enzymes present in the mature barley 
endosperm were considered. The endosperm is the optimal 
tissue to look at as it is physiologically fixed and so 
the possibility of variation due to physiological effects 
is minimised. 
Although there is scope using RFLP analysis to study non-
coding regions, the probes used in this study do largely 
represent coding regions. The analyses cover six of the 
seven barley chromosomes and part of the chloroplast 
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genome, but there is scope for a more extensive appraisal 
by considering variation at different developmental 
stages, by looking at root and leaf isozynes, and by the 
use of DNA probes homologous to a wider area of the 
barley genome. 
4.4.2 varietal Differences 
The anther culture regenerants examined were derived from 
H.vulgare cvs. Tweed, Tyne and Natasha. Polymorphism was 
found for iso2ymes and RFLPs between the parents at a 
number of loci. For this reason the techniques of 
isoelectric focusing and RFLP analysis have applications 
in barley and other crops as a means of varietal 
identification (Thompson et al., 1990a; Burr et 
al. 1983). Such polymorphisms are invaluable in genetic 
studies of crosses between these parents. Isozymes have 
also been used in the identification of chromosomes in 
aneuploid genetic stocks such as the wheat/barley 
addition lines, where the isozymes produced can be used 
to identify the presence of a particular barley 
chromosome (Islam et al., 1981). There is evidence that 
indicates that there is a genotypic component to 
stability in culture (Galiba et al., 1985), but there 
were no indications in this study of any differences in 
the stability of the three cultivars considered. 
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4.4.3 variant Bands in Gel Electrophoresis 
variant isozyme bands were detected for esterases and 8- 
amylase in a small number of samples. It was difficult to 
make firm conclusions about the levels of variation 
present since the method of assessment was qualitative 
and confounded by intensity differences between samples. 
It can also be difficult to ensure that differences seen 
in isozyme banding patterns are due to genetic variation 
and not to artefacts of the isoelectric focusing 
technique (Sharp et al., 1988). However the variation 
seen appeared to be restricted to a single seed; when 
endosperm was extracted from other seeds from the 
original source spikes, no differences were seen. This 
suggests that a mutational event has occurred in the 
development of an individual seed, possibly due to a 
post-meiotic change in the germline of the regenerant 
plant (Karp et al., 1987). In 17 cases the sane anther 
culture-derived line was analysed for karyotype, isozyme 
and DNA stability; 98 regenerants were analysed by at 
least two methods (see appendix 1). No variation was seen 
in karyotype and in no case was isozyme variation 
accompanied by DNA variation. Variation has been observed 
in previous studies in anther culture-derived lines from 
rajd ScEáiffèi 
barley (Powell et al., 1984) and wheat (Baenziqer'. 
1983), and from Ff.bulbosum-derived wheat doubled haploids 
(Snape et al., 1988). In wheat there has been no evidence 
that such variation is qualitatively different from that 
already present in the gene pool or from that obtained 
from Mutant isolation studies (Snape et al., 1988). 
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However, it has been suggested by Evans (1989) that 
variation generated by the activation of transposable 
elements and increased DNA copy number may be novel 
variation, not previously induced by conventional 
mutagenesis. The variation detected in the present study 
was not characteristic of any of the three parental 
cultivars, nor was it characteristic of 29 other barley 
varieties whose isozyme patterns have been analysed 
(Thompson et al., 1990a). 
Using the chloroplast DNA probe, pHvcP3, no variation was 
detected between the anther culture-derived (green) lines 
used in this study. In general, there has been little 
evidence of variation in the chloroplast genome of tissue 
culture-derived plants apart from albinos (Lal and Lal, 
1990). Day and Ellis (1984) showed that in albino anther 
culture regenerants up to 70% of the chloroplast genome 
has been deleted, but that such deletions have not 
occurred in green regenerants. Albino plant production is 
one of the major problems associated with anther culture 
and there are a number of theories relating to their 
origin (see section 3.4). In contrast, variation has been 
seen in studies of the mitochondrial genome of tissue 
culture regenerants (Pring et al., 1981). Recombination 
between mitochondrial genomes has also been observed in 
fused protoplasts derived from clonal tissue of Petunia 
species (Boeshore et al., 1983). This may reflect the 
fact that evolutionarily the mitochondrial genome has 
been less well conserved than the chloroplast genome 
(which has not been shown to recombine in somatic 
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tissues), and it may, therefore, be more prone to genetic 
change in a tissue culture system. 
4.4.4 Factors Affecting Stability 
4.4.4.1 The Formation of Embryoids 
One of the major observations from the study of the 
effect of maltose as carbohydrate source in barley anther 
culture medium (section 3) was that in addition to the 
improvements in green plant production, the maltose-based 
system also appeared to favour the regeneration of plants 
via the direct formation of embryoids. This phenomenon 
has also been observed by other workers (Lyne et al., 
1986). Although direct embryogenesis is known to occur in 
anther cultures of some crops such as tobacco, it was 
thought that cultured anthers of cereal species 
exclusively produced callus. The retention of an 
organised structure during the culture phase may 
circumvent problems of genetic change. Observations 
indicate that tissue culture systems that avoid callus 
are largely free of somaclonal variation (Karp, 1989). 
Variation occurs even in diploid barley in callus-derived 
material (Powell et al., 1984; Jorgensen and Andersen, 
1989), although in wheat (Karp and Maddock, 1984) and rye 
(Linacero and Vazquez, 1986) variation was detected in 
plants regenerated from both embryogenic and organogenic 
(callus-producing) cultures. The origin of such variation 
could be through a lack of constraints during the callus 
phase (Bhatia et al., 1985). Alternatively, the tissue 
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culture phase could impose stress on cells, which 
enhances the spontaneous mutation rate (Karp, 1989) and 
triggers the movement of transposable elements. One clear 
advantage of direct embryogenesis is that embryos are 
usually derived from single cells, and so the occurrence 
of mosaics and chimaeras is limited (Vasil and Vasil, 
1982). Twenty regenerants that were derived from anthers 
cultured on a sucrose-based medium were considered in 
this study. Variation was seen in one of these lines but 
the variant bands resembled a-amylase activity rather 
than a mutational event. However, the sample size is very 
small in comparison with the 290 maltose-derived samples 
examined (two of the four maltose-derived variant samples 
observed also resembled a-amylase activity). It is, 
therefore, difficult to draw any conclusions from this 
result. 
4.4.4.2 Colchicine Doubling 
Regenerated lines considered in this study included both 
those which had doubled their chromosome number 
spontaneously during the culture process, and those which 
were induced to double using colchicine. It has been 
suggested that colchicine can induce genetic change 
(Francis and Jones, 1989). Colchicine can have effects on 
plant cell metabolism and development and there is 
evidence that it can form complexes with DNA (Ilan and 
Quastel, 1966). It has also been suggested that the 
variation seen in H.bulbosuzn-derived doubled haploids of 
wheat is a consequence of the coichicine treatment used 
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to induce chromosome doubling. However, there are no 
indications from the results presented here that there 
are higher levels of variation present in colchicine-
doubled plants. This is encouraging, in view of the large 
numbers of regenerated plants that are haploid (see 
section 3.4). In experiment 1, 60% of regenerants were 
haploid and induced to double their chromosome complement 
with colchicine. 
4.4.4.3 Duration of The Culture Phase 
Another factor thought to influence the level of 
variation produced in culture is the length of the 
culture phase (Hu, 1986; Karp, 1989). In general, the 
longer the culture phase, the higher the degree of 
instability (Jorgensen and Andersen, 1989). One advantage 
of anther culture should be, therefore, that regeneration 
of embryos and then plants occurs after a relatively 
short time in culture. It has been observed that if 
anther cultures are maintained for longer than 4-6 weeks, 
the incidence of secondary callusing increases (see 
section 3). If the high degree of uniformity in 
regenerants shown in this study can be attributed to the 
relative stability of direct embryogenesis, then 
prolonging the culture phase would be disadvantageous. 
4.4.4.4 composition of the culture Medium 
It has also been suggested that the composition of the 
medium, especially with respect to hormones, can affect 
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levels of variation in regenerants. 2,4-D has been 
implicated as a possible generator of instability (Karp 
and Bright, 1985). Other media components have also been 
implicated as increasing levels of variation in culture 
(see Oono, 1984; Huang, 1986) but •further study is 
required to provide evidence of such effects. 
4.5 CONCLUSIONS 
This study has demonstrated that barley anther culture-
derived lines regenerated on a culture medium containing 
maltose exhibit low levels of genetic instability when 
analysed at the karyotype, protein and DNA levels. The 
relative stability of the system could be attributed to 
the fact that a callus phase appears to be avoided while 
direct embryogenesis is favoured when anthers are 
cultured on a medium containing maltose. It could also be 
a result of the diploid nature of barley leading to 
selection against plants exhibiting lethal variation. It 
is quite likely that both sources are contributary 
(Ziauddin and Kasha, 1990). However, variation has been 
detected by others in callus-derived doubled haploids, 
even in barley, and much of it has been shown to have a 
deleterious effect on agronomic characters (Powell et 
al., 1984). It would be desirable to establish the nature 
and source of this variation so that ways of controlling 
it could be considered (Karp, 1989). If this could be 
achieved then it is likely that somaclonal variants will 
have a role in future breeding strategies (Evans, 1989), 
OWC 
but at the same time such variants can be avoided in 
systems such as doubled haploid production where the 
reliable regeneration of completely homozygous material 
is required. 
The results presented in this and in the previous section 
demonstrate the potential of the maltose-based anther 
culture protocol for the rapid production of homozygous 
lines, which appear to be genetically stable. However, 
the problem of the effects of genotype on anther culture 
performance is still unresolved. There has been little 
work carried out to investigate the varying responses of 
different barley cultivars, and a few genotypes that are 
known to respond well to anther culture are normally used 
as donor material. In this study, three commercially 
important barley varieties were considered, but although 
it was possible to regenerate green plants from all 
three, the differences between them in level of response 
were considerable. This indicates that further work will 
be needed to understand and manipulate the genetic 
control mechanisms underlying anther culture 
responsiveness if this technique is to be universally 
applicable in plant breeding programmes. 
Two approaches can be adopted to consider further the 
genotypic component of anther culture responsiveness. 
Firstly it can be considered at the genorne level, by 
carrying out crosses between different Hordeum genotypes 
and following the transmission of anther culture 
responsiveness into subsequent generations. Secondly, 
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aneuploid genetic stocks can be used to investigate in 
more detail the genetic factor(s) affecting anther 
culture response by trying to pinpoint individual barley 
chromosomes that have major effects on response. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIMENT 3: INVESTIGATION OF THE RESPONSE OF 
HORDEUM SPONTAHEUM TO ANTHER CULTURE AND THE 
HERITABILITY OF THE ANTHER CULTURE RESPONSE 
IN H.VULGARE X H.SPONTANEUM HYBRIDS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Developments in anther culture technology, particularly 
the use of a maltose-based culture medium, have led to 
dramatic improvements in the yield of green plants 
(section 3). An analysis of the regenerants obtained 
using the maltose-based system has shown that the anther 
culture-derived lines are largely uniform with little 
evidence of any genetic instability (section 4). 
However, one of the predominant problems associated with 
the production of homozygous lines by this method is the 
strong dependence on genotype (Foroughi-Wehr et al., 
1982). Significant differences were seen in the levels of 
response to anther culture of the three spring barley 
cultivars considered in this study, even when a culture 
medium containing maltose was used (section 3). There 
have been numerous reports concerning the effect of 
genotype on anther culture responsiveness. In the very 
early experiments with rice (Niizeki and Oono, 1968), 
only two of the ten varieties cultured produced plants. 
Similar differences have been reported in other cereals 
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such as maize (Anonymous, 1975), wheat (Picard and De 
Buyser, 1973), rye (Wenzel et al., 1977) and barley 
(Foroughi-Wehr et al., 1976). 
For anther culture to be used effectively in the breeding 
industry it is important that a broad range of genotypes 
can be cultured successfully. It has been proposed that 
culture conditions could be optimised for each genotype 
of interest (Dunwell, 1981) but this would be laborious 
and may not necessarily be effective. An alternative 
approach is to try to broaden the genetic bases for 
tissue culture ability by selection and combination 
breeding (Wenzel and Foroughi-Wehr, 1984). Genotypic 
differences in the ability to respond to anther culture 
imply that anther culture responsiveness is heritable 
(Wenzel and Foroughi-Wehr, 1984). If anther culture 
responsiveness can be inherited then it must also be 
transferable to hybrid progenies (Foroughi-Wehr et al., 
1982). Results obtained from a number of studies on 
barley (Foroughi-Wehr et al., 1976), wheat (Bullock et 
al., 1982) and rye (Wenzel et al., 1977) have shown that 
if crosses are made between a cultivar that is responsive 
to anther culture and one that is unresponsive, then 
factor(s) affecting responsiveness are transmitted into 
the Fl. The hybridisation of responsive genotypes with 
non-responsive genotypes in this way might yield 
information about the inheritance of the genetic factors 
controlling the production of microspore-derived plants 
(Powell, 1988). 
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Hordeum spontaneum Koch is the recognised progenitor 
species of cultivated barley, H.vulgare, with which it 
produces fertile hybrids (Nevo, 1987). H.spontaneum 
originated in the area of the Near East known as the 
Fertile Crescent over 5000 years ago. H.spontaneum has 
adapted to survive in a wide range of hostile habitats 
and thus contains much genetic diversity for resistance 
to diseases, pests and ecological stresses. Much of this 
diversity is not present in cultivated barley as the crop 
has been extracted from a narrow genetic base. 
H.spontaneum, therefore, represents a valuable source of 
diverse genes for enhancing the germplasm of cultivated 
barley by introgression. These include genes conferring 
resistance to powdery mildew of barley (Erysiphe 
graminis), one of the most commercially important 
pathogens of barley. 
The effectiveness of selection for desired traits could 
be improved if anthers of the Fl generation could be 
cultured to produce haploid hybrids. Doubling these would 
instantly fix the genotypes which could then be rapidly 
assessed for the presence of desirable combinations of 
characters including genes from H.spontaneum lines. There 
do not appear to be any published reports concerning the 
ability of H.spontaneum to respond to anther culture. 
However, even if H.spontaneurn does not respond, provided 
that anther culture responsiveness is heritable and can 
be transmitted into the Fl hybrid after a cross between 
H.spontaneurn and H.vulgare, then this approach could be 
exploited. 
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Critical for such an approach is an effective means of 
screening for the presence of desirable characters. 
Biochemical markers have been widely used to follow the 
transmission of chromosomes, chromosome segments or even 
the introgression of specific genes such as disease 
resistance genes from wild relatives (Nevo, 1987; Worland 
et al., 1988). Biochemical markers are, therefore, an 
important means of screening hybrid lines that have been 
genetically fixed by anther culture. If biochemical 
markers can be linked to a desired character, they will 
be valuable in the rapid assessment of lines for the 
presence or absence of the trait. Since H.vulgare and 
H.spontaneum represent genetically diverse parents, this 
maximises the chances of detecting polymorphism. 
The objectives of the study were: 
To investigate the responsiveness of six Hordeum 
spontaneum lines to anther culture. 
To follow the transmission of anther culture 
responsiveness into Fl hybrids, following crosses 
between If .vulgare and H.spontaneum. 
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3. To investigate the potential of anther culture as a 
means of rapidly fixing useful genes that have been 
introgressed from H.spontaneum into well-adapted 
H.vulgare cultivars, using biochemical markers to 
monitor the transmission of parental chromosome 
segments. 
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Details of the methods used for this study are outlined 
in section 2. 
The experiment was designed to test the response to 
culture of anthers of six lines of H.spontaneum (HS12, 
HS24, HS26, HS28, HS32 AND HS36), the corresponding Fl 
crosses between these lines (PxHS12, PxHS24, PxHS26, 
PxHS28, PxHS32 and PxHS36) and the spring barley cultivar 
Prisma (figure 5.1). The H.spontaneum lines were obtained 
from the AFRC stocks, which were collected from Israel in 
1977 (Thomas et al.., 1987). The Fl crosses were produced 
at SCRI with Prisma used as the female parent (Thomas, 
per. comm.). 
Twenty plants of each genotype were used as anther 
culture donors. Seeds were germinated in Petri dishes for 
5-7 days and seedlings then vernalised for 4-6 weeks 
(although the cultivars used do not have a vernalisation 
requirement, the treatment acted to synchronise flowering 
and thus facilitated sampling). Plants were raised under 
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glasshouse conditions. The numbers of anthers cultured 
for each genotype are given in table 5.1. A maximum of 10 
spikes was used per genotype. Five florets were removed 
from each side of each spike and plated sequentially onto 
two 30mm Petri dishes (15 anthers per dish, so that each 
dish received the anthers from one side of the spike) 
with the three anthers within each floret plated together 
in a row. Cultures were scored after 28 days for the 
numbers of anthers responding in culture to form callus 
and/or enibryoids, and subsequently for the number of 
green and albino plants regenerated. Green plants were 
further assessed for those with a haploid chromosome 
complement (n=7) and those which had undergone 
spontaneous doubling (2n=14) in culture. Regenerated 
green plants were also assessed visually for mildew 
susceptibility and rachis type. 
During the experiment, the controlled environment room in 
which the cultures were being maintained overheated (4 
weeks after culture initiation). This probably affected 
the numbers of plants subsequently regenerated. 
Isoelectric focusing was used to investigate the level of 
polymorphism present in the isozymes of esterase, 13-
amylase and water soluble proteins in H.vulgare cv. 
Prisma and the six H.spontaneum lines. Details of the 
enzyme systems are given in table 2.5. The segregation of 
these biochemical markers in the Fl crosses was also 
followed. The isozyme patterns of four anther culture 
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TABLE 5.1 Genotypes and Numbers of Anthers Cultured 
in Experiment 3 to Study the Response of 
H.spontaneum to Anther Culture and the 
Heritability of Anther Culture Response. 
GENOTYPE 	 NUMBER CULTURED 
SPIKES FLORETS 	ANTHERS 
HS12 10 100 300 
H524 10 100 300 
HS26 10 100 300 
H528 10 100 300 
H532 10 100 300 
HS36 9 90 270 
PXHS12 10 100 300 
PXHS24 10 100 300 
PXHS26 9 90 270 
PXHS28 10 100 300 
PXHS32 9 90 270 
PXHS36 10 100 300 
PRISMA 10 100 300 
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regenerants obtained from the experiment were also 
analysed. 
5.3 RESULTS 
The percentage of anthers responding to culture to form 
callus and/or embryoids and the numbers of green and 
albino plants obtained for each of the thirteen genotypes 
are summarised in table 5.2. The results reveal that 
H.spontaneum has the ability to respond to anther 
culture. The results also clearly indicate that the 
H.spontaneum x H.vulgare cv. Prisma Fl crosses respond to 
a much greater extent than either Prisma or the 
H.spontaneum parents, both in terms of initial anther 
response, and subsequent plantlet regeneration. Figure 
5.2 illustrates the extent of the differential response 
between anthers of the H528 parent and the corresponding 
Fl line, PxHS28. There are also differences in the level 
of response within the H.spontaneum population and within 
the Fl hybrid population (figure 5.3). In addition, the 
Fl genotypes that showed the greatest response did not 
always correspond to the parental genotypes that 
responded best. For example, I-1S26 responded fairly well 
relative to the other H.spontaneum parents, but PxHS26 
responded poorly relative to the other Fl lines. 
As with the results obtained in experiment 1, the data 
were non-randomly distributed. An analysis of deviance 
was therefore performed on the initial response data (see 
OXIM 
TABLE 5.2 Percentage Response of Anthers of Six 
Lines of H.spontaneum, H.vulgare cv. 
Prisina and Fl Crosses between then, 
and the Numbers of Green and Albino 
Plants Produced. 
GENOTYPE % ANTHER 	 PLANTS 
RESPONSE GREEN 	ALBINO 
H512 0.6 	 - 	 - 
HS24 0.4 	 - 	 - 
HS26 14.9 	 - 	 - 
11528 27.7 	 - 	 1 
11532 1.7 	 - 	 - 
11536 8.1 	 - 	 - 
PXHS12 63.3 - - 
PXHS24 53.3 6 5 
PXHS26 20.0 1 0 
PXHS28 86.0 6 27 
PXHS32 90.0 1 4 
PXHS36 59.3 2 10 




Figure 5.2 	Einbryogenesis in anthers of Prisrna (1), 
H.spontaneum [HS28] (2), and the Fl 
hybrid (3). 
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Figure 5.3 Percentage Response of Anthers of Prisrna, the 
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section 3.3). Genotypes were considered as fixed effects 
and spikes as random effects in the experiment. The 
results are presented in table 5.3 and indicate that the 
differences in the anther culture response of the 
thirteen genotypes considered are significant. There is 
also a significant difference between the H.spontanewn 
parents and the Fl crosses (considered as two groups) in 
level of response. There were no significant differences 
between spikes, and the interaction term was non-
significant, indicating that the performance of a given 
genotype was not consistent over the different spikes. 
An estimate of the heritability of a trait can be 
obtained from the regression coefficient of offspring 
phenotypes on those of their parents. Such a parent-
offspring regression was used to perform a regression 
analysis of the mean phenotypes of offspring on the mean 
phenotypes of both their parents (midparent values). In 
this case the narrow sense heritability (h2 n)is: 
h2  = b = covariance of offspring and parents = SP(xy) 
variance of parents 	 SS(x) 
The estimates of the slope Itbct provides an estimate of 
narrow sense heritability (narrow sense heritabilities 
include the additive genetic components). From figure 5.4 
it can be seen, therefore, that a heritability estimate 
of 80% was obtained. However, the regression slope is not 
formally significant. 
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TABLE 5.3 Analysis of deviance for the character: percentage responding anthers 
41 
Genotype (fixed) 
HS vs. PxHS 
Spikes (random) 
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Figure 5.4 The Regression of Mid-parent means against 
Fl Hybrid Scores for Percentage Anther 
Response of H.spontaneum lines [12,24,26,28, 
32 and 36] H.vulgare cv. Prisma and the 
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Despite the high level of initial response to form 
embryoids in anthers of the Fl lines, there was a 
comparatively low level of green plant regeneration 
(table 5.2). No green plants were obtained from Prisma or 
any of the H.spontaneum parents, or from the Fl cross, 
PxHS12. The genotypes producing the highest numbers of 
green and albino plants were not always the genotypes 
that had initially responded well. PxI-1S12 produced high 
levels of embryos, but did not produce plants, and 
PxHS32, which showed the highest level of initial 
response, only produced one green plant. Six green plants 
were obtained for both PxHS24 and PxHS28, but the ratio 
of green:albino regenerants was 1:1 for the former and 
only 1:5 for the latter. Figure 5.5 illustrates the low 
response of cultures of Prisma to produce green plants 
compared with those obtained in experiment 1 (figure 
3.2). Regeneration appeared to proceed predominantly via 
direct embryogenesis, as was observed for the H.vulgare 
cvs. Tweed, Tyne and Natasha when cultured on a maltose-
based culture medium (section 3). It is, however, 
difficult to draw firm conclusions about the relative 
levels of plant regeneration. The overall low levels may 
be, at least in part due to the failure of the controlled 
environment room. An attempt to verify this by repeating 
the experiment resulted in a complete failure of the 
H.spontaneura lines and the Fl hybrids to respond to 
culture, although Prisma responded to some extent. This 
indicates that further adverse environmental factors to 
which the Ii.spontanewn genome is particularly susceptible 
affected the donor plants or the cultured anthers. 
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Figure 5.5 	Formation of Green Plants for barley cv 
Prisrna after 28 days culture on 6% w/v 
maltose. 
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The eleven regenerated green plants were grown to 
maturity under glasshouse conditions and assessed 
visually for a number of morphological characters, 
including reaction to mildew and rachiste. From table 
appear to! 
5.4 it can be seen that regenerarit haViegregated for 
these two characters. A ratio of 6:5 was obtained for 
brittle: non-brittle rachis. For resistance: susceptibility 
to mildew, a ratio of 4:7 was obtained. These characters 
appear to have segregated in a Mendelian manner but the 
sample size was too small to make any firm conclusions 
about segregation ratios. 
Analysis of the banding patterns produced for esterase, 
13-amylase and water soluble protein showed that the 
Prisma and Ii.spontaneum parents display polymorphism for 
EST-3, EST-10, 13-AMY-1, WSP-4 and WSP-5 (figure 5.6.1). 
The segregation of these markers can be monitored in 
subsequent generations and in the anther culture 
regenerant lines (figure 5.6.2). 
kW0*NSJSUITh 
5.4.1 Heritability in Anther Culture Response 
The results obtained in this study demonstrate the 
capacity of H.spontaneum to respond to anther culture to 
produce embryos and both green and albino plants. There 
are, however, strong genotypic differences in the levels 
of response between the six H.spontaneum lines 
TABLE 5.4 Green Plants Regenerated to Maturity 
from Experiment 3: Ploidy and Rachis 
Characteristics, and Susceptibility 
to Powdery Mildew of Barley. 
REGENERANT PLOIDY BRITTLE RACHIS* MILDEW+ 
PXHS24 2x + + 
PXHS28 2x - - 
PXHS28 2x - - 
PXFIS36 2x - - 
PXHS24 x + + 
PXHS24 x + + 
PXI-1S24 x - - 
PXHS28 x + + 
PXHS28 x - + 
PXHS28 x + + 
PXHS32 x + + 
Key: 
* 	Brittle (+); non-brittle (-). 
+ 	Mildew susceptibility (+); resistance (-). 






Figure 5.6.1 	Parental phenotypes for a) esterase, b) 





Figure 5.6.2 	Segregation data for a) esterase, b) 
8-amylase and c) water soluble protein 
in four Prisa x H.spontaneurn anther 







considered. This is consistent with the results obtained 
in experiment 1, where there were large differences in 
the level of response of the three H.vulgare cultivars 
Tweed, Tyne and Natasha. The H.vulgare genotypes which 
responded well initially to produce embryos did not 
necessarily go on to produce green plants. This finding 
is also in agreement with results from experiment 1, 
where high levels of embryos were obtained from the 
cultivar Natasha, but relatively few green plants were 
subsequently regenerated. 
Genetic differences in anther culture responsiveness 
imply that the effects must also be heritable (Foroughi-
Wehr et al., 1982). A number of studies have been 
conducted in order to quantify this genetic component. 
Foroughi-Wehr et al., (1982) considered the inheritance 
of anther culture responsiveness in a study of 55 spring 
barley Fl hybrids and 4 cultivars and concluded that 
culture responsiveness involved at least two 
independently inherited mechanisms. The first controlled 
the ability of microspores to divide and produce callus, 
the second influenced the ability of calli to 
differentiate into plantlets. 
These findings have been substantiated by Dunwell et al., 
(1987) in barley, and are in agreement with the results 
obtained in the present study where initial levels of 
response to culture on maltose-based medium to form 
embryoids and the subsequent production of plants did not 
correlate. 
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Finnie et al. (1989) studied the transmission of anther 
culture responsiveness from the responsive spring barley 
cultivar, Blenheim, into Fl hybrids derived from crosses 
with less responsive cultivars. It was found that the 
hybrids always resembled the more responsive (Blenheim) 
genotype. This effect was also seen by Foroughi-Wehr and 
Friedt (1984) and suggests that genes determining anther 
culture responsiveness are dominant or at least partly 
dominant over non-responsiveness. Lazar et al., (1984), 
investigated anther culture responsiveness in 5 spring 
wheat varieties and their Fl crosses. They showed that 
variation due to genotype was by far the largest 
component of the total variability between lines. These 
results provided evidence that both additive and 
dominance effects contribute to the variation observed 
among wheat genotypes, but that additive effects 
predominated. The importance of additive genetic effects 
in anther culture has also been reported in wheat 
(Bullock et al., 1982; Deaton et al., 1987), tobacco 
(Deaton et al., 1982) and rice (Niah et .31., 1985). 
Narrow sense heritabilities have been estimated in a 
number of studies of wheat (Lazar et al., 1984; Deaton et 
al., 1987) and rice (Miah et al., 1985) and found to be 
quite high (in the order of 60-70%). Heritability scores 
were also calculated for barley in one study (Dunwell et 
al., 1987) and found to be in the region of 15.5% for 
green plant production and 28% for initial anther 
response. A high heritability score for a trait implies 
that it is controlled by a snail number of genes having 
large effects. However, heritability is a function of 
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genetic and non-genetic (e.g. environmental) components. 
Environmental factors can strongly influence anther 
culture response in barley (Powell, 1988). Lazar et al., 
(1983) have also shown in wheat that there is a 
significant genotype by donor plant interaction for 
anther culturability. It is necessary, therefore, to be 
able to assess the relative importance of both 
environmental and genetic factors (Dunwell et al., 1987). 
Based on the high heritability score obtained in this 
study, it can be concluded that anther culture response 
in H.vulgare x H.spontaneurn hybrids has a large genetic 
component. This in turn implies that the genetic approach 
to improving anther culture responsiveness is important, 
since it has a major effect. 
5.4.2 Cytoplasmic Effects 
It is also important to establish whether or not there 
are any cytoplasmic effects influencing anther culture 
responsiveness. Published results have been 
contradictory. Reciprocal intervarietal crosses have been 
used to infer the presence of maternal effects in barley 
(Foroughi-wehr et al., 1982). However, the same workers 
concluded in a later study of barley that maternal 
effects were absent (Foroughi-Wehr and Friedt, 1984) and 
this view has been supported by Dunwell and coworkers 
(1987). Studies with wheat (Bullock et al., 1982; Henry 
and De Buyser, 1985) also provide evidence from 
reciprocal crosses that androgenetic response is not 
dependent on cytoplasmic factors. However, using diallel 
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analysis, cytoplasmic influences have been inferred in 
both wheat (Lazar et al., 1984) and Triticale (Charmet 
and Bernard, 1984). Although results obtained from 
reciprocal cross experiments and diallel analysis have 
been used as evidence for the presence or absence of 
cytoplasmic effects, such tests cannot distinguish 
between effects of the cytoplasm and mother tissue 
effects. An alternative approach was adopted by Sagi and 
Barnabas (1989). They suggested that lack of maternal 
effects in reciprocal crosses may be due to an absence of 
cytoplasmic effects or due to there being little or no 
differences between the parents to begin with. 
[Cytoplasmic DNA is thought to have lower natural levels 
of variation than nuclear DNA and to be inherited 
conservatively . (see section 4.4)]. These workers, 
therefore, studied a series of alloplasmic lines of wheat 
(cytoplasmic substitution lines where the same nuclear 
genome has been placed in very different cytoplasms of 
various wild relatives of wheat). They found that the 
cytoplasmic background had a large effect on embryogenic 
response but not on green and total plant regeneration. 
In this situation the results can be associated with 
genuine cytoplasmic effects. The results obtained in this 
study also point to separate genetic controls for embryo 
induction and plant regeneration, as suggested by 
Foroughi-Wehr et al., (1982). 
MIMM 
5.4.3 1-Jeterotic Effects 
The response of the Fl crosses between H.spontaneum and 
Prisma was far higher than that of any of the parental 
lines. This suggests that a heterotic effect is 
occurring. Heterosis or hybrid vigour for a trait refers 
to the superiority of the Fl hybrid over the higher 
scoring parent. Investigations into wheat anther culture 
response (Bullock et al., 1982;. Ouyang et al., 1983; 
Lazar et al., 1984) showed that crosses between divergent 
wheat parents produced a strong expression of hybrid 
vigour in the Fl, which was not seen in the Fl between 
more closely related parents. Heterosis has also been 
reported for callus growth in alfalfa (Keyes and Bingham, 
1979) and tobacco (Keyes et al., 1981), and also in 
barley (Foroughi-Wehr et al., 1982). Heterosis can be due 
to overdominance at one or more loci, or to the 
dispersion of genes with dominant effects that act 
predominantly in one direction. 
The observation in this study of hybrid vigour in Fl 
hybrids between Ii.spc'ntaneum and H.vulgare has great 
potential for the introgression of novel genes from wild 
into cultivated barley. The application of doubled 
haploids produced by anther culture in breeding 
programmes has, in general, been most successful in crops 
with the best anther culture response such as tobacco 
(Miles et al., 1981), although there has also been some 
success with less responsive crops including wheat (De 
Buyser and Henry, 1986). If an Fl generation displays 
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hybrid vigour, and thus a substantial increase in 
response to anther culture, then limitations due to low 
response could be partly overcome; crops with an 
initially low anther culture responsiveness could 
potentially yield usefully high levels of anther culture 
regenerants with fixed and stable genotypes. Rapid 
selections can then be made on these hybrids for desired 
characters, thus considerably improving the efficiency of 
selecting desirable gene combinations. Foroughi-Wehr and 
Friedt (1984) produced Fl hybrids between winter barley 
varieties that were either resistant or susceptible to 
barley yellow mosaic virus (BaYMV). Anthers were cultured 
from the hybrids (showing a degree of hybrid vigour) and 
regenerants were subjected to extensive testing for BalMy 
resistance within 1 year of hybridisation. 
5.4.4 Segregation and Selection 
The visual assessment of the green regenerants obtained 
possible evidence fbFl 
in the present study h é?ThMëñdéliàñThëregation ratios 
for rachis type and mildew susceptibility (table 5.5). An 
important characteristic of a haploid-producing system is 
that it should generate lines that represent a random 
sample of the parental gametes (Powell et al., 1986a). 
However, it has been shown that this may not always be 
the case. Powell et al,, (1986a) showed non-Mendelian 
segregation for three morphological markers in anther 
culture-derived lines, and also for one morphological 
marker in kJ.bulbosum-derived lines. In a study by 
Thompsonc:t al., (1990b), the segregation of alleles at 
major gene loci 	for a number of biochemical, 
morphological and molecular markers was followed in 
anther culture lines derived from four spring barley 
crosses and their parents. The results showed distorted 
segregation ratios associated with loci located on 
chromosomes 4H and 611. The differential transmission of 
alleles was always in favour of the parent most 
responsive to anther culture (Powell et al., 1986a; 
Thompson et al.,1990b). A survey using a large sample 
population of regenerants would reveal whether or not the 
1:1 ratio obtained in this case accurately reflects 
random transmission or whether there is some sort of 
selection distorting the true ratio. 
Deaton and coworkers (1987) have suggested that genetic 
improvement would be simplified if anther culture itself 
acted as a method of selection for improved anther 
culturability, as has been reported previously in wheat 
(Picard and DeBuyser, 1977). However, this is likely to 
have the disadvantage of affecting the genetic spectra of 
regenerated plants. 
5.4.5 R.spontaneum as a Source of. New Characters 
The utilisation of H.spontaneum as a source of alien 
genes for crop improvement has been reinforced by the 
discovery of several new genes for resistance to various 
pathogens including powdery mildew and several species of 
rust (Nevo, 1987). H.spontaneum also contains useful 
genes for quality characters such as milling energy, and 
for resistance . to, environmental stresses e.g. salt 
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tolerance and drought resistance (Ellis and Forster, 
1991; Nevo, per. comm.). 
The preliminary results of this study show that there is 
a high degree of useful polymorphism in H.spontaneum 
lines for three biochemical markers, and that the 
segregation of the isozymes of these markers can be 
readily monitored in subsequent generations and in anther 
culture regenerants. There are several published reports 
of high levels of protein polymorphism in wild barley 
(Brown, 1976; Nevo, 1987). Biochemical markers represent 
a useful method for their genetic evaluation if 
correlations can be established between particular 
isozyme markers and traits of agronomic importance. 
Several genotypes of wild barley that are susceptible and 
resistant to mildew can be associated with single, or 
combinations of, isozyine variants (Nevo et al., 1984). 
Anther culture technology combined with genetic marker 
technology has, therefore, great potential for the rapid 
screening of wild barley genotypes, and for screening 
hybrids between H.spontaneum and H.vulgare for the 
presence of genes of interest. Molecular markers will 
also have immense impact for the evaluation of breeding 
material in the future (Nevo, 1987). 
5.5 CONCLUSIONS 
Anther culture technology can be successfully applied to 
H.spontaneum germplasm. Rcsponsiveness to culture can be 
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transmitted to Fl hybrids between H.spontaneum and 
H.vulqare and marked heterosis is observed. A high degree 
of useful polymorphism exists between cultivated and wild 
barley for various biochemical markers. Doubled haploids 
can be used to rapidly fix genes from H.spontaneum into 
adapted H.vulgare cultivars. The homozygous nature of the 
anther culture derivatives will allow the progenies to be 
extensively evaluated. 
The high heritability score obtained in this study for 
the response of anthers to form embryoids implies that 
anther culture is under the control of a small number of 
genes having large effects. A better understanding of the 
underlying genetical control of in vitro response is 
critical if anther culture, and other plant cell and 
tissue culture techniques are to be fully exploited 
across a wide range of genotypes of commercial 
significance (Powell and Caligari, 1987). This may be 
achieved by utilising aneuploid genetic stocks to look 
more closely at the particular chromosome(s) having major 
gene effects on anther culture responsiveness. 
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CHAPTER 6 
EXPERIMENT 4: INVESTIGATION INTO THE ANTHER 
CULTURE RESPONSE OF THE WHEAT/BARLEY DISOMIC 
CHROMOSOME ADDITION LINES. 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The present studies have demonstrated that regenerated 
lines produced from anther culture are genetically stable 
(section 4). Following suggestions that anther culture 
performance might be effectively improved by directed 
genetic manipulation (Wenzel and Foroughi-Wehr, 1984) 
much interest has been generated in the genetic control 
of anther culture responsiveness. Studies at the genome 
level have shown that anther culture responsiveness is 
affected predominantly by genotype, and that it is under 
the control of at least two separate and independently 
inherited mechanisms (Foroughi-Wehr et al., 1982). 
Additive genetic effects have been shown to be important 
in determining responses (Lazar et al., 1987). The high 
heritability score obtained in the previous experiment 
suggests that anther culture may be under the control of 
a small number of genes having large effects (section 5). 
However, for the genetic approach to anther culture 
improvement to be applied effectively, it would be of 
value to have a better understanding of the genetic 
control mechanisms involved i.e. the numbers of genes, 
their chromosomal locations and dominance relat.Lonships. 
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Such an approach is greatly facilitated in wheat by the 
availability of a large number of aneuploid genetic 
stocks. These lines can be used to identify, and 
investigate in more detail, the genetic controls that 
underlie varietal differences in anther culture 
responsiveness by studying the effect of particular 
chromosomes, or chromosome fragments, on in vitro 
performance. The production of aneuploid stocks is made 
possible by the polyploid nature of wheat. Wheat 
aneuploid stocks have already been used successfully in a 
number of studies. It has been shown that anther culture 
responsiveness can be divided further to give three 
categories; embryo induction, green plant production and 
the ratio of green to albino plants obtained, all of 
which are under separate genetic controls and can be 
inherited independently (Agache et al., 1989). 
Wheat/barley disomic addition lines carry a pair of 
chromosomes from barley in addition to the complete wheat 
complement of 21 chromosome pairs (Islam et al., 1975). 
Their potential lies in the ability to provide a means of 
associating genes controlling barley characters with 
particular barley chromosomes, providing that the barley 
character is expressed in a wheat genetic background 
(Islam et al., 1975). They also have applications in the 
study of the evolutionary relationships between barley 
and other species in the Triticeae, and can provide a 
starting point for transferring desirable characters from 
barley to wheat. 
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The wheat/barley addition lines were produced by Islam, 
Shepherd and Sparrow in 1975. They were produced from 
hybrids with wheat as the female parent. Wheat cv. 
Chinese Spring and barley cv. Betzes were the most 
readily hybridised combination of parents tested. The Fl 
contained 21 single chromosomes of wheat (ABD) and 7 
single chromosomes of barley (H). Attempts to produce the 
amphiploid (AABBDDHH) by chromosome doubling were not 
successful. The Fl was instead backerossed to the wheat 
parent and the heptaploid (21 II + 7 I) selected. 
Monosomic (21 II + 1 I) addition lines for six of the 
seven barley chromosomes were produced following a 
further backcross to wheat The monosomics were then 
selfed and disomic (21 II + 1 II) addition lines were 
selected from the progeny. Because there was only a 1.3% 
success rate in the production of the Fl from this cross, 
an attempt was made to produce the addition lines from 
the reciprocal cross. The resulting addition lines 
contained barley cytoplasm rather than wheat and were 
eventually abandoned because of problems with pistillody 
and sterility and the first method was readopted. 
Although wheat/barley addition lines do, in general, 
resemble the wheat parent in morphology, especially in 
spike characteristics, they can be distinguished from 
each other morphologically (Islam et al. 1981; Miller and 
Reader, 1987) and there is evidence of some barley 
characteristics (figure 6.1). The 2H addition line has 
thin straw and leaves, and ears which are awned; the SH 
addition line is short in stature, with coarse grains, a 
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Figure 6.1 	The mature ears of barley cv. Betzes, wheat 
cv. Chinese Spring and the wheat/barley 
addition lines. 
a) Front view b) Side view 
Key: B 	 Barley cv. Betzes 
CS 	Wheat cv. Chinese Spring 
1 	 2AS.1}TS translocation/substitution line 
2,3,4 	Wheat/barley disomnic chromosome addition 
5,6,7 lines for chromosomes 2H-7H respectively. 
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club-shaped ear, and is susceptible to powdery mildew of 
barley. Isozyme studies have also shown that barley 
chromosomes are expressed in a wheat background, with the 
characteristic barley isozyne banding patterns always 
apparent. 
The objective of the study was to test the response to 
anther culture of the wheat/barley disomic chromosome 
addition lines, to try to pinpoint parts of the barley 
genome having major effects on anther culture 
responsiveness. 
The approach taken to achieve this objective was to 
establish a culture system that allows exclusive 
development of barley anthers in culture whilst wheat 
shows no response. This system can then be used to 
investigate whether or not the presence of a particular 
barley chromosome has any effect in stimulating response 
in the otherwise unresponsive wheat. A positive response 
would imply that factors on the barley chromosome can 
override factors in the wheat genome preventing anther 
culture responsiveness. 
There are a number of differences between the anther 
culture protocols used for barley and wheat. Donor plants 
for wheat are grown at a temperature of at least 18 0C 
whilst 120C is generally recommended for barley. The 
period of the cold pretreatment is shorter for wheat than 
for barley, usually being for 2 days at 1-4 0C (Hu, 1986) 
MIUVAM 
although it can last for up to 28 days (Picard et al., 
1990). Anthers are sampled at the same developmental 
stage. The anther culture medium used for wheat is based 
on potato extracts (Anonymous, 1976) and is, therefore 
partially undefined. There appeared to be no published 
reports of an effect of maltose similar to that seen for 
barley. In addition to this anthers are often treated at 
33-340C for 8 days before transfer to 24-26 0C for the 
remainder of the induction period (Hu, 1986). By 
exploiting one or more of the differences between wheat 
and barley protocols, it should be possible to establish 
a method which precludes the response of wheat to anther 
culture. 
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Details of the methods used for this study are outlined 
in section 2. 
6.2.1 Experiment 4a: Pre-run experiment to test the 
response to anther culture of the addition 
line donor, barley cv. Betzes and wheat 
recipient cv. Chinese Spring. 
This experiment was designed to establish whether or not 
the barley anther culture procedure already used in this 
study (section 2) would encourage anthers of the barley 
cv. Betzes to respond to culture, but at the same time 
preclude any response of the anthers of wheat cv. Chinese 
Spring because of differences between protocols used for 
the two species. 
Five Chinese Spring plants and ten Betzes plants were 
used as anther culture donors. Seeds were germinated for 
5-7 days in Petri dishes and the seedlings were 
vernalised for 4-6 weeks (Chinese Spring carries the 
vernalisation insensitive gene Vrn-3, but it nevertheless 
has a slight vernalisation requirement [Law et al., 
1971]); Betzes was treated in the same way so as to 
maintain consistency in the procedure). Plants were then 
grown in a controlled environment room (section 2.2.1.3). 
Anthers were obtained from ten spikes for Chinese Spring 
and twenty spikes for Betzes. The numbers of anthers 
cultured for each are given in table 6.1.1. Five florets 
were removed from either side of each spike and plated 
sequentially onto two 30mm petri dishes, (each dish 
received the 15 anthers from one side of the spike). The 
three anthers within each floret were plated together in 
rows. After 28 days cultures were scored for the numbers 
of anthers responding in culture to form callus/embryoids 
and subsequently for the numbers of green and albino 
plants regenerated. 
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TABLE 6.1 NUMBERS OF ANTHERS CULTURED IN EXPERIMENT 4: 
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE RESPONSE OF THE 
WHEAT/BARLEY DISOMIC CHROMOSOME ADDITION 
LINES TO ANTHER CULTURE. 
6.1.1 Experiment 4a: Pre-run experiment to test the 
response of the barley and wheat parents. 
NUMBER OF ANTHERS CULTURED 
CHINESE SPRING 	 BETZES 
300 	 600 
6.1.2 Experiment 4b: Experiment to test the response 
of the wheat/barley disomic addition lines. 
NUMBER OF ANTHERS CULTURED 
CS 	BETZES 	lH* 	2H 	3H 	4H 	SH 	6H 	7H 
870 	810 	900 	720 	690 	510 	600 	690 	480 
* 2AS.1HS substitution/translocation line 
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6.2.2 Experiment 4b: Response of the wheat/barley 
disomic chromosome addition lines to anther 
culture using a barley protocol. 
The experiment was designed to test the response to 
anther culture of Betzes, Chinese Spring and the 
wheat/barley disomic chromosome addition lines. Seed 
stocks of the wheat/barley disomic chromosome addition 
lines were originally obtained from Islam, Shepherd and 
Sparrow and maintained thereafter at SCRI. 
Root tips were removed from 7 day old seedlings of 
addition lines for chromosomes 21-1, 3H, 4H, 5H, 6H and 7H. 
These were fixed, stained and checked cytologically to 
ensure that thay all possessed the correct number of 
chromosomes, 2n=6x+2=42+2. Due to the aneuploid nature of 
the addition lines the two extra barley chromosomes are 
not always transmitted into the next generation and 
selfed progeny can have either 42, 43, 44, or 
occasionally 45 or 46 chromosomes (see figure 6.2). There 
is no ].H disomic addition line. However, the 2AS.1HS 	- - 
Chinese Spring/Betzes substitution/translocation line 
(2n=6x=42) was used. In this line, the long arm of 
chromosome 2A of wheat has been substituted by the short 
arm of barley chromosome lH. 
Twenty plants of each genotype were used as anther 
culture donors. The plants were vernalised as in 
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Figure 6.2 Root tip chromosome squashes of a) euploid 
wheat (2n=42), b) monosomnic barley chromosome 
addition line (2n=43) and c) disomnic barley 
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Legend: a. Normal euploid wheat chromosome complement 
(2n = 6x = 42). 
Monosomic barley chromosome addition line 
(2n= 6x+1 = 42+1). 
Disomnic addition line for the satellited 
barley chromosome 6H (2n = 6x+2 = 42+2). 
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in a controlled environment room. A maximum of thirty 
spikes was used for each genotype. The numbers of anthers 
cultured for each genotype are given in table 6.1.2. The 
plating procedure and scoring criteria used were the same 
as in experiment 4a. 
To investigate at which stage of the culture process 
divisions were likely to be initiated in the microspores, 
a sample of Betzes anthers was harvested after 7, 14 and 
21 days in culture and examined microscopically for 
indications of early division events. A sample of anthers 
that showed no visible signs of response was harvested 
from all nine genotypes after 21 and 42 days in culture 
and again examined microscopically for indications of 
dividing microspores. 
6.3 RESULTS 
The numbers of anthers responding to culture to form 
callus/embryoids and the numbers of green and albino 
plants obtained for Chinese Spring and Betzes are given 
in table 6.2. The results clearly indicate that while 
Betzes initially responded well to culture, Chinese 
Spring anthers showed no response at all to culture using 
a barley anther culture protocol. For Betzes, the number 
OVISIM 
TABLE 6.2 Percentage Response, and numbers of Green 
and Albino Plants Produced in Experiment 
Betzes/Chinese spring Pre-run. 




BETZES 	 32.8 
	
7 	 31 
CHINESE SPRING 	0 
	
0 	 0 
TABLE 6.3 Percentage Response, and numbers of Green 
and Albino Plants produced in Experiment 
The Response of the Wheat/Barley 
Addition Lines. 
GENOTYPE 	 % ANTHER 	GREEN 	ALBINO 
RESPONSE PLANTS 
BETZES 50.3 11 129 
CHINESE SPRING 0 0 0 
2AS.1HS SUBSTITUTION 0 0 0 
2H ADDITION 0 0 0 
3H ADDITION 0 0 0 
4H ADDITION 0 0 0 
5H ADDITION 0 0 0 
6H ADDITION 0 0 0 
7H ADDITION 0 0 0 
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of green plants regenerated was low. The number of albino 
plants was four times higher than the number of green 
plants obtained. 
6.3.2 EXPERIMENT 4b 
The numbers of anthers responding to culture to form 
callus/embryoids and the numbers of green and albino 
plants obtained for the wheat/barley chromosome addition 
lines and the Betzes and Chinese Spring parents are given 
in table 6.3. The results indicate that, as in experiment 
4a, Bet2es responded well to culture, with just over half 
of the anthers cultured producing embryogenic structures, 
but there was no response in anthers of Chinese Spring or 
any of the addition lines (see figure 6.3). 
The results of the time-course for the response of Betzes 
microspores are shown in figure 6.4. There is evidence 
that microspores had started to divide after 7 days in 
culture. After 14 days in culture multicellular 
structures were clearly visible under the microscope. 
After 21 days in culture, embryoids were visible and 
could be scored by eye. Divisions were also seen after 21 
days in the microspores of several Betzes anthers which 
had not previously been scorable by eye (see table 6.4). 
When anthers were examined from Chinese Spring and the 










Figure 6.3 	The Response of Anthers of barley cv. 
Betzes, wheat cv. Chinese Spring, and 
the wheat/barley disornic chromosome 
addition lines, cultured on media 
containing 6% w/v maltose. 
Key: 	1 - Betzes 6 - Betzes 
2 - Chinese Spring 7 - 4H addition 
3 - 2AS.1HS substitution 8 - 511 addition 
4 - 2H addition 9 - 6H addition 
5 - 3H addition 10 - 7H addition 
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sporophytic development of barley 
Betzes microspores at a) 0 days, 
days, c) and d) 14 days, e) and 
21 days after culture initiation. 
. 01~ 
a 	 b 
I 150vm 




e 	 f 
Legend: The first divisions within the microspores were 
apparent at 7 days after culture. At 14 days, 
the exine had ruptured. At 21 days macroscopic 
structures were visible to the naked eye. 
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TABLE 6.4 Numbers of Anthers Tested For Evidence 
Of Early Divisions From Experiment 4b. 
GENOTYPE 	NO. OF ANTHERS 	RESPONSE 
21days 	42days 
BETZES 	 15 	 + 	 + 
CHINESE SPRING 	 20 	 - 	 - 
2AS.1HS SUBSTITUTION 	20 	 - 	 - 
2H ADDITION 	 20 	 - 	 - 
3H ADDITION 	 20 	 - 	 - 
4H ADDITION 	 16 	 - 	 - 
5H ADDITION 	 14 	 - 	 - 
6H ADDITION 	 20 	 - 	 - 
7H ADDITION 	 20 	 - 	 - 
either after 21 days in culture, or at a much later 
stage, after 42 days (see table 6.4). 
The numbers of plants regenerated for Betzes is also of 
interest. Despite the high percentage of anthers that 
responded initially in culture, only 10 green plants were 
regenerated, compared to a total of 127 albino plants 
(table 6.3). It is clear from these results that, as 
reported in sections 3 and 5, the ability to produce 
embryos or callus is not necessarily a reliable indicator 
of the levels of green plants that will subsequently be 
regenerated. 
6.4 DISCUSSION 
6.4.1 Anther Responses in Wheat Substitution and 
Addition Lines 
Understanding the genetic basis of culture behaviour is 
fundamental to any long term project to develop lines 
which are especially suited to particular tissue culture 
systems. 
In early experiments with genetic stocks, ditelosomic and 
nullisomic lines of wheat cv. Chinese Spring were used in 
anther culture experiments to establish that there was 
significant variation in callus induction and growth 
between the different lines (Shimada and Makino, 1975). 
Since then chromosome substitution and addition lines 
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have been widely used to identify the role of specific 
chromosomes in tissue culture response. Mathias and Fukui 
(1986) showed that substitution of chromosome 4B of wheat 
cv. Chinese Spring with the homologue from cv. Capelle-
Desprez led to a 20-100% increase in shoot regeneration 
in immature embryo-derived cultures. Higgins and Mathias 
(1987) analysed this effect further, by examining 
substitution lines in which the 4B chromosomes of Chinese 
Spring and Cappelle-Desprez have been replaced by the 4B 
chromosomes of other wheat genotypes. They found that 
increased regenerability was always seen when 4B 
chromosomes from other wheat varieties replaced the 4B 
chromosome of Chinese Spring. These results suggest that 
there is a neutral or inhibitory factor present on 
Chinese Spring chromosome 4B. The basis of the 4B effect 
is not known. Group 4 homoeologues carry genes with major 
effects on plant phenotype, often by modifying hormone 
metabolism (e.g. reduced height/gibberellic acid 
insensitivity genes (Rht) and grass clump (D3) genes) 
(Mathias and Atkinson, 1988). It has been suggested that 
morphogenetic competence is influenced by the ability of 
callus cells to synthesise, transport and utilise 
endogenous and exogenous plant growth hormones/regulators 
(Kaleikau et al., 1989a). Substitutions for chromosome 4B 
or its homoeologues 4A and 4D may modify this competence 
and therefore change the sensitivity of cultured wheat 
cells to growth regulators. 
Other chromosomes have been implicated in the control of 
anther and immature embryo culture of wheat. Substitution 
CHEM 
lines have been used to show that chromosome 5BL of wheat. 
cv . Chinese Spring has a positive effect on anther 
culture-derived embryo frequency and that the same 
chromosome contains a gene(s) causing an increased 
proportion of albino regenerants (Agache et al., 1989). 
Kaleikau et al., (1989a) showed, using inonosornic 
analysis, that chromosome 2D of wheat is important in 
immature embryo culture for determining regeneration 
frequency and callus growth rate. Using Chinese Spring 
ditelosomic lines, this effect was pinpointed further, to 
the long arm of chromosome 2D and its homoeologous 
chromosome arms 2AL and 2BS (Kaleikau et al., 1989b). No 
correlation has been found, however, between factors 
affecting anther culture and embryo culture responses 
(Lazar et al., 1987). 
6.4.2 The Response in Wheat Alien Addition Lines 
Despite the positive results obtained in a number of 
previous studies on the genetic basis of in vitro 
response, in the present experiment, using the 
wheat/barley disomic chromosome addition lines to look at 
effects of specific barley chromosomes, there was no 
apparent stimulatory effect of a single barley chromosome 
on anther culture response in a wheat background. It was 
demonstrated that the barley chromosome donor, Bëtzes, 
treated in the same way as the addition lines, was able 
to respond. 
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There are several possible explanations for the lack of 
response to anther culture in the wheat/barley addition 
lines. Firstly, the addition lines are aneuploid and the 
transmission rate of the added chromosomes through 
meiosis is variable (Islam et al., 1981). It is possible 
that the transmission rate is further affected by the 
culture process. If plants had been regenerated from the 
addition lines, then the presence of the barley 
chromosomes could have been confirmed cytologically by 
root tip counts, but in the absence of regenerants this 
was not possible. However, results obtained from anther 
culture of the wheat/rye addition lines have shown some 
expression of the added rye chromosomes, suggesting that 
in this case the alien chromosomes were carried through 
to the pollen grains and regenerants. 
Secondly, the barley chromosomes might not be expressed 
in a wheat background. The wheat genome, or parts of the 
wheat genome that are involved in response to anther 
culture, could exhibit dominance effects over the 
corresponding parts of the barley genome. However, in 
anther culture studies using the wheat/rye addition lines 
(produced by O'Mara, 1940) there is no apparent effect of 
the wheat genome suppressing gene expression of rye. 
Lazar et al. (1987) showed that there was significant 
variation between the different wheat/rye addition lines 
for callus formation and plant regeneration, and that 
there were factors present on rye chromosome 4 which 
increased both of these aspects of anther culture 
response relative to the wheat donor (cv. Chinese 
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Spring). It was concluded from this work that a foreign 
chromosome can enhance differentiation in vitro in wheat. 
Chromosome 4R could either contain major genes that 
positively affect culture responses or the wheat group 4 
chromosomes contain genes that inhibit response. This 
effect of chromosome 4R is in agreement with the earlier 
findings with group 4 chromosomes and indicates that the 
addition as well as substitution of chromosomes can have 
an effect. The results also imply that there is a 
homeoallelic series of genes for anther culture 
responsiveness on group 4 chromosomes of the Triticeae. 
Recently, results on segregation analysis of barley 
anther culture-derived lines (see section 5) showed that 
there can be preferential transmission of chromosome 4H 
through anther culture, suggesting that factor(s) on this 
chromosome may also be important in determining anther 
culture responses in barley (Thompson et al., 1990b; 
Lazar et al., 1987). This in turn suggests that barley 
chromosome 4H is likely to carry these genes. Henry and 
De Buyser (1985) have suggested, after experiments using 
the wheat cultivar Aurora, which possesses a 1BL/1RS 
translocation, that genetic factors involved in the 
control of anther culture response are also located on 
the 1RS chromosome arm. This finding has been 
substantiated by Agache et al., (1989). 
It is also possible that factors in the wheat genomes 
could dilute out the expression of the barley chromosomes 
by exerting dosage effects. There are three sets of 
chromosomes in wheat (the A,B and ID genomes) compared 
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with only one in barley (the H genome). If this is the 
case, such dosage effects do not prevent the expression 
of rye genoine factor(s) involved in anther culture 
response (Lazar et al., 1987) although it is possible 
that they modify the level of response. 
It has been implied that anther culture responsiveness is 
determined largely by additive genetic effects. If this 
is the case then several genes distributed throughout the 
whole barley genome or large parts of it might be 
required. The switch from gametophytic to sporophytic 
development involves extensive physiological changes and 
this suggests that more than one genetic factor is 
involved. There may also be major gene(s) influencing 
response which are located in different parts of the 
genoine involving more than one chromosome. The effect 
exerted by gene(s) on any one chromosome might be small 
and only the expression of several genetic components on 
more than one chromosome together is effective. 
The addition lines were produced using wheat as the 
female parent. Since the cytoplasm is maternally 
inherited this means that all of the addition lines 
contain wheat cytoplasm. It is therefore possible that 
the cytoplasm has a modifying effect on culture. The 
influence of the cytoplasm has been shown previously by a 
number of workers (see section 5). However, the wheat/rye 
addition lines also contain wheat cytoplasm, but 
expression of rye chromosomes has been demonstrated in 
these lines. 
Another explanation is that at least part of the genetic 
control of anther culture responsiveness is located on 
chromosome arm hilL, which is not represented in the 
genetic lines studied here (see section 6.2). 
Wheat/barley addition lines that carry this chromosome 
arm are not available. 
The fact that the wheat/barley addition lines and 
wheat/barley hybrids resemble the wheat parent in gross 
morphology suggests that the wheat genomes exert a 
dominant or dosage effect over the barley genome. This 
effect is also seen with the wheat/rye hybrids and the 
wheat/rye addition lines, which resemble wheat in 
morphological characters (Miller, 1984). The barley/rye 
hybrids (Kruse, 1976) are morphologically more similar to 
rye than to barley. Although the rye phenotype prevails 
over barley this cannot reflect a gene dosage effect. In 
relation to anther culture responsiveness, rye factors 
are also expressed in a wheat background (Lazar et al., 
1987) whereas in the present study barley factor(s) are 
not. There are, however, some morphological features of 
barley in the wheat/barley addition lines (figure 6.1). 
Isozyme analysis has been used to show that barley 
proteins are always expressed in the addition lines, and 
for this reason biochemical markers are useful in the 
identification of the different wheat/barley addition 
lines. The capability for at least partial expression of 
barley chromosomes in a wheat background is further 
demonstrated by the karyotype morphology of the 61-I 
addition lines. It can be seen (figure 6.2) that the NOR 
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regions on this chromosome are expressed in a wheat 
background. For biochemical markers at least, barley 
genes are found to be co-dominant with wheat. It is 
possible that alien genes are always expressed in wheat 
but that the gene products are regulated so that a 
dominant phenotype prevails (Forster, per.comm.). 
6.5 CONCLUSIONS 
The results obtained in the previous experiment (section 
5) by following the transmission of anther culturability 
into the Fl hybrid following crosses between H.vulgare 
and H.spontaneum, indicated that anther culture 
responsiveness has a large genetic component. Published 
reports from experiments using wheat aneuploid and 
substitution lines have further indicated that major 
changes in in vitro behaviour can result from single 
chromosome or chromosome arm substitutions. This suggests 
that one or a few genes with major effects are involved 
in the determination of culture response. 
In this experiment the system was treated using a barley 
anther culture protocol. It was felt that an all or 
nothing response system was preferable to one relying on 
different levels of response and there were indications 
from previous studies that at least partial expression of 
added barley chromosomes can occur in a wheat background. 
Under this set of conditions, individual barley 
chromosomes are, however, clearly unable to modify the 
wheat response so regeneration occurs from anthers. It is 
possible that wheat could exert dominance over barley, 
and the wheat/barley addition lines contain a wheat 
cytoplasm which could also modify or prevent any 
response. The next step is to use a wheat anther culture 
protocol. Repeating the experiment under this different 
set of criteria may result in positive effects. 
The possible effects of dominance of wheat could be 
further tested if the wheat/barley amphiploid existed. 
Another possibility would be to include wheat tetrasomic 
stocks (2n=6x+2=42+2). This would enable the effects of 
an added genome of A,B,D and H to be compared. Studies 
could also be carried out using barley trisomics 
(Tsuchiya, 1962a) and tetrasomics (Tsuchiya, 1962b) to 
study the effect of increasing dosage of particular 




7.1 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE PRESENT STUDY 
The results presented in this study clearly show that the 
substitution of sucrose by maltose in the barley anther 
culture medium leads to a greatly improved efficiency of 
the technique. High yields of green plants can be 
obtained and regeneration appears to proceed 
predominantly via direct embryogenesis. The three 
commercial spring cultivars, Tweed, Tyne and Natasha all 
show raised levels of performance in anther culture 
response on a maltose-based medium, compared to a 
sucrose-based medium. For all three cultivars, high 
maltose concentrations (6-12%w/v) are more effective than 
low concentrations (1-3%w/v). Albino plants were always 
regenerated, but the proportion obtained relative to 
green regenerants differed for the three cultivars 
considered. 
It has been speculated that regeneration by the direct 
formation of embryos may lead to lower levels of culture-
induced genetic variation than previously seen with 
callus-derived anther culture regenerants (Powell et al., 
1984; 1986a). Somaclonal variation has frequently been 
reported in association with tissue culture procedures. 
Variation at the whole plant phenotype and chromosome 
levels had previously been reported for anther culture- 
derived lines (Powell et al., 1984; 1986a). A primary aim 
is to obtain homozygous, fixed inbred lines which are 
genetically stable. The present study has examined the 
üniforzuit7} of anther culture regenerants at the 
chromosome, protein and DNA levels. There is little 
evidence for the induction of genetic variation. This 
provides further encouragement for the applicability of 
anther culture techniques in barley breeding. 
The improvement in anther culture responsiveness that has 
resulted from the use of maltose in the culture medium, 
has established the higher efficiency of this technique 
compared with the H.bulbosum method, which is limited by 
the number of egg cells available, and cannot be 
• substantially improved (Kuhlmann and Foroughi-Wehr, 
1989). One of the advantages of the H.bulbosum system was 
that it appeared to generate less gametoclonal variation 
than anther culture; the results presented here indicate 
that this may no longer be a problem. However, further 
- - studies of agronomic performance of anther culture-
derived lines are also required. 
Despite the high potential of anther culture in breeding 
programmes the problem remains that however good the 
procedure is, the effect of genotype is still 
predominant, and real successes have been achieved with 
very few genotypes. In this study, there were significant 
differences in the ability of the three cultivars, Tweed, 
Tyne and Natasha to respond to culture. This finding has 
frequently been substantiated (see section 5). In the 
absence of a universally successful protocol the way 
forward in anther culture research may be to try and 
manipulate genotypes that respond well in order to 
transfer the responsive factor(s) I into otherwise 
desirable germplasm. In the present study it has been 
demonstrated that anther culture is heritable, and that a 
heterotic effect in terms of anther culture 
responsiveness can be seen in the progenies of a cross. 
This suggests not only that it may be relatively simple 
to transfer anther culturability into germplasm of 
interest, but also even if the response of either parent 
is poor, an improved response may still be obtained in 
the Fl. 
The results obtained using the wheat/barley disomic 
chromosome addition lines indicate that any one pair of 
barley chromosomes cannot positively modify response in a 
wheat background. However, the availability of a large 
number of genetic stocks, combined with an alternative 
approach to the experiment, may yield further results in 
the future. The genetic approach to anther culture 
improvement looks very promising but it will also be 
important to keep making improvements through non-genetic 
factors, particularly to donor plant growth conditions 
(Deaton et al., 1987). 
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7.2 OTHER ADVANCES IN ANTHER CULTURE IMPROVEMENT 
7.2.1 Barley 
Recent improvements in the culture medium have been 
applied successfully to a number of other procedures for 
culturing barley microspores. 
Hunter (1988) demonstrated a highly successful method for 
culturing isolated microspores in barley. Usinq the 
winter barley variety, Igri, he cultured microspores that 
had been mechanically isolated from anthers in liquid 
medium containing maltose. The resulting embryos were 
then transferred onto an agarose-solidified medium and 
regenerated into plants, giving green plant yields of up 
to 600 per 100 anthers cultured. 
Ziauddin et al., (1990) have successfully adapted the 
shed pollen technique (Sunderland and Xu, 1982) in 
conjunction with the medium developed by Hunter (1988) 
and achieved average green plant yields of 265 green 
plants per 100 anthers cultured. They report that this 
system is simpler than Hunter's as it avoids the need for 
complex isolation procedures which can cause damage to 
the microspores. It is also very rapid, avoids the need 
for a cold pretreatment and plants can be obtained as 
early as 25 days after the material is taken from the 
donor plant. Ziauddin and his coworkers estimated that 
only 0.12% of the microspores shed into the medium formed 
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green plants, and they suggest that the technique has the 
potential for further improvement. 
Kuhlmann and Foroughi-Wehr (1989) cultured anthers of 
Igri and a number of Fl crosses using the float culture 
technique where Ficoll is used as a buoyancy aid to 
prevent anthers sinking below the surface of the medium 
(Kao, 1981). They found that maltose had a stimulatory 
effect on culture response, but that the response of 
anthers was even higher when a low concentration of 
barley starch was added to the medium. With the float 
culture method some microspores are shed into the medium 
but these do not usually develop and embryos develop 
within the anther (Kuhlmann and Foroughi-Wehr, 1989). 
Most of these investigations have been carried out using 
the highly responsive winter barley cultivar Igri, which 
has become a "model" genotype (Kuhlmann and Foroughi-
Wehr, 1989). Igri has been shown to give green plant 
yields of up to 600 green plants per 100 anthers. It is 
important that improved techniques can be applied to a 
broad range of genotypes of interest, but it has not yet 
been shown that this is the case. 
Also important with respect to the high yields obtained 
are the donor plant growth conditions. Hunter (1988) and 
Olsen (1987) raised anther donor plants in cabinets under 
very uniform and controlled conditions. This allows a 
uniform response regardless of season and can make anther 
sampling easier, sometimes removing the need for precise 
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staging (Lyne, per. comm.). However, access to cabinets, 
although desirable, may not always be feasible. When 
material is grown in a glasshouse, the results obtained 
can still depend to a large extent on variations between 
batches of plants. 
Controversy now exists over the possible beneficial 
effects of low temperature pretreatment in barley. It has 
been shown that the length of the cold pretreatment is 
relatively unimportant (Kuhlmann and Foroughi-Wehr, 
1989). Powell et al., (1988) showed that Igri does not 
benefit from a cold pretreatment. The direct culture of 
pollen was first reported in barley by Wei et a1., 
(1986). Instead of a cold pretreatment, anthers were 
cultured in mannitol for 5-7 days before transfer to 
culture medium. Ziauddin et al., (1990) also found that 
the 28 day cold pretreatment could be replaced by a 3-4 
day pretreatment of anthers in mannitol. Mannitol may 
provide an osmotic balance during this preculture 
(Ziauddin and Kasha, 1990). However, these workers then 
used media conditioned with ovaries (Xu et al., 1981) 
which might replace the effect of the cold pretreatment 
in causing leaching of substances from the anther wall. 
There have been few large-scale field trials of anther 
culture-derived lines to test their agronomic 
performance. Powell et al., (1986b) compared a population 
of anther culture-derived doubled haploids regenerated 
from callus with populations of H.bulbosum-derived 
doubled haploids and single seed descent lines for a 
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number of agronomic characters. They found that field 
performance was significantly less for the anther 
culture-derived population than for the others. More 
recent field testing has been carried out on anther 
culture lines derived from the maltose-based protocol 
(Powell per. comm.). The results obtained so far have 
shown no deleterious effects associated with the anther 
culture-derived lines. However they have shown that there 
can be differential transmission of chromosomes 4 and 6, 
in anther culture-derived lines. It is possible that 
there are factor(s) affecting anther culture response 
present on these chromosomes, so that there is some sort 
of selection occuring during the culture process. It will 
be important to make sure that the application of anther 
culture is not at the expense of other, agronomically 
important characterisics. 
7.2.2 Other Crops 
There has also been considerable progress in anther 
culture work in a number of other agricultural crops and 
in some, new anther culture-derived cultivars have been 
released (Bajaj, 1990). A number of wheat and rice 
varieties have been released in China (Hu, 1986) and a 
wheat variety, Florin, has been released in France (De 
Buyser et al., 1987). 
The substitution of sucrose by maltose in the anther 
culture medium can considerably increase plant yield in 
wheat (Last and Brettell, 1990). Maltose has also been 
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shown to increase the yield of plants in potato anther 
culture experiments (Batty and Dunwell, 1989) although 
sucrose may favour initial embryo induction. 
The successful application of isolated microspore 
techniques has been reported in a number of species, 
including wheat (Datta and Wenzel, 1987), tobacco 
(Reinert et al., 1975; Sunderland and Xu, 1982), potato 
(Weatherhead and Henshaw, 1979), maize (Coumans et al., 
1989; Pescitelli et al., 1989) and Brassica napus (Siebel 
and Pauls, 1989). As has been seen in barley, the use of 
these systems can lead to significant increases in embryo 
and plant yield, but response is still predominantly 
affected by genotype. 
In rice, there has also been some success using ovary 
culture to obtain doubled haploids, where one advantage 
over androgenetic methods is that no albino plants are 
produced (see Bajaj, 1990) 
There has recently been interest in the use of wheat x 
maize crosses to generate wheat doubled haploids. Such 
crosses result in selective elimination of the maize 
chromosomes from the zygote, as for the H.bulbosum 
system, which has also been used to generate wheat 
doubled haploids (Laurie and Snape, 1990). The advantage 
of wheat x maize is that the maize genome can overcome 
the effects of the dominant crossibility (Kr) loci in 
wheat, which prevent the hybridisation of many varieties 
with H.bulbosum. Field testing of DH produced by this 
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method have shown them to resemble the wheat parent in 
the characters tested. 
7.3 APPLICATIONS OF ANTHER CULTURE TECHNOLOGY 
In barley, as in other cereal crops, the main application 
of haploids is for the rapid production of pure lines, in 
which the genotypes are fixed and selection is 
simplified. Haploids also have applications in a number 
of other areas of research: 
The formation of plants from pollen involves a switch 
from gametophytic to sporophytic development, and thus 
represents an ideal system for studying the factors 
controlling the alternation of generations. 
Haploids (or in the case of wheat, polyhaploids) are 
useful tools for quantitative genetics and linkage 
studies because of the absence of dominance effects 
(Choo, 1983). They can also be used in the development of 
genetic stocks, since the loss or gain of one or more 
chromosomes or parts of chromosomes can be readily fixed 
upon doubling to give nullisomic and tetrasomic stocks 
(Baenziger et al., 1984). 
Haploid cell cultures are useful material for the study 
of somatic cell genetics, especially for mutations. 
Isolated pollen cells can be handled like microbes and 
then treated with mutagenic chemicals and irradiations. 
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The mutants obtained can then be easily chromosome-
doubled to form homozygous diploids (Bajaj, 1990). It 
could be of great value to use haploid systems for the 
induction of mutants that are resistant to pests, 
pathotoxins, herbicides, and tolerant to various salts 
and stresses. 
Anther and microspore cultures also have potential for 
use in cell selection systems and have been used in a 
number of studies. For example Ye et al., (1987) cultured 
anthers of the Fl hybrids produced after crosses between 
barley cultivars with varying susceptibilities to salt 
stress. By the addition of salt to the medium, Fl 
combinations that were resistant to high salt 
concentrations could be rapidly selected and fixed by 
chromosome doubling. 
Since microspores are both single-celled and haploid, 
they are an attractive target for in vitro manipulations 
such as transformation (Ziauddin et al., 1990). The use 
of the barley microspore as a vehicle for directed 
genetic manipulation has advantages over current genetic 
transformation systems. It avoids reliance on 
Agrobacterium-mediated gene transfer, which is difficult 
to achieve for graminaceous species. The high yields of 
green plants obtained in this study demonstrate that it 
will also provide a much more reliable regeneration 
system than protoplasts which are difficult to regenerate 
into plants for cereal species other than rice. The 
relative stability of anther culture lines derived from a 
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maltose-based medium makes the use of microspores in 
transformation studies even more attractive. 
Nicroinjection (Kumar, 1986) and new biolistic techniques 
where DNA is delivered into cells using high velocity 
microprojectiles (Klein et al., 1989) may be especially 
suitable methods for DNA transfer into microspores, since 
the microspore wall ruptures during development (figure 
6.3) and allows easier penetration of cells. Work has 
already been initiated in this area. 
It is also likely that there will be further effort in 
the production of pollen protoplasts. Pollen protoplasts, 
are also devoid of the thick exine wall, and would be 
ideal for DNA uptake and genetic transformation. Dutch 
workers are already developing a system for the 
transformation of pollen protoplasts derived from barley 
microspore cultures using a particle gun (Iioekstra, per 
comm.). 
APPENDIX 1 
THE POPULATIONS OF REGENERANT PLANTS USED FOR THE 
STUDY OF THE GENETIC STABILITY OF ANTHER CULTURE-
DERIVED LINES IN BARLEY. REGENERANTS WERE ASSESSED 
AT THE KARYOTYPE, PROTEIN AND DNA LEVELS. 
1. Anther culture lines derived from SCRI stocks: 
barley cv. Tweed anthers cultured on a range of 
carbohydrates, all supplied at 6% w/v. 
SAMPLE (CODE) PLOIDY KARYOTYPE 	PROTEIN 	DNA 
Tweed 2x + 	 + 	 + 
A1/2/11 2x - 	 + 	 - 
A5/2/7 2x - + - 
A4/1/18 Cc - 	 + 	 - 
A5/1/5 2x - + - 
A1/2/7 2x - 	 + 	 - 
A4/2/20 2x - + - 
A4/2/21 2x - 	 + 	 - 
A5/1/4 2x - + - 
A4/2/15 2x - 	 + 	 - 
A4/2/23 2x - + - 
A2/2/6 2x - 	 + 	 - 
A4/1/5 2x - + - 
A2/2/3 2x - 	 + 	 - 
A4/1/16 2x - + - 
A1/1/17 2x - 	 + 	 - 
A1/1/3 2x - + - 
B2/1/22 2x - 	 + 	 - 
B4/1/2 2x - + - 
B4/1/4 2x - 	 + 	 - 
B2/1/8 2x - + - 
B2/2/20 2x - 	 + 	 - 
B2/1/7 2x - + - 
B4/1/1 2x - 	 + 	 - 
B2/1/9 2x - + - 
B2/2/22 2x - 	 + 	 - 
C1/1/1 2x - 	 + 	 - 
D1/2/5 2x - 	 + 	 - 
D2/2/2 2x - + - 
D2/1/3 2x - 	 + 	 - 
D8/1/1 2x - + - 
E3/1/14 2x - 	 + 	 - 
E2/1/5 2x - + - 
E1/1/9 2x - 	 + 	 - 
E1/l/l 4x - + - 
E1/1/7 2x - 	 + 	 - 
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SAMPLE (CODE) PLOIDY KARYOTYPE 	PROTEIN 	DNA 
E3/2/4 2x - 	 + 	 - 
E3/1/8 2x - + - 
E2/1/8 2x - 	 + 	 - 
A4/2/6 x - 	 + 	 - 
A2/2/1 x - + - 
Al/l/8 x - 	 + 	 - 
A4/2/1 x - + - 
Al/l/5 x - 	 + 	 - 
A4/2/4 x - + - 
A5/2/1 x - 	 + 	 - 
A4/1/15 x - + - 
A4/2/8 x - 	 + 	 - 
A4/2/3 x - + - 
A5/2/6 x - 	 + 	 - 
A2/1/7 x - + - 
A2/2/10 x - 	 + 	 - 
A5/2/1 x - + - 
A2/1/4 x - 	 + 	 - 
A1/i/6 x - + - 
A5/2/8 x - 	 + 	 - 
A2/2/9 x - + - 
A2/2/11 x - 	 + 	 - 
A1/2/1 x - + - 
A1/2/4 x - 	 + 	 - 
A5/2/2 X - + - 
Ai/1/2 x - 	 + 	 - 
A2/2/2 x - + - 
A4/1/6 x - 	 + 	 - 
A4/2/17 x - + - 
A2/2/7 x - 	 + 	 - 
A2/2/5 x - + - 
A4/2/12 x - 	 + 	 - 
A2/1/6 x - + - 
82/1/26 x - 	 + 	 - 
82/1/5 x - + - 
B2/1/2 X - 	 + 	 - 
82/1/11 x - + - 
82/1/3 x - 	 + 	 - 
82/1/24 x - + - 
82/1/21 x - 	 + 	 - 
82/1/14 x - + - 
82/1/27 x - 	 + 	 - 
82/2/21 x - + - 
82/1/15 x - 	 + 	 - 
82/2/14 x - + - 
82/2/3 x - 	 + 	 - 
82/2/11 x - + - 
82/1/19 x - 	 + 	 - 
82/2/12 x - + - 
82/1/20 X - 	 + 
82/1/6 x - + 	 - 
82/2/1 X - 	 + 
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SAMPLE (CODE) PLOIDY KARYOTYPE 	PROTEIN 	DNA 
82/2/6 x - 	 + 	 - 
82/2/26 x - + - 
82/1/16 x - 	 + 	 - 
C2/2/1 x - 	 + 	 - 
D1/2/1 x - 	 + 	 - 
D1/2/2 x - + - 
D2/1/4 x - 	 + 	 - 
D2/2/4 x - + - 
D3/2/1 x - 	 + 	 - 
D2/1/8 x - + - 
D2/1/2 x - 	 + 	 - 
D1/2/1 x - + - 
E1/1/5 x - 	 + 	 - 
E3/1/3 x - + - 
E2/2/4 x - 	 + 	 - 
E3/2/1 x - + - 
E3/1/7 x - 	 + 	 - 
E2/2/6 x - + - 
E2/1/4 x - 	 + 	 - 
El/1/6 x - + - 
E1/1/20 x - 	 + 	 - 
E1/l/3 x - + - 
E5/1/2 x - 	 + 	 - 
E5/2/1 x - + - 
E1/1/15 x - 	 + 	 - 
E3/1/4 x - + - 
El/l/12 x - 	 + 	 - 
El/i/s x - + - 
E2/2/5 x - 	 + 	 - 




E= malt extract 
x = doubled haploid regenerant 
2x = spontaneously doubled regenerant 
Cc = tetraploid regenerant 
,A,Jc 
2. Samples derived from Experiment 1: Anthers of 
barley cvs. Tweed, Tyne and Natasha cu]Lured on 
medium containing either maltose or sucrose, 
supplied at 1,3,6,9 or 12% w/v. 
SAMPLE PLOIDY KARYOTYPE PROTEIN DNA 
Tweed 2x + + + 
Tyne 2x + + + 
Natasha 2x + + + 
1%MTw3/1/32 2x + + + 
1%MTw5/1/l2 2x - + + 
1%M Tw 5/1/13 2x - + - 
i%M Tw 5/1/5 2x - + - 
l%M Tw 5/1/2 2x + + - 
1%M Tw 2/1/9 2x + + + 
1%M Tw 3/1/11 4x + + - 
1%MTW3/1/12 2x - + + 
l%M Tw 4/1/1 4x + - - 
3%MTW4/2/20 2x - + - 
3%MTw3/1/95 2x + + - 
3%MTw4/1/13 2x + + - 
3%M Tw 3/1/111 2x + + - 
3%MTW5/1/40 2x + + - 
3%MTw3/1/10 2x + + - 
3%MTw5/1/31 4x + + - 
3%M Tw 3/1/19 2x - + - 
3%M Tw 3/2/6 2x - - + 
3%MTw3/1/6 2x - - + 
3%M Tw 3/1/92 2x - - + 
3%M Tw 4/2/4 2x - - + 
6%MTw5/2/33 2x - + - 
6%MTW2/2/50 2x - + - 
6%M Tw 3/2/14 2x - + - 
6%MTw5/2/28 2x + + - 
6%M Tw 3/2/1.6 2x - + - 
6%M Tw 2/2/77 2x + + - 
6%MTw2/2/31 2x + + - 
6%M Tw 2/2/32 2x - + - 
6%MTW5/1/12 2x - - + 
6%MTW3/i/56 2x - - + 
6%M Tw 3/2/4 2x - - + 
6%MTw2/2/36 2x - - + 
6%MTw4/1/10 2x + - - 
9%M Tw 1/1/8 4x + + - 
9%MTw3/1/47 2x + + + 
9%MTw2/1/48 2x - + - 
9%MTw1/1/18 2x + + + 
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SAMPLE (CODE) PLOIDY KARYOTYPE PROTEIN DNA 
9%M Tw 4/1/3 2x - + + 
9%M Tw 1/2/5 2x ± + - 
9%M Tw 1/1/21 2x + + - 
9%M Tw 4/2/4 2x + + + 
12%M Tw 2/1/41 4x + + - 
12%M Tw 4/1/41 2x - + - 
12)M Tw 2/1/33 2x + + - 
12%M Tw 4/2/36 2x - + - 
12%MTw3/2/9 2x + + - 
12%M Tw 3/1/16 2x + + - 
12%M Tw 2/2/47 2x + + - 
12%MTW2/2/3 2x - + - 
12%M Tw 2/1/13 2x - - + 
12%N Tw 3/2/48 2x - - + 
12%M Tw 2/1/12 2x - - + 
12%MTw2/1/7 2x - - + 
6%MTy4/1/10 2x - + + 
6%M Ty 2/1/1 2x - + + 
6%MTy4/1/11 2x + + - 
9%M Ty 4/1/5 2x + + - 
9%M Ty 1/2/2 2x - + - 
9%M Ty 4/2/2 2x - + - 
9%M Ty 2/1/5 2x - + - 
9%M Ty 2/1/4 2x - + - 
9%M Ty 4/1/6 2x - + - 
9%M Ty 2/1/6 2x + + + 
9%M Ty 4/1/8 2x - + - 
12%M Ty 3/2/1 2x - + - 
12%M Ty 2/2/20 2x - + + 
12%MTy4/1/3 2x + + - 
12%M Ty 3/1/3 2x + + - 
12%M Ty 2/2/17 2x - + - 
12%MTy2/1/1 2x + + - 
12%M Ty 3/2/2 2x - + - 
12%M Ty 2/2/16 2x - + - 
flFI Na 4/1/1 4x + .+ - 
3%M Na 5/1/3 4x + + - 
3%M Na 1/1/1 2x - + - 
3%M Na 2/2/2 2x + + + 
6%M Na 1/1/2 2x + + - 
6%M Na 2/1/1 2x + + - 
6%M Na 5/1/2 2x - + - 
6%M Na 1/1/3 2x - + + 
9%MNa4/1/42 2x - + + 
9%M Na 3/1/1 2x - + - 
9%M Na 2/1/1 2x - + - 
004010 
SAMPLE (CODE) 	PLOIDY 	KARYOTYPE 	PROTEIN 	DNA 
12%M Na 2/2/1 2x - + - 
12%M Na 2/1/15 2x + + - 
12%M Na 2/2/23 2x - + - 
12%M Na 4/2/1 2x + + - 
12%M Na 2/2/36 2x + + - 
12%M Na 2/1/13 4x + + - 
12%MNa4/2/4 2x - + - 
1%S Tw 3/1/5 2x + + - 
1%S Tw 3/2/7 2x + + - 
1%S Tw 3/1/6 2x + + - 
1%S Tw 4/1/1 2x + + - 
1%S Tw 3/1/3 2x + + + 
6%S Tw 3/1/1 2x + + + 
9%S Tw 3/1/15 2x + + - 
9%S Tw 5/1/6 4x + + - 
9%S Tw 3/1/2 2x - + - 
12%STy3/1/2 2x - + - 
1%M Tw 3/1/10 x + + - 
1%MTw5/1/6 x - + - 
1%M Tw 2/2/1 x - + - 
1%M Tw 3/2/1 x + + + 
1%M Tw 3/2/12 x + + + 
1%M Tw 3/2/11 x - + - 
1%M Tw 3/2/13 x - - + 
3%M Tw 5/1/16 x - + - 
3%MTW2/1/3 x - + - 
3%MTw3/1/9 x - + - 
3%M Tw 4/1/14 x + + - 
3%M flu 3/2/2 x - + + 
3%MTw4/2/7 x - + - 
3%MTW4/1/2 x - + - 
3%MTW3/1/2 x - + - 
3%M Tw 5/1/37 x + + + 
3%M Tw 4/1/15 x + + - 
3%M Tw 4/1/14 x + + 
3%MTw3/2/5 x - + + 
3%MTw3/1/3 x + + - 
3%MTW3/2/7 x - + - 
3%M Tw 4/2/12 x - + - 
3%M Tw 3/1/90 x - + - 
6%MTw5/2/2 x + + - 
6%M Tw 3/1/14 x - + - 
6%MTw2/1/6 x - + - 
6%MTw4/1/1 x - + - 
6%MTW2/1/1 X - + - 
6%MTw1/2/6 X - + - 
6%M Tw 5/2/56 x - + - 
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SAMPLE (CODE) PLOIDY KARYOTYPE PROTEIN DNA 
6%MTw2/1/7 x + + - 
6%M Tw 3/1/17 x - + - 
6%MTW2/2/4 x + + - 
6%MTW3/1/3 x + + - 
6%MTW2/2/7 x - + + 
6%MTw3/2/13 x + + - 
6%M Tw 2/2/16 x + + - 
6%M Tw 2/1/16 x - - + 
6%M Tw 2/1/14 x + - - 
9%M Tw 3/1/33 x - + - 
9%M Tw 3/2/10 x + + - 
9%MTw1/2/6 x + + - 
9%MTW4/2/2 x - + - 
9%MTw2/1/9 x - + - 
9%MTW2/1/1 x - + - 
9%14Tw3/1/3 x - + + 
9%M Tw 2/1/70 x ± + + 
9%MTw4/1/7 x - + - 
9%MTw3/2/ x - + - 
9%MTw2/1/69 x - + - 
9%MTw1/1/4 x - + - 
9%M Tw 3/1/20 x - + + 
9%M Tw 2/1/25 x + + - 
9%MTW2/1/2 x - - + 
12%MTW4/1/42 x + + - 
12%M Tw 3/2/6 x + + - 
12%M Tw 1/1/7 x - + - 
12%M Tw 3/1/4 x - + - 
12%MTw2/2/14 x - + - 
12%?4 Tw 2/1/6 x + + - 
12%M Tw 2/1/8 x + + - 
12%MTW3/2/19 x - + - 
12%M Tw 5/1/34 x - + - 
12%M Tw 2/1/9 x + + - 
12%M Tw 2/1/7 x + + + 
12%M Tw 3/2/1 x - + - 
12%M Tw 4/1/3 x - + + 
12%MTW2/2/3 x - +• - 
12%M Tw 2/2/7 x - - + 
12%MTw4/2/14 x - - + 
1%M Ty 1/2/2 x - + + 
6%MTy2/2/2 x + + + 
9%MTy1/2/1 x + + + 
9%MTy2/2/2 x - + - 
12%M Ty 2/1/2 x - + - 
12%M Ty 2/2/4 x - + - 
12%M Ty 2/1/32 x + + - 
12%M Ty 3/1/4 x + + + 
12%M Ty 1/2/2 x + + - 
-205- 
SAMPLE (CODE) PLOIDY KARYOTYPE PROTEIN 	DNA 
3%M Na 2/2/1 x - + 	 - 
6%MNa3/2/1 x - + - 
6%M Na 1/1/17 x + + 	 - 
9%MNa3/2/4 x + + 	 - 
9%MNa3/2/5 x - + - 
12%M Na 3/2/18 x - + 	 - 
12%M Na 4/2/1 x - + - 
12%M Na 1/2/1 x - + 	 + 
12%M Na 3/2/17 x + + - 
12%M Na 3/2/19 x + + 	 - 
12%M Na 3/2/18 x - - + 
1%STw4/1/1 x - + 	 + 
6%STw4/1/2 x + + 	 - 
Key: 	x = doubled haploid regenerants 
2x = spontaneously doubled regenerants 
4x = tetraploid regenerants 
Tw = Tweed 	Na = Natasha 	Ty = Tyne 
M = maltose 	1,3,6,9 or 12% = concentration of 
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particular value to those programmes involved 
in the development and use of molecular mar-
kers in barley breeding. The greater additive 
genetic variation associated with doubled hap-
bid populations together with the absence of 
within-family segregation indicates that this 
breeding strategy will be well suited to relating 
variation detected at the nucleic acid level (re-
striction fragment length polymorphism) to 
that observed as phenotypic variation at the 
whole plant level. Methods for analyzing the 
effects of major gene loci on quantitative traits 
in random inbred lines of barley are also avail-
able (POWELL et al. 1985 a, POWELL et al. 
1985 b). 
The availability of a barley pollen embryo-
genic system will also provide an experimental 
system for molecular investigation designed to 
I dentify stage specific proteins or DNA trans-
cripts. This approach would provide an oppor-
tunity to identify key genes active in pollen 
embryogenic cultures and provide a more 
complete picture of gene expression during 
embryogenesis. In addition to improving our 
basic understanding of pollen embryogenesis 
the assembly of clones capable of identifying 
embryogenically competent cells may assist in 
the development of techniques for the genetic 
transformation of barley. 
Zus ammen fass u ng 
Die Wirkung von Zusammensetzung und 
Konzentration von Kohienhydraten auf An-
therenkulturen der Gerste (Hordeum vu! 
gate L.) 
Die Zusammensetzung des Kulturmediums ist 
für die erfolgreiche Einleitung von Mikrospo-
renteilungen in vitro von gro{er Bedeutung. 
Die vorliegenden Versuche sollen die Auf-
merksamkeit auf ein relativ vernachlassigtes 
Gebiet der Zell- und Gewebekultur lenken, 
nämlich auf die Kohlenhydratkomponente, die 
in den Medien verwendet wird. Drei Genoty-
pen der Sommergerste wurden auf Medien 
kultiviert, die insofern verändert waren, als 
Saccharose durch folgende Kohlenhydrate er-
setzt wurde: Maltose, Fruktose, Malzextrakt, 
Galaktose (jeweils 6 % wlv) und eine Glukose 
(3 % w/v)-Fruktose (3 % w/v)-Mischung. So-
wohi Maltose als auch Malzextrakt haben sich 
hinsichtlich ihres Vermogens, die Bildung grü- 
ner Pflãnzchen aus Mikrosporen auszulösen, 
der Saccharose als uberlegen erwiesen. Es wur-
den auch die Konzentrationen von Saccharose 
und Maltose verändert. Insgesamt gesehen war 
die Reaktion der Antheren auf Maltose-Me-
then besser als auf Saccharose-Medien. Dar-
über hinaus wurde durch Konzentrationen der 
Maltose im Bereich von 6-12 % w/v eine 
grofere Anzahl grüner Pflanzen erzielt als bei 
niedrigen Konzentrationen (1-3 % w/v). 
Schliel'slich wurde auch die Wirkung der Mal-
tose-Medien auf Genotypen untersucht, die 
für Gerstenzüchter von Bedeutung sind. Es 
konnte gezeigt werden, dag die Sorte 'Blen-
heim' schr positiv reagierte und dag dieser 
genetische Faktor in F 1 -Hybriden übertragen 
werden konnte. Das Verhältnis von haploiden 
zu diploiden regenerierten Pflanzen war bei 
den Genotypen nicht konstant; im allgemeinen 
traten mehr haploide abs diploide Pflanzen auf. 
Die Folgerungen, die aus diesen Ergebnissen 
für die Gerstenzuchtung zu zieheri sind, wer-
den diskutiert. 
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Medium (EDAM). Sucrose is not included in 
this medium and energy is obtained enzymati-
cally from the barley starch. Furthermore, su-
crose concentrations of 20 or 40 g l inhibit 
the differentiation of green plants. HUNTER 
(1987), working with the barley cultivars 
'Sabarlis' and 'Igri' demonstrated the impor-
tance of the carbohydrate component in the 
barley anther culture medium. Regeneration of 
green plants from barley microspores is opti-
mal when the concentration of sucrose and 
glucose in the medium is not greater than 
0.03 mol/l. BABBAR and Gum (1986) have 
also shown that different carbohydrates can 
affect aspects of pollen embryogenesis. Fruc-
tose and glucose have both been shown to be 
inhibitory to pollen embryogenesis in Petunia 
(RAQUIN 1983). 
The use of maltose instead of sucrose as sole 
carbon source in barley anther culture media 
leads to a much more dramatic increase in 
response than reported previously in any other 
system. Sucrose is hydrolyzed rapidly to glu-
cose and fructose by the highly abundant in-
vertase enzyme, whereas maltose is degraded 
more slowly. It is possible that there is a 
threshold concentration above which glucose 
and/or fructose are inhibitory to microspore 
development. Thus, it would be the removal 
from the medium of sucrose, which is having a 
toxic effect on the microspores, rather than the 
actual addition of maltose that gives such 
marked results. Further studies involving the 
intermediate sugar phosphates and radioactive-
ly labelled sucrose and maltose will be neces-
sary to determine the underlying basis of the 
superiority of maltose over sucrose in its abili-
ty to support pollen embryogenesis in barley. 
One of the major genotype-dependent prob-
lems associated with barley anther culture is 
the production of large numbers of albino 
regenerants. DAY and ELLIS (1984) provided 
evidence that major deletions occur in the 
chloroplast DNA of albino anther culture re-
generants of both barley and wheat, but not in 
green regcnerants. They postulate that such 
DNA modifications form a natural part of 
plant development, and act to preclude pater-
nal inheritance of chloroplasts by rendering 
those in the male gametes nonfunctional. 
Thus, the ratio of green to albino plants ob-
tained would depend on whether or not micro-
spores are cultured before or after such modifi- 
cations take place. If this is the case, the pro-
portions of green regenerants might be in-
creased by varying the stage of development at 
which microspores are cultured, depending on 
genotype. However, if the DNA deletions oc-
cur at a very early stage of microspore develop-
ment, problems are encountered with micro-
spores not responding to culture, and it may be 
necessary, possibly through varying the grow-
ing conditions of donor plants, to alter the 
relative rates of chioroplast and microspore 
development in order to achieve the desired 
increase. 
The present results have profound implica-
tions for the use of doubled-haploid (DH) 
technology in barley breeding. The availability 
of large numbers of DH will not only facilitate 
the production of improved cultivars but will 
also provide a powerful tool for improving our 
understanding of barley genetics. The efficien-
cy of green plant production is only one aspect 
of the utilization of anther culture technology 
in barley breeding. The origin of microspore-
derived plants is of even greater importance 
and the embryogenic route to green plantlet 
formation may reduce the problems associated 
with an intermediate callus phase (POWELL et 
al. 1984, POWELL et al. 1986). The higher pro-
portion of haploids compared to spontaneous 
diploids regenerated in the present experiment 
differs from previous reports (LYNE et al. 1984, 
HUANG and SUNDERLAND 1982, OLSEN 1987) 
where 90 % of the regenerants have been 
shown to be diploids. The culture techniques 
used in this experiment therefore favoured the 
development of haploid as opposed to diploid 
embryos. Such haploids will require colchicine 
treatment to restore fertility. Methods which 
result in an excess of spontaneous diploids are 
advantageous provided that this category of 
regenerants represents the complete spectrum 
of variation of interest to the breeder. 
Further refinements in technique may also 
allow the isolation and regeneration of large 
numbers of plants from isolated barley micro-
spores. These discrete single cells offer great 
potential as recipients for the introduction of 
foreign genes by microinjection, co-cultivation 
or electroporation. The capacity to extract 
anther-culture-derived lines from any genera-
tion offers an opportunity to exercise control 
over the extent of potential recombination. 
This aspect of doubled haploidy will be of 




The substitution of sucrose by maltose in the 
anther culture medium results in a dramatic 
improvement in the number of green plantlets 
regenerated, and also influences the mode of 
plantlet regeneration. Observations on this ef -
fect of maltose form the basis of an improved 
method for barley anther culture (European 
patent application; HUNTER 1987). 
The marked improvement in yield reported 
in this communication, and in particular, the 
differences in response between experiments I 
and II, are worthy of comment. A four-fold 
increase in the response of the cultivar Tweed' 
on 6 % (w/v) maltose was observed in Experi-
ment II compared to that obtained for the same 
cultivar in Experiment 1. The spikes used in 
Experiment II were pre-selected to contain 
microspores at the mid uninucleate stage. Al-
though an indirect morphological index (inter-
ligule length) was used in Experiment I to 
identify appropriate spikes it is highly prob-
able that some anthers cultured in this experi-
ment did not contain microspores at the cor-
rect developmental stage. Further improve-
ments in anther culture response can also be 
achieved by growing donor plants under opti-
mal growth conditions (OLSEN 1987). The 
availability of controlled growth chambers al-
lowing plants to be maintained at 12 "C pro-
vides more uniform material for anther culture 
studies. 
The improvements in anther culture re-
sponse raise two important questions. Firstly, 
what is the physiological or biochemical basis 
for the observed beneficial effects of a-1,4 
linked glucose as a carbon source for pollen 
embryogenesis in barley? Secondly, how can 
the anther culture system be best exploited in 
barley genetics and breeding? 
Two other experimental strategies have pro-
vided indirect but compelling evidence that 
carbohydrate source is important in the appli-
cation of cell and tissue culture techniques to 
crop improvement. These include experiments 
designed to examine the effect of solidifying 
agents on barley anther culture response. SOR 
VARI (1986a, b) has examined the effect of 
barley, corn, potato, rice and wheat starch in 
comparison to agar in solidified media. In gen-
eral, the response was higher in the starch-
gelatinized media, with the barley and wheat  
starch proving to be best for both the induc-
tion and regeneration phases. Furthermore, 
the starch media were conducive to the forma-
tion of embryoids which eventually developed 
into plantlets. The author concludes that for 
barley "starch offers ideal circumstances for 
the development and differentiation of micro-
spores into plantlets". The pattern of results is 
comparable to those reported in this communi-
cation when maltose or malt extract is used in 
the culture medium. It is therefore conceivable 
that enzymic secretion occurs during the cul-
ture phase and may be important. The barley 
starch polysaccharide is entirely /3-glucan and 
consists of a B-amylose and an amylopectin 
fraction. Starch degradation by f3-amylase pre-
cedes via the breakdown of /3 (1-4) interglu-
cose linkages with the release of maltose. I-
amylase is also able to degrade starch granules 
releasing glucose, maltose, maltotriose, mal-
totetraose and other oligosaccharides (BRIGGS 
1978). The beneficial effects of various starches 
as solidifying agents may therefore be associ-
ated with their degradation products. 
Sucrose is the major translocated carbohy-
drate in plant tissues and it has therefore been 
assumed that sucrose should represent the ma-
jor carbohydrate in culture media. Carbohy-
drates are heat-labile and, consequently, auto-
claved sucrose media will contain a mixture of 
sucrose, D-glucose and D-fructose. BALL 
(1953) demonstrated that autoclaved media 
may give results completely different from 
those of a medium containing filter-sterilized 
sucrose and he identified the need to examine 
the type of carbohydrate used in cell culture 
experiments. BARROW (1986) examined the 
conditions required to isolate and maintain 
viable cotton microspores and conducted that 
the best carbon source for long-term cultures 
was glucose or ribose. This result is consistent 
with reports by DAvis et al. (1974), PRICE et al. 
(1977) and BARROW et al. (1978) that cotton 
cells in culture respond better to glucose than 
to sucrose. 
RAQUIN (1983) examined the use of a range 
of sugars as a carbon source for anther culture 
of Petunia. Maltose was found to be superior 
to both sucrose and glucose in its ability to 
improve embryo induction and development. 
This conclusion is supported by SORVARI and 
SCHIEDER (1987) who proposed a new type of 
medium, Enzymatically Digestible Agar-Free 
I 	 - 	- 	 -. 	 fl ,111tIei 	(ltLi ,  
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text, it should be noted that both maltose and 
malt extract encouraged an embryogenic route 
to green plantlet formation. Green plantlet 
regeneration is observed directly from the in-
duction medium when maltose is used as the 
sole carbohydrate source. 
Experiment 2: The results of the experiment 
in which the concentrations of sucrose and 
maltose were varied are summarized in Table 2 
and confirm the overall superiority of maltose 
over sucrose. A total of 1,092 green plants 
were regenerated on the maltose-based 
medium compared to a total of 16 on the 
sucrose-based medium. Due to the non-nor-
mality of the data a generalized linear model 
was used to analyze the data and the results are 
presented in the form of an analysis of deviance 
table (MCCULLAGH and NELDER 1983). The 
analysis of deviance for the maltose based ex-
periment is presented in Table 3 and indicates 
that there are significant differences between 
genotypes but that the effect of carbohydrate 
concentration is non-significant. (The effect of 
carbohydrate concentration was considered a 
fixed effect and therefore a mixed model was 
used as the basis for the variance ratio tests.) 
However, it is evident that the high concentra-
tions of maltose (6-12 %) produce a higher 
frequency of plants than the low concentra-
tions (1-3 %). With the exception of percent-
age responding anthers, the interaction of 
genotypes with maltose was significant 
(P < 0.01) and indicates that genotypes do not 
respond similarly over the varying carbohy-
drate concentrations. 
The ratio of green to albino plants regener-
ated is also of interest. For 'Tweed', approxi-
mately equal numbers of green and albino 
plantlets are produced. For 'Tyne', a ratio of 
green to albino regenerants of 1 : 3 was ob- 
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served, whereas for 'Natasha', the number of 
albinos far exceeds the number of green plants, 
giving a ratio of 1: 7. 
Experiment 3: Information on the total 
number of plants produced from each of the 
seven genotypes is given in Table 4. Also pre-
sented is the projected rate of green plant 
production on the basis of 30 spikes being 
cultured per day achievable by one worker. 
'Blenheim' is very responsive in culture with 
an average of 3.5 green plants being produced 
per spike cultured. Although E224 and TS624 
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are less responsive than 'Blenheim' it is impor-
tant to note that the F 1 hybrids involving the 
three parental genotypes are all very respon-
sive. 
The ploidy level of the microspore-derived 
lines for five of the seven genotypes examined 
is presented in Table 5. The contingency 
value (X2(4) = 13.81) is significant at the 0.01 % 
level. This indicates that the frequency of hap-
bid to diploid regenerants is not consistent 
over genotypes. However, in general there 
were more haploid than diploid regenerants. 
Table 3. Experiment 2. Analysis of deviance for the characters: percentage responding anthers, green and 
albino plantlet production 
% Responding anthers Green plantlet Albino plantlet 
production production production 
Item d.f. Mean change Mean change Mean change 
of deviance of deviance of deviance 
Replicate 4 23.34 53.50 63.46 
Genotypes 2 115.72'' 549.41 116.55** 
Maltose concentration 4 23.73 52.88 134.82 
Genotypes x Maltose 8 6.30 27.55' 40.64* 21  
Residual 56 4.56 9.63 14.10 
00P<0.01 
P < 0.001 
Table 4. Experiment 3. A summary of genotypic effects on green plant production for anther culture in barley 
(based on a culture medium containing 6 	w/v maltose) 
Genotype Spikes cultured Green plants Green Green 
(plants) plants/spike plants/week' 
Blenheim 20 (4) 69 3.5 525 
E224 20 (4) 9 0.5 75 
TS264 20 (4) 3 0.2 30 
F 1 Blenheim X E224 75 (15) 85 1.13 170 
F 1 Blenheim x T5264 75 (15) 63 0.84 126 
F 1 E224 x Blenheim 75 (15) 87 1.16 174 
F 1 T5264 x Blenheim 75 (15) 64 0.85 128 
Total 360 (72) 380 1.06 159 
* Assuming 30 spikes cultured per day. 
Table 5. Experiment 3. Numbers of haploid and diploid progeny produced by anther culture 
Blenheim 	Blenheim x Blenheim x E224 x TS264 x 	Total 
E224 TS264 Blenheim Blenheim 
Haploids 58 	50 47 46 43 	244 
Diploids 12 16 12 33 17 90 
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Furthermore, in barley (WE! et al. 1986) and 
Nicotiana species, (ARUGA et al. 1985, Kvo and 
HARADA 1985) isolated microspores have been 
deprived of sucrose for several days in order to 
induce embryogenesis or callus formation. Re-
cently it has been demonstrated (SORVAR! and 
SCHIEDER 1987) that low sucrose concentrations 
(20 g l) inhibit barley androgenesis. Maltose, 
an a- 1,4 linked glucose disaccharide has been 
found to be beneficial for embryo induction in 
anther cultures of Petunia (RAQUIN 1983) and 
barley (HUNTER 1987) and for somatic embryo-
genesis of Medicago sativa (STRICKLAND et al. 
1987). 
The objectives of the present study were to 
examine the effect of different carbohydrates 
on anther culture response in barley and to 
identify carbon sources which allowed the in-
duction of pollen embryogenesis in cultivars of 
commercial significance. 
Materials and Methods 
Three complimentary investigations were con-
ducted. In the first, the spring barley cultivars 'Gol-
den Promise', 'Tweed' and 'Doublet' were grown in 
a glasshouse with a minimum 16 h photoperiod at a 
temperature of 20-30 °C. Each was represented by 
25 plants and the three primary tillers were harvested 
from each plant when the inter-ligule length signified 
pollen at the early to mid-uninucleate stage 
(30-60 mm). Spikes were treated for 28 days at 4 0C 
as described by HUANG and SUNDERLAND (1982). 
After pre-treatment, ten spikes of each genotype 
were taken at random and 30 anthers from the 
central florets of each spike were cultured on 4 ml 
medium solidified with sea plaque agarose in plastic 
petri dishes (30 x 10 mm). The culture medium used 
was based on that described by FOROUGHI-WEHR et 
al. (1976). The medium was filter sterilized and 
modified by replacing sucrose with a range of alter-
native carbohydrates. The following carbohydrates 
(6 % w/v) were substituted for sucrose: maltose, 
fructose, malt extract, galactose and a glucose (3 % 
w/v)/fructose (3 % w/v) mixture. 
Cultures were incubated in darkness at 25 °C. 
After 28 days the anthers producing callus and/or 
embryoids were counted (no. responding anthers). 
Cultures were then transferred to illuminated con-
ditions (30 x E m 2s) at 20 °C and differentiating 
call uses/em brvoids were transferred to regeneration 
medium (FOROUGHI-WEHR et al. 1976) containing 
the corresponding carbohydrate. Cultures were as-
sessed for green plantlet differentiation after a fur-
ther 28 days. 
A second experiment was conducted in which the 
concentrations of both maltose and sucrose were 
varied. The medium (FOROUGFH-WEHR et al. 1976) 
was filter-sterilized and modified for the experiment 
by supplying sucrose or maltose at a concentration 
of either 1, 3, 6, 9 or 12 % w/v. Three spring barley 
genotypes: 'Tweed', 'Tyne' and 'Natasha' were used 
as donor genotypes. The material was maintained 
under similar conditions to those described in the 
previous experiment. Three primary tillers were har-
vested from each of the twenty plants when the 
interligule length was between 35 and 60 mm. Spikes 
were removed aseptically from tillers and test anthers 
dissected from one of the most advanced central 
spikelets in each spike. The test anthers were then 
tapped out in acetocarmine and checked microscopi-
cally. Spikes were retained for culture if microspores 
were at developmental stage 2-3 (SUNDERLAND 
1974). Each treatment was represented by 30 anthers 
and was replicated five times. The experimental con-
ditions were as described for the previous experi-
ment. Cultures were scored for the number of an-
thers responding to form callus or embryoids and for 
the number of green and albino plants regenerated. 
In the third experiment the following parental 
genotypes and F 1 hybrids were tested: 'Blenheim', 
TS264, E224 (breeding lines generated in the SCRI 
spring barley breeding programme), 'Blenheim' x 
E224, 'Blenheim' X TS264 and their reciprocal cros-
ses. Four plants of each of the parental genotypes 
and fifteen plants of each F 1 hybrid were grown as 
described previously. Five spikes were harvested 
sequentially from each plant and processed in the 
same manner as described previously but with mal-
tose (6 % w/v) used exclusively as the carbohydrate 
source. 
Results 
Experiment 1: The number of anthers re-
sponding and the number of green plants pro-
duced for the three spring barley cultivars cul-
tured on the seven media are presented in 
Table 1. The data may be considered as a 3 by 
7 contingency table and the number of green 
plants produced is significantly influenced 
(X2(12) = 86.04*), by carbohydrate and geno-
type. Maltose is superior to the other carbohy-
drates tested and is capable of producing a 
large number of microspore derived green 
plants. 'Tweed' was far more responsive in 
culture than either 'Doublet' or 'Golden 
Promise'. Although the frequency of green 
plant production is of importance, the type 
and quality of microspore derived structures is 
probably of greater importance. In this con- 
Table 1. Experiment 1. The influence of different carbohydrates on anther culture response in three spring barley genotypes 
Maltose Sucrose Glucose Fructose Malt extract Galactose Glucose/Fructose 
Tweed 	 Anthers cultured 324 324 324 324 330 318 
312 
Green plants I64' 7 8 27 67 0 4 
Doublet 	 Anthers cultured 288 282 288 282 282 288 
282 
Green plants 9 5 1 0 8 0 0 
G. Promise 	Anthers cultured 312 312 312 276 276 276 
276 
Green plants 10 1 0 0 10 0 0 
63 plants obtained from I spike. 
Table 2. Experiment 2. The effect of sucrose and maltose concentration (w/v) on percentage responding anthers, green and albino plantlet production for the cultivars 
'Tweed', 'Natasha' and 'Tyne' (150 anthers per treatment) 
3 
Maltose % (w/v) 
6 9 12 1 3 
Sucrose % (w/v) 
6 9 12 
Tweed 	% Responding anthers 44.7 52.5 65.3 58,3 56.7 6.0 6.7 7.3 10.0 21.3 
Green plantlets 69 134 285 103 286 8 1 2 6 1 
Albino plantlets 68 162 227 145 243 7 3 11 19 11 
Natasha 	% Responding anthers 22.7 38.7 48.0 42.0 57.3 4.7 1.3 6.0 13.3 20.0 
Green plantlets 1 8 15 37 60 1 0 0 0 1 
Albino plantlets 10 57 83 203 342 0 0 14 19 14 
Tyne 	 % Responding anthers 4.7 5.9 16.7 34.7 32.7 2.7 3.3 3.3 5.2 4.0 
Green plantlets 0 1 18 40 36 1 0 0 5 2 
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Abstract 
Culture medium composition is critical for the suc-
cessful induction of microspore division in vitro. 
The present experiments have focused on a relatively 
neglected area of cell and tissue culture research, 
namely the carbohydrate component used in the 
medium. Three spring barley genotypes were cultur-
ed on a medium which was modified by replacing 
sucrose with the following carbohydrates (6 % wlv): 
maltose, fructose, malt extract, galactose and a glu-
cose (3 % w/v)/fructose (3 % w/v) mixture. Both 
maltose and malt extract were superior to sucrose in 
their capacity to induce green plantlet differentiation 
from microspores. The concentrations of both su-
crose and maltose were also varied. Overall the 
response of anthers on maltose based media was 
higher than on sucrose based media. Furthermore, a 
concentration of maltose in the range 6-12 % w/v 
produced a higher frequency of green plants than a 
low concentration (1-3 % wlv). The effect of mal-
tose based media on germplasm of direct relevance to 
barley breeders was also tested. The cultivar 
'Blenheim' was shown to be very responsive and this 
genetic factor was transmitted to the F 1 hybrid. The 
frequency of haploid to diploid regenerants was not 
consistent over genotypes, but in general there were 
more haploid than diploid regenerants. The implica-
tions of these results for barley breeding are dis-
cussed. 
Key words: Hordeum vulgare - microspore - 
pollen embryogenesis - anther culture 
The utilization of anther culture technology in 
barley breeding has been limited for three main 
reasons: low overall yield of green plants, high 
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genotypic dependency and problems associ-
ated with an intermediate callus phase. In or-
der to circumvent these problems the Hor-
deum bulbosum technique (KASHA and KAO 
1970) has been used (Coo et al. 1985) but it 
has also been shown to be influenced by genet-
ic and environmental factors (BJORNSTAD 1986). 
Two primary approaches have been adopted 
in an attempt to improve anther culture re-
sponse of barley genotypes. The first approach 
involves the selection of genotypes responsive 
to anther culture and the incorporation of 
these genotypes into barley improvement pro-
grammes (FOROUGI-1I-WEHR and FRIEDT 1984). 
The genetical approach is limited in that the 
choice of responsive barley genotypes may 
restrict the genetic variation available to barley 
breeders. The second approach has sought to 
identify physiological and environmental fac-
tors which influence the response of anthers in 
culture (HUANG and SUNDERLAND 1982). The 
development of media and culture protocols 
which are applicable to a broad spectrum of 
barley genotypes is attractive. 
Culture medium composition is critical for 
the successful induction of microspore divi-
sion. A common requirement for all media is a 
carbon supply and in most anther protocols 
sucrose is recommended as the sole carbon 
source (WENZEL and FOROUGHt-WEHR 1984). 
However, research has suggested that sucrose 
may not be the optimal carbohydrate for all 
tissue culture systems (KOCHBA and SPIEGEL-
Roy 1973, KOCHBA et al. 1982, Hur'rrER 1987). 
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